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ABSTRACT
Researchers in many fields have embraced social network analysis as
a way to predict a range of outcomes, from the spread of infectious diseases
within populations, to the likelihood that individuals will engage in high-risk
activism, to the probability that countries will ratify treaties. Across these
diverse contexts, there is robust empirical evidence that social networks
impact nearly all the opportunities, constraints, and decision-making
processes that individuals, organizations, and even nations experience. In
spite of these compelling findings, researchers have primarily focused on
micro-relational processes and have not paid adequate attention to whether,
and how, macro-structural network characteristics impact the behaviors of
the actors within it. I address this question by exploring the impact of whole
network measures on a social process that is of special interest to both social
movement and organizational behavior scholars: the spread of
organizational behaviors.
The first step in understanding if and how macro-level network
characteristics impact social processes is describing how network structures
vary. To this end, I begin by describing the evolution of the social network of
social movement organizations that were active in New York between 1960
and 1995, where ties between organizations are formed when they attend
the same protest event. To do this, I build network graphs based on coparticipation for each year between 1960 and 1995, and also calculate
several formal whole network measures at each of these intervals.
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I find that the social network of social movement organizations was
remarkably different in different time periods. In the 1960s and early 1970s,
which corresponds to the height of the much-studied protest cycle in the U.S.,
the network was much more connected and centralized than at later time
periods. Near the end of the period, the network was heavily fragmented but
still featured small, densely connected clusters, primarily composed of social
movement organizations from within the same social movement industry.
Having established that there is variation in the network over time,
the second stage of this project was to predict the likelihood that a social
movement organization will attend a protest event that uses each of 19
protest tactics that it has never previously used before. I make these
predictions using peer influence models, a variation on discrete time event
history analysis. I include, as predictors, micro-relational network
characteristics and measures of peer influence, node-level control variables,
macro-structural network measures and contextual control variables, and an
interaction term between the peer influence and macro-structural network
measures.
I find that micro-relational, peer influence, and node-level control
covariates influence tactical adoption as expected, but macro-structural
network measures also significantly impact the probability that an
organization will adopt a new tactic, net of other contextual controls. Future
researchers should consider and measure the impact of whole network
characteristics on the social processes they investigate.
11

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), one of the best-known and
most influential organizations within the African American Civil Rights
Movement, established early in its existence a tactical repertoire that
included rallies, marches, and civil disobedience. Throughout the 1960s, the
organization continued to employee these tactics regularly, but its repertoire
also expanded rapidly to include additional tactics such as information
distribution, symbolic displays, vigils, dramaturgy, press conferences, and
walkouts. In 1960, the New York Times reported that CORE used three
distinct tactics in protest events it covered that year; by 1963, the same year
that CORE helped sponsor the March on Washington, the paper had reported
on events in which CORE employed eleven additional protest tactics.
Why would a social movement organization (SMO) like CORE, which
by 1960 was already well-established, well-known, and well-connected,
choose to introduce so many new tactics into its repertoire? How did it learn
about new tactics, decide they would be good to use, and gain the skills
needed to implement them? The broad research question that motivates this
project is: why do organizations adopt the strategies that they do? The case I
use to answer this question is the case of tactical adoption among SMOs
within a network of SMOs. While I expect that there are many reasons
organizations implement practices, I focus on relational explanations.
Social movement researchers have invested significant energy into
answering these questions, in part because of findings that indicate that the
12

protest tactics movements employ correlate to the outcomes they
experience. There are two broad approaches to understanding tactical
choice: the first, which I review in this section, is fairly well-developed and
settled within the social movements tradition and centers on tactical
adoption as a purely strategic decision; but, a second way of understanding
tactical adoption considers how different SMOs have access to different
information, and experience varying pressure to adopt new tactics. Many of
the arguments in line with the second approach to understanding tactical
adoption reside within the organizational behavior and social network fields
of research, and in the intersections between those fields and social
movements research. In this project, I further bridge the social movements,
organizations, and networks literatures by focusing on how
interorganizational relations and the network structure in which SMOs are
embedded constrain or facilitate the adoption of new protest tactics. I begin,
however, by reviewing the well-established findings on tactical adoption
within the social movements literature.
Tactical Selection
Before moving to different explanatory approaches, I situate this
research within social movement studies more broadly. Tactical choices have
been an important research topic in social movement studies because there
is substantial empirical evidence that there is, in fact, a correlation between
the tactics SMOs use and outcomes of interest, which in part depends on the
targets of their action and public perception, among other reasons. In some
13

cases, movements that utilize more disruptive and contentious tactics seem
to be more successful than movements that rely on constrained, conventional
approaches to provoking social change, in part because disruptive tactics
draw more attention to protestor demands and also threaten to disrupt the
status quo (Gamson 1975, Piven and Cloward 1979). In other cases, however,
non-disruptive protest tactics result in better outcomes. For instance, Rojas
(2006) finds that universities were more likely to create African-American
Studies departments when protestors demanded them using non-disruptive
tactics such as rallies, rather than disruptive ones such as sit-ins and
vandalism. He argues that this is because non-disruptive protests imbued
protestor demands with legitimacy in the eyes of administrators and the
public, while disruptive tactics stripped them of it. Other researchers
similarly assert that the effect of the types of tactics chosen on the likelihood
of success depends on many factors including the targets and goals of the
protesting group, the political context, and whether disruptive effects
damage the reputation of the movement and SMOs within it (Cress and Snow
2000, Giugni 1999, Schumaker 1975).
When trying to explain why SMOs adopt different or specific tactics,
social movement researchers have tended to focus on two strategic reasons
social movements adopt new practices. The first is in response to external,
changing macro-historical conditions. SMOs might adopt new tactics, for
example, when norms regarding policing practices and repressive capacity
change or when political opportunities present themselves. As McAdam
14

(1983) explains, “The key challenge confronting insurgents, then, is to devise
some way to overcome the basic powerlessness that has confined them to a
position of institutionalized political impotence. The solution to this problem
is preeminently tactical” (735). McAdam (1983) illustrates this point by
tracing the tactical evolution of the Civil Right Movement as a series of
tactical innovations designed to leverage bargaining power over more
powerful actors, which were eventually met with a tactical adaptation that
neutralized the tactic, and in turn necessitated a new tactical innovation. For
example, in the case of the Montgomery bus boycotts, the tactic of boycotting
the bus lines initially produced the desired outcomes, as the U.S. Supreme
Court declared bus segregation laws unconstitutional and other Southern
cities, fearing the economic repercussion Montgomery and Tallahassee had
faced due to the boycotts, desegregated their bus lines. In short order,
however, the segregationist countermovement found ways to counter and
neutralize these tactics through legal maneuvers and extra-legal harassment
and intimidation (McAdam 1983). Clemens (1997) also describes the ways
SMOs adopt new forms and tactics in order to maximize their ability to
effectively target the state in her comparison of the women’s, labor, and
agrarian movements.
Second, another line of research posits that while movements do
change tactics strategically, they do so in response to political defeats rather
than political opportunities. McCammon (2012) introduces the concept of
“strategic adaptation,” in the context of the women’s jury rights movement.
15

This term refers to the way the movement in different states interpreted the
political and cultural climate and adjusted their tactics in response, and why
it experienced success in some states much more rapidly than in others. In
addition to the importance of the political climate, several works also
highlight the importance of the organizational field of SMOs in determining
the tactical choices of movements (McCammon 2003, McCammon 2012).
Moving away from pure strategy, Minkoff (1999) and others discusses
how SMOs change in an effort to adapt to changing environmental conditions
that operate at the intersection of intra-organizational characteristics and
external conditions. An open environment in which both the government and
the public are relatively receptive to social movement activity is conducive to
more extra-institutional activism. A restrictive environment, however, favors
operating through less confrontational and more institutionalized channels
(Minkoff 1999). Polletta and Kretschmer (2013) similarly note that the
repressive capacity of the state structures the availability of tactics to
activists within it. At the same time, organizational characteristics such as
organizational structure, stability, goals, and prior tactical history impact
how much SMOs are able to adapt tactics to their environment without
risking complete organizational failure (Minkoff 1999).1
Although not relevant to the period of this study, social movement scholars have also paid
increasing attention to how technological and communications environments can lead to
strategic shifts. Earl and Kimport (2011) propose that digital technologies have facilitated
the development of a new “digital repertoire of contention” that includes new tactics such as
online petitions and hacktivism, but also fundamentally changes the characteristics of the
current tactical repertoire to include tactics that do not require copresence, may have nonpolitical orientations, and are sporadic and episodic in nature (180). Likewise, Bennett
1
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A final condition that has an impact on the overall rate and prevalence
of tactical innovation and adoption is the relative level of protest activity.
Tarrow (1995) argues that tactical innovation, in particular, is most likely to
occur at the beginning of a protest cycle. He artfully states, “A final
characteristic of protest cycles is perhaps their most distinctive trait: they
are crucibles within which new weapons of social protest are fashioned”
(94). This argument suggests we might expect to see more tactical diffusion
when levels of protest activity increase, such as at the beginning of the
protest cycle in the 1960s, while tactics spread more slowly in less eventful
time periods.
A second way of conceptualizing tactical selection focuses more on the
internal and cultural characteristics of movements, such as how tactics align
with an SMOs identity and goals, and how that may shift over time. One
illustration of this is how lesbian/gay freedom day parades emerged as a
tactical and strategic reflection of the movement’s embrace of both collective
identity and individualism (Armstrong 2002). Likewise, Heaney and Rojas
(2014) suggest that organizations can use both their identity and network
position strategically to maximize their mobilization efforts. Specifically, they
find that when organizations adopt a hybrid identity that has broad appeal,
they can attract more participants and can also place themselves in an

(2012) demonstrates that collective action is becoming more personalized, coordinated
through digital media with SMOs sometimes intervening and coordinating actions, and
projected both to a wider range of targets and to individuals’ online networks.
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advantageous network position as central network brokers, which may
confer all kinds of future benefits.
There is also evidence that there is a correlation between SMO and
movement characteristics and innovation—or lack thereof. Michels (1962)
introduced another idea about how organizational requirements can lead to
organizational change: the “iron law of oligarchy,” which is the idea that as
organizations grow, they become more difficult to administer, and the goals
of organizational preservation and the personal interests of leaders can
eventually displace the original organizational goals. This trend is worrisome
to some social movement scholars, who argue that increasing
professionalization and bureaucratization of the social movement field and
SMOs within it, as well as elite funding, could lead to goal displacement and a
corresponding turn to less confrontational, non-disruptive tactics (Jenkins
1998, McCarthy and Zald 1977, Piven and Cloward 1979, Staggenborg 1988,
Zald and Ash 1966). For instance, Staggenborg (1988) describes how, as
SMOs formalize and professionalize, they adopt more institutionalized tactics
and favor strategies that make organizational survival more likely. While this
confers benefits in terms of social movement continuity, this hampers tactical
innovation within the social movement organization itself as professional
movement activists fail to launch new tactics and movements. At the protest
event level, Wang and Soule (2016) find that events that bring together
different issues are more likely than other kinds of events to bring together
tactics in new ways, and new protest tactics were more likely to appear at
18

events with peripheral claims. Their findings suggest a relationship between
movement, and perhaps SMO, claims and the likelihood of adopting or
introducing a new tactic.
Tactical Diffusion
In the prior sections, I have described tactical selection as a choice
that movements and SMOs make. Although most social movement
researchers treat tactical choice as a rational one, it is not the case that they
presume all options are available to all actors at all times—SMOs have to
learn about and understand how to deploy different tactics. At the societal
level, Tilly (1978) captures this learning process through his introduction of
the tactical repertoire, which combines choice with structural realities. The
tactical repertoire is the set of protest forms or tactics available to a social
movement or SMO, which consists of protest forms that are conceivable and
actionable. For instance, the use of violence as a protest tactic would be
outside the tactical repertoire of a SMO dedicated to nonviolent resistance
because the use of violence would be inconceivable, so such a SMO might opt
for a rally or sit-in instead. Similarly, a public demonstration would probably
not be in the tactical repertoire of a movement or organization in a
repressive and authoritarian political environment because it would be
impossible—or at least extremely dangerous—to implement. The idea is that
activists and SMOs make strategic decisions about which tactics to employ,
but they select the tactics from a set of tactics that are available to them.
These choices between known tactics is presumptively driven by the factors
19

discussed above, including such factors as the repressive capacity of the state
and cultural preferences. It is also possible that some ostensibly different
tactics nonetheless share common cultural meanings, that affect their
adoption. Ring-Ramirez, Reynolds-Stenson and Earl (2014), for instance,
build upon this idea by demonstrating that certain types of tactics are more
likely to co-occur with other, similar tactics (e.g., boycotts and strikes often
go hand-in-hand, while boycotts are less commonly used alongside civil
disobedience). This finding suggests that activists might select tactics within
a conceptual framework that makes some tactics more accessible and
available to them than others. Thus, social movement researchers may
presume actors, and the SMOs they drive, make strategic decisions about
how to change and adopt new tactics, while also recognizing the ways in
which cultural, structural, and historical contexts can constrain these
decisions.
Because SMOs are likely not choosing from all hypothetically possible
tactics at a given moment, but rather from tactics they already know or can
learn and observe, tactical diffusion has been another important focus of
social movement research. Tactical diffusion describes the way protest
tactics spread from one SMO or movement to another SMO or movement.
Diffusion of ideas and practices and organizational learning are topics that
interest both organizational behavior theorists and social movements
researchers. This should not be surprising, considering the time and effort
organizations in all sectors dedicate to strategizing, and the corresponding
20

belief that how organizations pursue their objectives impacts the probability
of achieving them. As is the case with tactical selection generally, studies of
tactical diffusion across SMOs typically approach the phenomenon from a
perspective that emphasizes the ways organizational change is strategic,
with the expectation that activists and professional organizers strategically
chose the tactics that they expect are best-fitted to increase the likelihood of
achieving outcomes of interest to social movements, including increased
media coverage, shifts in public opinion and cultural norms, and policy
changes.
Researchers often attribute tactical spread to some combination of
homophily effects, where one SMO or movement adopts the practices of
another that it perceives as being similar on some critical dimension, and
network effects, which attribute the tactical adoption to ties spanning SMOs
or movements. Researchers sometimes talk about homophily as the tendency
for, “birds of a feather to flock together,” or for entities to interact with and
imitate others who they believe to be similar to themselves. For example, in
her investigation of the spread of the new protest tactic of building
shantytowns, Soule (1997) finds an homophily effect and demonstrates that
the new shantytown tactic spread more readily among student activists
located at universities that shared characteristics. Specifically, students at
elite, liberal arts colleges in the Northeast and universities with lower levels
of African American enrollments were more likely to use shantytowns as
protest; and, the tactic spread more readily to and from universities that
21

were more similar in a process akin to mimetic isomorphism, in which
organizations imitate their peers. McAdam and Rucht (1993) report similar
processes at play in cross-national diffusion, which they argue can occur
either through perceptions of similarity or through direct relational ties.
They investigate the case of the New Left in Germany and the United States,
which shared many of the same ideological concerns, goals, and tactics and
argue that the primary vehicle for this similarity was a perception of
similarity. They also argue that direct relational ties linking movements,
perhaps through affiliational ties between individuals and movements or
organizations, are important channels for diffusion processes.
As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, other researchers
examine the ways in which tactics spread or diffuse among organizations
through social network connections. For example, Wang and Soule (2012)
examine patterns of learning and diffusion of tactics among SMOs tied by copresence at protest events. They find that collaboration leads to tactical
diffusion, as tactics diffuse through co-participation of SMOs at protest
events. This happens more rapidly for more central organizations, which are
more likely than more isolated SMOs to both send and receive new tactics
from their collaborators, and for organizations that already have a fairly
diverse tactical repertoire. They are able to show that this is a network effect,
where organizations change in response to physical ties formed through copresence at an event, rather than a homophily effect, and argue that it is an
instance of organizational learning (Wang and Soule 2012).
22

Social Network Analysis in Research on Social Movements
This project argues that the literatures reviewed above could be
further expanded by deeper engagement with research on social networks.
Of course, the consideration of social networks is not new to social
movement scholars. Beyond studies of tactical diffusion, social movements
researchers consider the ways social networks impact movement processes,
typically investigating ties between individual movement participants,
affiliational links between individuals and SMOs, and ties between SMOs. In
order to understand the unique contribution of this project, I review the
some of the most important findings from this research tradition here2.
Individual-to-Individual Ties
The most common treatment of social networks within the field of
social movement theory is as a predictor of individuals’ social movement
participation, particularly regarding recruitment into SMOs and activities
(Diani 2004). Previous empirical research has found that people are much
more likely to get involved with a movement when they have connections to
others who are already involved (Diani 2004). McAdam (1986) explains that
two network processes—membership in organizations, especially political
ones, and strong ties to other involved activists—are correlated with the
likelihood that individuals participated in high-risk activism during Freedom

I do not attempt a full review of the intersection of social movements and social network
research. This is a well-developed literature that provides important background for my
investigation, but is not the focus of this project. My goal here is to clarify how networks
have been considered broadly so that the unique contributions of this project are more
evident.
2
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Summer. Involvement in specific campaigns or events can create a cycle of
participation for individuals who often create new social ties with people and
organizations that may make subsequent activism and engagement even
more likely (Diani 2004). Network processes also seem to play an important
part in whether or not organizations retain membership; for example,
individuals with a high proportion of ties to other members are less likely to
leave an organization than their more isolated counterparts (McPherson
1983).
Affiliational Ties Between Individuals and Organizations
Another important thread of social network analysis within the field
of social movements is the investigation of affiliational ties between activists
and organizations. Joint affiliation with an organization creates ties between
individual activists, while at the same time, the membership of individual
activists in multiple organizations creates ties between organizations (Diani
2004). These various affiliations can help build and strengthen subcultures of
activists interested in similar causes, and can help maintain feelings of
collective identity and solidarity even when social movements are latent
(Diani 2004, Taylor 1989). Because members—as well as their skills,
connections, and time—are one of the most valuable resources for all types
of voluntary associations, the ways in which individuals link to organizations
is of particular interest to social movement researchers. Empirical research
in this area has found that affiliations with multiple organizations promote
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the sharing of resources, including information and skills, across SMOs (Diani
2004).
Affiliational ties are two-mode networks, and as Breiger (1974)
demonstrates, the dual nature of these networks can provide insight not only
into the effect of direct ties between individuals and organizations, but into
the structure of the network itself as well. Many social movements
researchers exploit this feature of affiliational networks. For example,
Bearman and Everett (1993) begin with a group-issue network and find that
groups tied to identity-based new social movements become more central
over time, which they cite as evidence that there is a shift in the salience of
issues within the field of social movements; they also induce a group-group
network from the group-to-issue network, and then use the those networks
to identify the structural position of groups and find that this structural
position correlates with the repertoire of tactics groups employ. Similarly,
Fernandez and McAdam (1988) transform people-by-organization matrices
at two different universities to people-by-people ones that “reveal the
structure of common memberships in local organizations,” (364) and find
that the structural position of individuals in a multiorganizational field
impacted the probability of participating in Freedom Summer, but that this
depended on the recruitment context. These studies are but two examples of
how social movements researchers employ the dual nature of affiliation
networks (for a few of many instances, see: Kitts 2000, Kitts 1999, Malinick,
Tindall and Diani 2013, Simpson 2015).
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Organization-to-Organization and Movement-to-Movement Ties
Yet another area in which SNA has proven fruitful in the investigation
of social movements is in the examination of ties not between individuals,
but between organizations, structures, and movements themselves. In her
examination of “free spaces,” or areas free from observation where aggrieved
groups can form ties and mobilize, Polletta (1999) describes linkages
between the egocentric network of free space structures and the roles they
are best-suited to fill in mobilization. It is important to note that, in this case,
“structures” are not formal SMOs, but may be organizations that facilitate
mobilization in other ways, such as “trans-movement” organizations like the
American Friends Service Committee, “indigenous” structures such as
Southern black churches, and “prefigurative” organizations like alternative
food co-ops. She writes, for example, that due to the extensive ties that
characterize trans-movement organizations, they are well-equipped to
identify mobilization opportunities, whereas the dense ties and isolated
networks of indigenous structures are better suited to identify and supply
leaders and local participants (Polletta 1999).
Novel Uses of Social Network Analysis
Finally, some researchers of social movements have begun employing
network analytic techniques in novel ways to uncover patterns that might
otherwise be difficult to detect. Diani and Kousis (2014) use the duality of
claims and events to identify national campaigns against neoliberal austerity
policies in Greece, and also examine the ways that events, in turn, link
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different claims. Ring-Ramirez, Reynolds-Stenson and Earl (2014) identify
“meaning structures” attached to tactics by identifying tactics that cluster
together into sets with distinct roles. Others focus on the ways in which
information and communications technology (ICT) alter social movement
dynamics and capacities (Bennett and Seggerberg 2014, Pavan 2014).
Integrating Tactical Diffusion, Social Networks, and the Role of
Structure
Building on and extending these lines of research, this project further
integrates research in the fields of social movements, organizational
behavior, and social networks. It describes the static and dynamic
characteristics of a large, observed network of SMOs over a critical period in
social movement history, and models the effect of variation in the whole
network structure on changes in the tactical repertoire of SMOs. Specifically,
this project recasts networks as contexts in which movement dynamics play
out, arguing that the shape and characteristics of that network context
should influence how processes operate within it. Using tactical diffusion as
an important case for testing the role of networks as context, this project also
attempts to bring social movement studies and organizational research even
closer together by developing hypotheses about how tactical diffusion will
operate drawing on both social movement research and organizational
studies. I argue that this expansion of how scholars consider the importance
of and role of social networks and the further bridging of social movements
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and organizational research are important contributions, in addition to our
improved understanding of tactical diffusion.
In Chapter 2, I lay the basis for the further integration of
organizational studies and social movement research by reviewing research
on organizational change and discussing how the social movement and
organizations literature have already come together. In this chapter, I
compare social movements explanations for tactical selection and diffusion
with explanations developed in the field of organizational behavior, as well
as describing the areas of overlap. I focus particular attention on how many
organizational theorists, in contrast to much of the social movements
research I have reviewed, embrace the idea that many organizational
strategies are only very loosely coupled with the rational pursuit of explicit
organizational goals.
In Chapter 3, I lay further foundation for the important potential
contextual effects of social networks and also introduce the potential of
interactions between whole network effects and more traditional ego-centric
ways of thinking about the effects of networks. Specifically, I review research
that describes how social networks are conduits—of information, of trust,
and of other resources—with a focus on studies within the social movements
and organizational behavior literatures. I also describe how whole-network,
egocentric, and cross-level social network measures correspond to different
understandings of how social networks impact access to resources and, in
return, behaviors.
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Chapter 4 develops the specific expectations that I will test in this
project. Like other social movement and organizational theorists, I predict
that SMOs will adopt new tactics as a function of their network positions and
the tactical choices of their peers. However, I argue that whole network
characteristics, such as whether the network is densely clustered, also
impact the probability that a SMO will adopt a new tactic. Furthermore, I test
whether these whole network characteristics moderate the effect of peer
influence on the probability that a SMO will adopt a new tactic. My
contribution to the field of social networks is a descriptive examination of a
real-world dynamic network evolution over a 35-year time span, which is
notable in a field that often has to focus on static networks or rely on
computer simulations due to data constraints.
In Chapter 5, I describe the data and methods I will use to examine the
network and test hypotheses. I use the Dynamics of Collective Action (DoCA)
dataset, which contains information on every protest event reported in the
New York Times between 1960 and 1995, augmented with organization-level
data. I introduce the features of both datasets, and explain the procedures
behind data collection and the linkage between the two data sources. In this
chapter, I also dedicate attention to the use of newspaper data, with a
discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of newspaper data, how each of
these specifically affects my research, and the steps I take to reduce worries
about biases introduced through newspaper data. Finally, I illustrate how I
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built the matrices and measures for analyses, and present the model I use to
predict the adoption of a new tactic.
The purpose of Chapter 6 is to describe and compare the
characteristics of the network at static intervals between 1960 and 1995, and
demonstrate how they change dynamically over time. I use both calculations
of network measures and images of the graphs over time. I find that the
network had a core of highly influential and connected SMOs in the 1960s
and early 1970s, but that over time it became more fragmented and SMOs
within the network more isolated. This alone is a significant contribution,
because social network analysts often fail to consider the effect of whole
network structure, or variations in network structure, on processes they
examine.
In Chapter 7, I present results of a variation of a discrete time event
history analysis that predicts the likelihood that a SMO will attend a protest
event where a tactic it has never previously used is implemented. I model the
effect of whole network and other contextual factors, egocentric and nodelevel characteristics, peer influence, and interactions between peer influence
and whole network characteristics on tactical adoption. Like others, I find
that more central SMOs are more likely to adopt new tactics and that peer
influence significantly predicts tactical adoption, but I also find that whole
network characteristics significantly predict tactical adoption.
In Chapter 8, I review my contributions and findings. I also offer
suggestions for future research based on my results, and discuss limitations
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of this work. Based on my findings, I urge researchers to consider whole
network effects as important contextual determinants of behavior. I suggest
investigations of similar dynamics in other sectors and among individuals to
test the generalizability of my findings, and also to ensure my results are not
an artifact of biases introduced by reliance on newspaper data. Last, I
acknowledge that there are explanations for tactical adoption and innovation
that I am not able to test, either due to data and modeling constraints or
because they are beyond the scope of this work.
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CHAPTER 2: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
While social movement scholars tend to treat tactical choice, including
the adoption of new tactics, as a strategic move, research within the broader
organizations literature cautions against this assumption. In the field of
organizational behavior, researchers investigate a wide range of types of
diffusion, learning, and imitation, and seriously question the assumption that
individuals and organized collectives of individuals behave in rational ways.
There are substantial bodies of research within this field that demonstrate
the myriad ways decision-making and consequent organizational change can
be irrational and can have unintended consequences.
In this chapter, I trace the evolution of organizational behavioral
thinking about how change takes place within organizations, and discuss
points of convergence within the organizations and social movements
literatures. The most critical contribution of organizational theory to
considerations of how SMOs start using new tactics is the idea that there are
pressures that drive organizations to adopt practices that do not clearly
contribute to the organization’s explicit goals. Often, these pressures flow
through network connections. Furthermore, certain types of organizations
(e.g., organizations that operate in uncertain technical environments, balance
competing goals and preferences, have few clear rules about how to organize,
etc.) —among them, SMOs—are more susceptible to these pressures than
others. Yet social movement researchers are much less apt to consider the
ways organizations can behave in less-than-rational ways. I argue that, while
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there are common threads between organizational theory and research on
social movements, there are also some ideas from organizational theory,
particularly as it relates to how organizations adopt and change practices,
that could be more fully integrated into social movement research on tactical
adoption.
Understanding Organizational Change: A Theoretical Evolution
In the following section, I describe how different schools of thought
within organizational theory conceptualized organizational change, with
special attention to explanations for how and why organizations adopt new
practices and strategies. Early theorists attributed organizational change to
strategical thinking, while later theorists focused greater attention on the
many factors that constrain organizations and drive change in ways that may
not be clearly strategic.
Rationalism and Contingency Theory: Strategic Adaptations
Rationalism
Early organizational theorists within the rational and contingency
theory schools, argued that organizations adopted new practices to increase
efficiency, meet organizational goals, and respond to different technologies
and environments. One of the earliest rational organizational theorists,
Taylor (1911) proclaimed that organizations could and should scientifically
analyze work tasks, and then change in response to this analysis to maximize
efficiency. The principles of scientific management that Taylor (1911)
introduced were meant to improve the lot of both workers and employers,
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although the extent to which this is true depends heavily on precarious
assumptions about human nature and how closed organizations are to all
kinds of outside influences. Blau (1955) applies a similar logic to his analysis
of bureaucratic organizations, which he found changed much more often
than anticipated. He asserts that a rational manager should implement
formal and/or informal changes in response to internal difficulties, and finds
that this does happen, and with more frequency than expected, in
bureaucracies. In addition to considering organizational efficiency in meeting
explicit goals, Blau (1955) also considers the effect of organizational
practices and adaptations on social outcomes including social cohesion of the
work team and the satisfaction and wellbeing of individuals within it.
Contingency Theory
Later contingency theorists looked beyond the boundaries of the
organization itself to investigate how organizations develop and change in
response to external conditions. Chandler (1962) theorized that
organizational structure follows strategy. To evaluate this idea, he examined
the organizational structure of DuPont, General Motors, Standard Oil
Company, and Sears, Roebuck and Company. He argued that environmental
conditions explain the organizational structure and any modifications to it as
organizations strategically align to the environment in which they operate.
Similarly, Perrow (1967) and Woodward (1965) explain that organizations
develop different structures according to the technologies they work with,
and the degree to which work is routine or nonroutine. Other work within
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this line focuses on how the social environment, in addition to the economic
environment, shape organizations (e.g., Stinchcombe 1965, Stinchcombe
1959).
Other theorists readily agreed that organizations change as they adapt
to changing contexts, but introduced taste into the equation and focused
more attention on the decision-making process and the ways that it can be
complicated. Like rationalists and contingency theorists, Simon (1957) was
also concerned with how organizations could improve efficiency, but he
introduced the concept of bounded rationalism, which is an acknowledgment
that choices are made with imperfect information, and sometimes have
unintended outcomes. In other words, even when organizations try to pursue
rational strategies and to maximize efficiency to achieve their goals, the
consequences of the choices they make and practices they adopt may
sometimes appear irrational. March and Simon (1958) extend this idea
further by explaining that organizations themselves can limit the choices of
people within them by establishing norms and rules.
As elaborated in Chapter 1, most research on tactical selection within
the field of social movement research fits in best with the rational and
contingency theory schools of thought: SMOs make strategic decisions about
which tactics to use, although many researchers acknowledge that they make
this decision within the limits of certain constraints and with imperfect
information. In the following sections, I describe organizational theories that
embrace a view of organizational behavior that seriously questions the
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extent to which organizations operate in rational ways, and describe
parallels within the field of social movement research.
Moving Beyond Strategy: Naturalism, Population Ecology, and New
Institutionalism
Naturalism
Cohen, March and Olsen (1972) turn earlier theory about decisionmaking and organizational change on its head by arguing that instead of
encountering a problem, evaluating competing solutions in a rational and
scientific manner, and reaching and implementing a solution, rather change
in organizations often happens in the opposite way. Instead, solutions (e.g.,
the purchase of a mainframe computer) present themselves and are then
assigned to problems (e.g., disorganized bookkeeping), quite often in a
circuitous and fortune-driven manner (Cohen, March and Olsen 1972). The
heart of this argument is that decision-making and change are far more
complicated than previous researchers recognized. They argue that this is
most prevalent in “organized anarchies,” which are organizations that meet
one or more of the following conditions: “preferences are problematic,
technology is unclear, or participation is fluid” (Cohen, March and Olsen
1972:16).
While these concepts have not been as widely integrated in social
movements research, some scholars do consider the ideas Cohen, March and
Olsen (1972) introduce in organization-oriented research on social
movements. For example, Rojas (2006) uses these concepts to justify his
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measure of spare resources, which are expected to pave the way for
organizational change, in a study on the implementation of African-American
Studies programs within universities.
Population Ecology
Population ecologists take a different approach, arguing that, in
general, organizations are simply not very good at changing, and, to the
extent that they do adapt, it is to maximize their fit within a resource niche in
the organizational field. Hannan and Freeman (1977) assert that even when
organizations strategize and try to adapt, there are limitations on their
capacity to do so, in particular from inertial forces that make change difficult.
This inertia can be both internal and external and can include, for example,
sunk costs in equipment and personnel, political constraints, norms, and
legal and fiscal constraints. Because there is limited potential for adaptation,
population ecologists assert that researchers should consider selection of the
fittest organizations and competition within a population, or field, as a
critical component of organizational survival and success.
There are also a number of theorists who bridge social movement and
organizational theory from a perspective that is consistent with the
principles of population ecology. For instance, Soule and King (2008) use
resource partitioning theory to describe interorganizational competition
among SMOs within the same social movement industry, and how
specializing increases or decreases the likelihood of survival for SMOs.
Minkoff (2002) argues that SMOs adopted specific organizational forms in
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order to access more resources and legitimacy and ultimately to maximize
organizational survival. On the flip side, Rao, Morrill and Zald (2000) argue
that social movements are a source of cultural innovation that can generate
new organizational forms. These are but a few examples of the research and
researchers that span the two traditions and integrate ideas from both.
New Institutionalism
Building on the idea that the adoption of new practices has more to do
with the social context than strategic choice, in an important paper DiMaggio
and Powell (1983) describe the role that legitimacy plays in the adoption of
new practices or even organizational forms. They assert that when an
organizational field is new, organizations inhabiting it are quite diverse;
however, as the field becomes more established, it also becomes more
homogenous (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). The reasons they provide for this
are both structural and cultural and include coercive factors such as state
mandates and shareholder activism, normative isomorphism which leads
organizations to adhere to licensing and credentialing norms, and mimetic
isomorphism in which organizations imitate one another (Powell and
DiMaggio 2012). All three processes are avenues to make organizations more
legitimate in their respective field.
As DiMaggio and Powell (1983) set forth, and other scholars have
elaborated, there are coercive, normative, and mimetic forces that push
organizations to adopt practices that their peers have adopted, and might
operate through peer influence. These dynamics affect all types of
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organizations; however, it is likely that mission-oriented organizations are
especially susceptible to isomorphic pressures operating in tandem with
peer influence. Meyer and Scott (1992) lay out how in sectors with few
technical rules about how organizations should look and a higher
commitment to the public good, the pressure to conform to peers is
especially strong. Thus, in the case of social movement organizations, which
typically have a lot of freedom in their organizational design and are
primarily concerned with the public good, it is likely that peer influence is an
important predictor of organizational behaviors. One way of thinking about
this is that, in social movements, it is notoriously difficult to measure direct
effects of organizational decisions, such as tactical choice, on achieving goals.
In the absence of clear metrics of success, organizations might be especially
likely to mimic peers as a way of increasing legitimacy.
Isomorphic pressures can lead to organizations that look like one
another, but they can also all contribute to organizational change. In the
context of social movements, for example, if a prominent SMO adopts a new
tactic, it is probable that other SMOs will also adopt the tactic, perhaps
without much consideration of whether or not a particular tactic is functional
for its goals, well-suited to its targets, or in concordance with its ideology, but
simply as a mimetic reflex. Likewise, if a social movement launches a
successful boycott of a firm based on its practices, both the targeted firm and
other firms in the field may change in order to avoid further damage.
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Like some of their theoretical predecessors, institutionalists and
neoinstitutionalists acknowledge that organizational practices and
organizational change are not always perfectly rational. Meyer and Rowan
(1977) explicitly discuss how, at times, conforming to institutional rules
increases perceptions of legitimacy and the likelihood that the organization
will survive, even when these rules are irrational and possibly even
dysfunctional for a particular organization in other ways. Organizations often
cope with this tension by developing loosely coupled systems in which
formal rules and actual practices are divergent.
It is interesting that social movement scholars and organizational
theorists both note that innovation is most likely to occur before the
organizational field stabilizes, for example, at the beginning of a protest cycle
or when a new organizational niche opens. Additionally, Fligstein (1991)
makes the case that organizational scholars across the board have
overlooked the impact of the state in shaping organizational practices, while
social movement researchers regularly consider the repressive capacity of
the state on movement activity and behavior. One empirical illustration of
this within the field of organizational behavior is an investigation of the
diffusion of civil service reforms. When a state requires such reforms, civil
service agencies quickly adopt them; when they are not so required, changes
diffuse slowly, at first to cities with characteristics associated with higher
adoption rates, and eventually to most of the rest of the population (Tolbert
and Zucker 1983).
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Similarly, Davis and Thompson (1994) utilize theories drawn from the
social movements literature to explain a type of activism especially relevant
to organizational theorists. They locate the rise of shareholder activism and
the organizational changes it created in the context of a favorable political
opportunity structure that paved the way for shareholders to demand
greater corporate control. These findings within the field of organizational
behavior mirror research on social movements that expect the state to play
an important role in the ways mobilization takes place, including the form of
SMOs and the strategies they use to pursue their goals.
Integrating Research on Social Movements and Organizations
While I have described areas of overlap across the social movement
and organizational behavior traditions throughout this chapter, I argue that
there are additional reasons social movement theorists should reconsider
whether decision-making, and in particular decisions about which tactics to
adopt, is as strategic and rational as social movements scholars often
describe.
First, there are several reasons to believe that SMOs are particularly
susceptible to isomorphic pressures. It is probable that there are fewer rules
governing how SMOs should organize and what they should do compared to
organizations in other sectors. A minority of organizations in my sample
engage in political activity but are primarily other types of organizations,
such as businesses, nonprofits, professional organizations, or educational or
religious organizations and therefore face constraints on their organizational
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structure and activities. For example, nonprofits cannot engage in activity
that is too political, or they risk their tax-exempt status; similarly, businesses
must protect their profit and maintain networks and licenses critical to their
operation. Most of the SMOs in my sample do not fall into one of these
categories, however, and have fewer limitations structuring their operation.
Additionally, although SMOs take many organizational forms, it is
likely that many of them meet the definition of organized anarchy presented
by Cohen, March and Olsen (1972), distinguished by competing preferences
and demands of participants within them, fluid participation of a largely
volunteer base, and differences in goals. These are environments in which
decisions about how organizations should operate are incredibly complex. In
terms of preferences, participants in SMOs may have differences in goals,
organizational structure (Bordt 1997), and levels of commitment due to
competing demands on largely volunteer-based affiliates. The technology of
SMOs, which could be thought of as both the organizational goals and the
methods used to pursue them, is notoriously unclear and difficult to measure
in most cases. And finally, because many SMOs function with a large, or even
exclusive, base of volunteers and activists, participation with the SMO is also
exceptionally fluid.
I make no claims here about the extent to which SMOs adopt new
practices for rational reasons or not. I note, however, that according to
Cohen, March, and Olsen’s (1972) garbage can model of decision-making and
organizational anarchies, there is good reason to suspect that changes
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happening within SMOs may be far less rational and more complicated than
many social movement scholars acknowledge. Furthermore, the research on
isomorphism suggests that, rational and strategic or not, there are
exceptional pressures on organizations—especially SMOs—to adopt certain
practices and tactics in order to establish legitimacy, adhere to norms, and
comply with legal regulations. Together, all of these characteristics suggest
that SMOs are much more likely to adopt tactics their peers are using,
regardless of whether or not those tactics are strategically linked to SMO
goals. Social movement scholars, who rightfully invest in research on tactics
generally, have nonetheless failed to pay adequate attention to the effect of
peer influence and isomorphic pressures on tactical choice and have
overprivileged an explanation of tactical adoption grounded in clear-eyed
strategizing. I discuss the paths through which isomorphic norms and
pressures flow in the following chapter, which focuses on social networks.
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CHAPTER 3: SOCIAL NETWORKS AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
In addition to bringing the social networks and organizations
literature closer together, a major contribution of this research project is to
examine whether the larger shape of an entire SMO network effects the
dynamics within it and also to examine whether there are interactions
between more ego-focused network measures and this larger network
context.
Social network analysts are interested in relationships between actors
and other network characteristics because they find that material and nontangible resources, trust, and status flow through network connections and
impact subsequent behaviors. They have also found that some egocentric
network configurations put specific actors in particularly advantageous
positions, for instance, when they serve as a bridge between two otherwise
disconnected clusters of actors. Yet there has been very little research into
whether, or how, whole network configurations impact actors within a
network, in spite of the acknowledgment that network connections matter to
a host of social processes and the fact that the structural position actors
occupy within a network also matters.
In this chapter, I review the ways that social movements and
organizations literatures treat social networks, with attention to the
relevance of previous empirical findings to the specific case of tactical
diffusion. In particular, I focus on research about the flow of resources
through different network connections and configurations, with a special
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focus on trust as a type of resource, and status as an alternative to trust.
While previous research focuses on egocentric network configurations, I
argue throughout that the same processes, aggregated to the whole network
level, could also impact the behaviors of individual SMOs within it. Given
prior research, I assert that researchers should model the effect of
macrostructural network structures as well as the way these structures could
moderate micro-level processes.
Social Networks as a Resource
Many theorists have focused on social networks as a resource, both
for individuals hoping to connect and advance in organizations, as well as for
organizations themselves. Social networks are a form of social capital, which,
unlike physical, human, or financial capital, is capital that, “inheres in the
structure of relations between actors and among actors” (Coleman
1988:S98). Relationships between individuals shape obligations and
expectations, determine how trustworthy an entire network environment is,
and structure the flow of information (Coleman 1988). In the case of tactical
diffusion among SMOs, the resource of access to information is critical
because organizations of all types often learn about new practices and
strategies, which they may subsequently implement, through their peers.
Within organizational studies, there is a substantial body of evidence
that social capital, in the form of network ties, has profound impacts on
individuals’ life chances. For example, even with expanding technological
capabilities and the increase in the potential to hear about job opportunities
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that they afford, people often find jobs through social networks (Granovetter
1995, Lin 1982). Research establishes that as expected, human capital—or
the skills, experiences, and credentials that an individual possesses—are
critical in explaining initial job placement; however, social capital, or
network ties, are more important in explaining mobility within organizations
(Burt 1997a, Burt 2000).
One of the underlying mechanisms for this could be that individuals
with advantageous networks are able to access new information, which
provides them a “vision advantage” that translates into tangible professional
rewards (Burt 2004). The importance of social capital in perceptions of
influence and promotions are replicated in other studies (e.g., Brass 1984).
This finding helps explain why people from underrepresented groups, such
as women, often have poorer outcomes in terms of interorganizational
mobility despite having similar levels of human capital compared to others:
they face more barriers to developing the kinds of social capital that would
improve their advancement prospects (Burt 1992, Kanter 2008). Brass
(1985) demonstrates that, because women were not as well-integrated into
organizational networks, they were considered less influential than men and
were less likely to be promoted into supervisory positions. Extending these
findings to the case of tactical diffusion among SMOs, it is likely that SMOs
which are more integrated into the whole network of SMOs and have more
connections within it will also have more access to information that will
encourage tactical innovation.
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Additionally, advantageous egocentric social networks which include
diverse kinds of ties and ties to more diverse alters conduct information
better than homogenous networks. It is possible that whole network
configurations that are rich in heterogeneous ties especially encourage the
adoption of new tactics. In the case of individuals, for example, the right kind
of network can increase the likelihood of finding a job, particularly in higherstatus occupations (Brass et al. 2004, Granovetter 1973).
While the role of trust underpins some of these findings, which I
discuss in more detail below, network position itself plays an important role
in determining the kinds and amount of information nodes receive. Most
research on both organizations and individuals asserts that an advantageous
network arrangement has some strong or close ties, and is rich in weak
“acquaintance” ties and structural holes (Burt 1992, Granovetter 1973,
Padgett and Ansell 1993, Uzzi 1997). This is because strong ties confer some
benefits but are costly to maintain and provide mostly redundant
information. Weak ties, on the other hand, require little investment and
confer nonredundant information. Weak ties are also typically the basis for
structural holes, in which an actor is connected to two other actors who are
not also connected to one another. In this configuration, the actor spanning
the structural hole has access to nonredundant information, and on top of it,
is in a brokerage position and is therefore able to control flow of information
and resources to the disconnected actors on either side of the hole (Brass et
al. 2004, Burt 1992).
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Such a network configuration is advantageous for both individuals
and organizations. Podolny and Baron (1997) study a technology corporation
and corroborate Burt’s (1992) findings that, with some caveats, people with
large networks rich in structural holes are more likely to experience
increased upwards mobility. At the organizational level, Uzzi (1997)
conducted an ethnography of the garment sector in New York and found that
organizations fared best when they had a balance of close ties and “arm’slength” weak ties. The close ties were beneficial for “critical exchanges”
where trust, fine-grained information, and quick, error-free problem solving
were paramount. However, they could also be a liability if organizations
became overdependent on one another, or overextended to help a troubled
exchange partner. Weak ties, on the other hand, helped organizations to be
resilient in the face of sudden changes in the availability of exchange
partners, and led to more innovation. Likewise, in a study of Broadway
success, Uzzi and Spiro (2005) find that creativity and innovation associated
with Broadway success are highest in network structures that are
characterized by a balance of dense within-group ties and group-spanning
ties. By extension, a whole network configuration that includes higher
numbers of SMOs that occupy a bridging position between two otherwise
disconnected SMOs or clusters of SMOs is probably a network that is, overall,
more conducive to tactical diffusion, which as discussed in later chapters,
could be measured using transitivity.
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One important caveat to these findings is that there is evidence that
the extent to which occupying a brokering position spanning structural holes
is beneficial is dependent on cultural context. In their study of Chinese hightech firms, Xiao and Tsui (2007) find that dense, closed networks are most
desirable and highly rewarded, largely because they signal trustworthiness
and dedication. Therefore, it should not be assumed that the advantages a
particular network position or configuration confers transfer to alternative
contexts.
Network ties can also be functional at the organizational level.
Organizations are more likely to form ties when they can benefit one another
in material ways, as strategic exchange partners, for example; and, this is
especially true for units that already have high levels of social capital (Tsai
2000). In addition to the synergy such alliances create, strategic
interorganizational networks can reduce opportunistic behavior between
exchange partners (Williamson 1991). Strategic alliances have other benefits
as well; notably, they increase access to knowledge and information (Powell,
Koput and Smith-Doerr 1996). Powell et al. (2005) study the biotechnology
industry and find evidence that possessing an advantageous network—in
particular, one characterized by diversity in ties as well as multiconnectivity,
or multiple paths to reach connected others—led to accumulative advantage
or a “rich-get-richer” dynamic in which well-placed organizations became
increasingly well-placed.
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Intra-organizational ties can also lead to better organizational
outcomes. For instance, work groups and teams perform better when they
are from diverse social network clusters, and outperform teams that are
diverse strictly according to demographic features such as when a team
member joined an organization (Reagans, Zuckerman and McEvily 2004).
Again, these findings on intra-organizational networks, while still focusing on
the egocentric position of organizations within it, indicate that resources
including information flow better through some network structures than
others. It is not difficult to imagine that whole network structure similarly
impacts the aggregate flow of information within an intra-organizational
context.
The Role of Trust
One of the reasons networks are such an important resource for both
individuals and organizations, and a powerful predictor of a range of
outcomes from selecting a new employee to building alliances, is the
importance of establishing trust with exchange partners. Trust can be
thought of as a particular type of resource. It is probable that SMOs are more
likely to collaborate with and trust other SMOs if they have some established
network tie that connects them—for example, a history of joint participation,
“mutual friends,” or even a shared connection to the same social concerns.
Due to these network connections, it is likely that SMOs also trust these
networked peers and reference them when making decisions about
organizational structure and strategy.
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Granovetter (1973) points out that trust can be established even in
the presence of weak ties, because simply having an intermediary between
two individuals who can vouch for the trustworthiness of the other, and help
to predict and mediate behavior, can suffice. Putnam, Leonardi and Nanetti
(1994) extend this further in a study of Italian democracy, arguing that
variations in social capital correspond to variations in governmental efficacy.
In particular, they find that governments function better when there are
higher levels of “horizontal” social interaction and civic engagement among
people of similar status and power, and correspondingly higher levels of
social capital. The complex mechanisms underlying this association likely
include higher levels of trust, which establishes a norm of reciprocity that
encourages pro-social behaviors and a sense that what benefits the
community also benefits the individual (Putnam, Leonardi and Nanetti
1994). These findings indicate that some network configurations foster
higher levels of trust than others. This signifies that variations in whole
network structure could lead to variations in the overall level of trust within
it, which could in turn impact the probability that SMOs will collaborate with
and imitate others.
An Alternative to Trust: Status
In a paper that introduces an important alternative perspective,
Podolny (2001) makes the case that social networks can be both pipes that
serve as conduits of resources, including material resources and trust, and as
prisms “through which the qualities of actors are inferred by potential
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exchange partners” (58). In this case, networks may be less a source of trust
and more a source of status. To make this more concrete, I offer an
illustration. In a network of SMOs, one SMO might be more likely to adopt a
tactic of another SMO within its reachable network because, by virtue of its
connection, it views the other SMO and its decisions as trustworthy and safe
to emulate. An alternative explanation, however, is that a focal SMO might
imitate higher status alter SMOs within its network due to status. This could
operate in one of two ways: first, because the perceived higher status of the
alter SMO causes the focal SMO to view its alters’ choices in a more favorable
light; or second, because the focal SMO hopes to attract the higher status of
the alter SMO by adopting the same strategies (Podolny 2001).
I suspect that both pipe and prism functions of networks connections
operate in the social networks I investigate. In some cases, I imagine that
SMOs learn about, and learn how to implement, new tactics through their
trusted collaborators. In other cases, it is likely that SMOs look to their
higher-status peers as examples of what they should do if they also want to
attain higher status. I do not, and cannot, test whether pipes or prisms are a
better illustration of the function of social networks in my case, but I note
here that both explanations are reasonable and possible.
Social Networks and Influence
Of special interest to my research, some theorists describe how the
access to information and resources including trust and status which
networks confer leads to the adoption of new organizational structures and
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strategies. Contrary to most other perspectives within organizational theory,
network research on organizations focuses on how relations and
interactional patterns, rather than organizational attributes, constrain
behavior and provide opportunities (Brass et al. 2004).
This line of research asserts that diffusion, or the spread of practices
and ideas across institutions, is not simply the result of certain behaviors
becoming widely known; rather, even when organizations are broadly aware
of practices, they are more likely to actually adopt them if they have network
ties to alters that already implement them (Brass et al. 2004). Again, one of
the mechanisms driving this observed pattern is that we are more likely to
trust others within our social network than those outside it, or to emulate
higher-status peers, and relying on social networks for information and
skills, rather than investing time in independent research, is efficient in
terms of both resources and time (Granovetter 1985).
Organizational theorists have written extensively about how the
adoption of certain practices travels along network connections. Within this
perspective, organizational leaders do not make decisions in a vacuum;
rather, they learn from (or sometimes simply imitate) others within their
social network (Galaskiewicz and Bielefeld 1998). For example, Koch,
Galaskiewicz and Pierson (2014) and Galaskiewicz and Bielefeld (1998)
describe how organizations alter mission statements and organizational
tactics in response to certain partners. They explain that, if an organization’s
partners mentioned certain goals, activities, or beneficiaries in their mission
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statements, it was very likely that the organization would change its own
mission statement to include these same goals, activities, or beneficiaries at a
later date (Koch, Galaskiewicz and Pierson 2014). Galaskiewicz and Bielefeld
(1998) write that organizations were influenced by resource and information
exchange partners, and were more likely to adopt some similar tactics if
these types of partners used them. They argue that this trend is explained
more by observation and learning than by blind imitation. The evidence that
organizations, including SMOs, adopt new practices from their networked
peers is plentiful.
A term that encapsulates the many ways in which network
connections can contribute to changes in behavior is peer influence. Peer
influence is simply the influence that a node’s ties, which can be defined in
many ways, exert on its behavior. For an easily accessible illustration of the
concept of peer influence, think about how an adolescent with many peers
who smoke cigarettes is more likely to smoke. There are several mechanisms
that could explain this—the desire to imitate higher-status peers, easier
access to cigarettes and information about how to use them, or a willingness
to engage in the same practices as trusted friends. In the same way, peer
influence in a network of SMOs is not a mechanism, but rather a term that
encapsulates the mechanisms of access to resources including trust and
status outlined previously along with others.
There are some circumstances in which peer influence has an
especially strong effect. Burt (1987) finds that peer influence in the adoption
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of medical innovations exerted the most control when peers were
structurally equivalent and, therefore, in competition with one another—
even though, in this case, “competition” could simply mean imitating
behavior in order to maintain a reputation as a good physician rather than
strict competition over limited resources. Similarly, several investigations
find that SMOs adopt new practices due to the influence of their relational
ties. I suspect that some whole network configurations also impact the
strength of the effect of peer influence. For instance, a network low in
transitivity and highly connected overall should conduct information
efficiently, but it might also mean that actors within it have more
heterogeneous potential collaborators and receive more mixed messages
about which tactics to use, in which case the influence of any one peer on
tactical choice should be less. Likewise, a fragmented network of densely
connected clusters which are isolated from other clusters may not be
conducive to learning about new practices, but it may foster exceptionally
high levels of trust which make it extremely likely that peers influence one
another’s tactical choices and other behaviors.
Researchers have developed special models which incorporate peer
influence as a covariate (Friedkin and Johnsen 1990, Marsden and Friedkin
1993). Yamagata, Yang and Galaskiewicz (2017) use these models and
compute measures of peer influence in a network of countries based on
similarity in terms of economic development, religion, and language to
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measure the effect of peer influence on the propensity of countries to ratify
treaties.
This dissertation similarly uses social influence models introduced by
Friedkin and Johnsen (1990) to predict the probability that a SMO will adopt
a tactic that it had never previously used before. In so doing, it integrates
consistent findings across the organizations and social movements literature
that network connections impact choices and behaviors, without making
assumptions about whether these choices and behaviors are strategic in the
pursuit of explicit organizational goals. Additionally, I incorporate egocentric
and whole social network measures as predictors of tactical choice, and
explain why I make this decision in the following section.
Social Networks as Context
Organizational theorists and social movement scholars consider
environmental or contextual factors, and how they expand or contract
opportunities for innovation. Social movement researchers think of context
in many ways—in terms of the protest cycle, the set of political
opportunities, and repressive capacities of authorities, for example.
Organizational theorists and social movement scholars both focus on how
the state impacts organizational practices, and how organizations might
change in response to changing resource availability. Similarly, both fields
have brought social networks into the conversation about organizational
change, discussing how organizations might learn new strategies through
their ties or otherwise change to be more like their network contacts, or even
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others whom they simply perceive to be similar in some important and
resonating way. In both research areas, though, the focus is typically on
networks as a property of organizations, not about how the network space
organizations operate in, which may change over time, influences outcomes.
Measuring Social Networks
A central argument of this project is that models of tactical choice
need to account for network effects at individual and larger network levels,
including considering network structures as context. To clarify, I review
different types of network measures.
Egocentric Networks
The most common treatment of networks is at the egocentric or node
level, as an organization- or individual-level resources. The egocentric
network is what a network looks like from the ground, or the perspective of a
network from an organization or individual within it. In the following image
(Figure 1), an egocentric network is the network only as the red node
experiences it.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Egocentric Network
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Various measures of centrality, which reflect the number and quality
of ties an individual node has, sometimes weighted by the total number of
ties in the network or the centrality of each of a node’s alters, are examples of
egocentric measures (Knoke and Yang 2008). Researchers often use
egocentric network measures to describe a node’s prestige, quantify its
influence, or understand its access to and control over information and other
resources.
Classic literature on social networks, such as Burt’s (1997a) article on
structural holes or Uzzi’s (1997) work on strong and weak ties considers
how an optimal network position, computed via egocentric network
measures, can give individuals or organizations a competitive edge. One way
of thinking about the egocentric network, using a term borrowed from Ron
Burt, is that it is an individual or organization’s “contact network” (Burt
1997b).
Within the social movements tradition, researchers focus primarily on
egocentric networks between activists, between activists and organizations,
and between organizations. For example, McAdam (1986) demonstrated that
activists with more organizational ties, and with strong ties to other activists,
were more likely to participate in high-risk activism during Freedom
Summer. Most prior research on diffusion in social movements, which is the
network process that is the focus of this project, also is at the node level,
considering how ties between activists and/or organizations lead to the
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adoption of new tactics (Andrews and Biggs 2006, McAdam and Rucht 1993,
Wang and Soule 2012).
Whole Network Measures
If the egocentric network is what the network looks like from the
ground, from the perspective of a node within it. a whole network is what a
network looks like from a bird’s eye view. For example, in the following
whole network it is possible to identify not just individual nodes, but the
components or clusters in which they are embedded and how those elements
are themselves connected or disconnected from other components (Figure
2).
Figure 2: Illustration of a Whole Network
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Examples of whole network measures include density, or the
proportion of total possible ties in a graph that are observed, and
centralization, which is the summed difference in centrality between the
most connected node and all other nodes within a graph (Wasserman and
Faust 1994). Whole network measures reflect the network environment in
which SMOs operate. If the network of SMOs is dense, it means that most
SMOs collaborate with most other SMOs, whereas a sparse network indicates
overall low levels of collaboration or collaboration with a limited set of alter
SMOs. A highly centralized network indicates that some SMOs are dominant
and highly influential, and may exert particular control over what other
SMOs within the network do, whereas in a decentralized network there is no
core of one or a few SMOs with special influence.
In sum, whole network measures reflect information such as how
connected or disconnected the network is as a whole, and whether
connections among nodes are evenly distributed or concentrated among one
or several highly influential actors. There has been a limited amount of
research on whole networks, largely focused on network development or
longitudinal changes in whole network structure (Provan, Fish and Sydow
2007).
For instance, Kim, Oh and Swaminathan (2006)introduce the concept
of network inertia, or the ways that past network affiliations constrain future
ones, and therefore limit the extent to which whole network structures
change over time. They propose that in highly competitive environments, and
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especially in uncertain market environments, organizations will change ties
more quickly and easily, and in turn the whole network may change more
rapidly (Kim, Oh and Swaminathan 2006). Additionally, they argue that when
normative isomorphic pressures are greater, networks will be more stable as
organizations will be less likely to change ties (Kim, Oh and Swaminathan
2006). These propositions are relevant to social movements research as well,
because they may mean that early in protest cycles when the field of SMOs
and niches of SMOs within social movement industries are less settled, SMOs
may find it easier to make and break ties at will.
Similarly, in a study of innovation and patenting in the biotechnology
industry, Owen-Smith and Powell (2004) find that nonrelational features,
such as geographic proximity and organizational form, impact information
flows in a network. This suggests other researchers should consider how
node-level and environmental factors moderate the effect of network
characteristics, which is precisely what I propose in this investigation.
Additionally, they conclude that future investigations should consider
whether and how these variables impact network evolution and change
(Owen-Smith and Powell 2004). Provan et al. (2003) provide an empirical
example through a case study network change over time, demonstrating how
an interorganizational network of organizations concerned with chronic
disease and health changed over time, in response to an initiative
encouraging more collaboration to meet clients’ needs. They find that the
network became denser and ties more multiplex over time, but that most
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organizations maintained their position within the network even as the
overall structure changed (Provan et al. 2003).
Another line of research examines network governance, or how
resources and activities are coordinated within a network. Powell (1990)
discusses how networks, through sequential, reciprocal, and mutually
supportive actions subject to normative rather than legal sanctions, can
operate as an exchange alternative to markets and hierarchies. Provan and
Milward (1995) ask how effective these arrangements are by examining
organizational mental health systems in four cities, and find that networks
that are centralized, stable, and adequately resourced were most effective
and produce the best client outcomes. Given that most SMOs operate outside
the formal exchange market, since their objectives are not primarily
economic, it is probable that most interactions between them occur through
networks. The fact that Milward and Provan (2003) find that different
network structures produce different outcomes in a service provision
network is again an indication that organizational researchers generally, and
researchers interested in advocacy-oriented organizations as opposed to
their profit-driven counterparts, should pay particular attention to whole
network structure.
Finally, a few studies, already discussed, examine which network
structures are most effective and conducive to organizational learning, which
is the aspect of interorganizational whole networks most relevant to my own
research (Owen-Smith and Powell 2004, Provan and Milward 1995). Owen63

Smith and Powell (2004) find that both the geographic propinquity of a
network and its composition—in particular, the mix of for-profit and not-forprofit firms—impact organizational outcomes and the structure and utility of
the network itself. Provan and Milward (1995) find that some network
structures are more effective than others. In short, although there is much
less research that focuses on whole networks rather than egocentric ones,
the research that does consider whole network effects indicates that,
particularly in the study of SMOs, they are likely to impact network evolution
and organizational and movement outcomes of interest.
Whole Network/Egocentric Network Interactions
Lastly, a few studies suggest there is a possible interaction between
node-level characteristics and whole-network level features. The first is a
study by McFarland et al. (2014), in which they ask why macro-level
networks of high school students in different schools end up looking very
different, if the same micro-interactions produce them. They find that as
schools become larger, more heterogeneous, and less structured, the
networks become more centralized and highly clustered, while in smaller
and more homogenous schools networks are more egalitarian. They argue
that the reason behind this is that in more open, heterogeneous
environments, students rely more on external identity signifiers in making
decisions about who to interact with. In this environment, students tend to
have a stronger preference for more homophilous actors in terms of sex,
race, and age. Over many repeated interactions, this creates networks that
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look very different. While they are thinking of schools as an environmental
factor, which is different from considering social networks themselves as an
environmental factor, McFarland et al’s (2014) research does sensitize
researchers to the importance of context in network dynamics.
Several studies, mostly of public health issues and largely relying on
simulations, consider the effect of network dynamics on outcomes of interest.
One such study is a simulation on the transmission of sexually transmitted
infections (STIs), which is more similar to what I propose, although I do not
expect that the spread of protest tactics works in exactly the same way as
disease transmission (Laumann and Youm 1999). The authors find that rates
of STI transmission vary across racial and ethnic groups due to differences in
intra-racial social networks of sexual partners. African Americans who are
“peripheral,” in the sense that they have had no more than one sexual partner
in the previous twelve months, are five times more likely than Whites and
four times more likely than Hispanics to have sex with a “core” partner who
has had at least four other partners in the same timeframe.
As the authors explain, “This can be seen as a special case of the
general proposition that a high number of sexual linkages between
subgroups will lead to extensive dissemination through the population
rather than to confined infections within the subgroups” (Laumann and
Youm 1999:257). That is, transmission rates are highest when there is a core
group, which still has a significant number of ties to more peripheral
subgroups. Additionally, because African Americans are quite sexually
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segregated from Whites and Hispanics, which have similar rates of STIs at
the population level, infection rates remain high in the African American
population and lower in the White and Hispanic populations (Laumann and
Youm 1999). Similarly, Morris and Kretzschmar (1995) find, through a series
of simulations, that engaging in concurrent sexual relationships, and
especially disassortative mixing where less similar partners have sexual
contact, increase STI transmission.
A case study of the spread of an outbreak of M. pneumoniae among
patients in several psychiatric wards also found effects of network position
on the likelihood of contracting and spreading an infection (Meyers et al.
2003). The authors found that caregivers in the wards were much less likely
to become infected with M. pneumoniae than patients, but once infected, they
were the primary vectors of infection within the facility. In this case, the
caregivers represent shortcuts linking otherwise isolated networks of patient
wards, and they are also central actors who interact with many patients. The
researchers suggest that strategic alterations in the network structure—in
particular, limiting the number of wards caregivers frequent—could be one
of the most effective means of slowing disease transmission (Meyers et al.
2003).
All of these articles indicate researchers ought to consider the macro
network structure in social network analyses, and especially in analyses of
the spread of something like disease or tactics, although this is rarely done.
The main reason for this is because such an analysis requires variation in the
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network data, and since most network data is limited by time and/or sector,
it rarely meets these requirements.
Summary
I reiterate my broad research question: why do organizations adopt
the strategies that they do? In the previous chapters, I have brought research
in the fields of social movements, organizational behavior, and social
networks into conversation in order to elucidate overlaps and areas where
each of the traditions can benefit from research in the others.
In Chapter 1, I described social movement explanations for tactical
selection and diffusion, and reviewed how the social movements tradition
has integrated social network analysis. While researchers in this field
consider how individuals and organizations change, in particular regarding
the strategies and practices they adopt, they—like investigators in all fields—
have neglected the effect of the macrostructure of social networks on all
kinds of social processes, except in the case of simulations.3
One of the problems with failing to model trends in different network
configurations and on dynamic networks that change over time is that we
Although simulations can be helpful, there is also a limit to how much they can tell us about
the social world, which is not entirely reflected in the ideal types simulations use. For
instance, social networks in the wild are almost never a perfect star or caveman
configuration, but simulations model processes in social networks that have these tidy
characteristics. Furthermore, simulations take the human element of interaction completely
out of the equation. As I discussed previously, one of the ways social networks matter to all
kinds of outcomes is their propensity to build and transfer trust. Even if a real social network
were a perfect star, the central node might like or trust some peripheral nodes more than
others, but a simulation can never capture this. On a related note, we know little about how
“real” social networks evolve over time. I recognize that collecting original data on social
networks is difficult, time-consuming, and costly; nevertheless, doing so would overcome
many of the limitations of simulations and permit the comparison of network processes in
different network configurations as well as the effect of time on those configurations.
3
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don’t know whether, for instance, the spread of tactics are special cases, and
the network structure in which organizations are embedded is an overlooked
scope condition that shapes tactical diffusion and other social processes.
Would previous findings on tactical diffusion, or other social processes for
that matter, hold no matter what the social network context is?
In Chapter 2, I reviewed the evolution of explanations for
organizational change within the field of organizational behavior. The
purpose of this chapter was to demonstrate how social movements
researchers have incorporated organizational theory and vice versa, and
then to point out a cornerstone of contemporary organizational theory that
has not been as fully integrated into social movements research: the idea that
organizational actions are often adopted for reasons that are far from
rational. Furthermore, some lines of thought within organizational theory
suggest that SMOs are an organizational form which is particularly
susceptible to changing in ways that are not clearly linked to strategy. In this
chapter, I argued the case that social movement researchers should pay more
serious attention to both of these ideas from organizational theory.
One of the driving factors for organizational change that is not strictly
strategical is network connections, which I discussed in this chapter. I
reviewed different types of network measures and explained how each of
these kinds of measures could impact tactical diffusion, as well as reviewed
relevant research that focused on each type. Studies at the whole network
level are rare, and even rarer are those that consider cross-level interactions
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between egocentric and whole network measures, although it is possible that
such interactions exist and moderate the effect of egocentric level measures
on outcomes of interest. Indeed, to my knowledge, modeling such an
interaction outside of simulations has not been done before, although it is not
far-fetched to imagine that such an interaction exists. One purpose of this
chapter was to make an argument for pursuing research that models the
effect of macrostructural, whole network characteristics on social outcomes
and considers interactions between those whole network and egocentric- or
node-level characteristics.
Having reviewed existing literature on diffusion, learning, and
imitation, empirical findings on the role of social networks in both the social
movements and organizations bodies of research, and three levels of social
network measures as well as peer influence, I turn now to a synthesis of
these lines of investigation and a theory of social movement tactical strategy
that considers social networks as context, and models the effect of all of these
on the probability that an organization will adopt a new tactic that it has
never previously used.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
In this chapter, I introduce a theory of organizational strategy that
conforms with prior research on organizational change, especially the
particular case of SMOs adopting new tactics, and builds upon earlier
theorizing by considering how whole network structure impacts
organizational learning. First, I review expectations for tactical adoption that
I develop based on the extensive literature on diffusion and isomorphism, or
the tendency for organizations to mimic one another; second, I present
expectations about how the network structure itself might affect the process
of organizational learning; and last, I propose that network structure could
moderate the mechanisms that drive isomorphic tendencies.
Centrality
First, I expect to replicate the very robust finding from other research
that organizations that have more ties overall will be more likely to adopt a
new tactic. There is a substantial body of research which finds that more
highly integrated individuals and organizations which have more ties within
a network also have much greater social capital, particularly in the form of
resources and information, including information about the practices of
other organizations (for several examples, see: Giuliani 2006, Powell, Koput
and Smith-Doerr 1996, Sorenson, Rivkin and Fleming 2006, Wang and Soule
2012, Zhao, Anand and Mitchell 2005). The organizations with the highest
centrality scores are those that co-participated at a protest event with the
greatest number of other organizations. An organization could have a high
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centrality score either because it participated in several massive events that
brought many organizations together, or because it participated at many
small events that brought only a few organizations together. In either case,
more central organizations are more likely to collaborate and to have
opportunities to learn how to implement new tactics compared to less
central and less collaborative SMOs.
The first step of implementing a new tactic is learning about it (or,
occasionally, inventing it from scratch); the second is accessing the resources
needed to implement the tactic. Organizing protest events can require a great
deal of knowledge, skill, and experience. Resource mobilization theory
identifies these as cultural and human resources, which can contribute to the
success and organizational capacity of SMOs (Edwards and McCarthy 2004).
In order to host a large protest event, such as a march, organizers need to
know how to apply for and acquire necessary permits, how to recruit a
substantial crowd and motivate them to participate in a desirable manner,
and how to support the logistics of bringing together and leading a critical
mass in a physical space. Other protest events might require detailed
knowledge of the legal aspects of activism and experience dealing with police
repression and the legal system.
One of the ways SMOs and the activists within them can acquire this
knowledge and expertise, facilitating the use of a protest tactic not previously
in a SMO’s repertoire, is through connecting with other SMOs that have
experience implementing specific protest tactics. In addition to skills and
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experience, SMOs could become aware of tactics that were not previously on
their radar at all through contact with other SMOs. In other words, SMOs that
have a great deal of contact with other SMOs have higher levels of social
capital which includes exposure to a wider range of protest tactics and the
human resources of skills and knowledge that can encourage tactical
innovation. Thus, my first hypothesis is:
H1. Organizations that have more ties based on co-participation at protest
events will be more likely to adopt a new tactic that it had never previously
used.
Support for this hypothesis will replicate many other findings on the
relationship between network position and tactical innovation. Although I
would find it surprising to not find support for this hypothesis, which is so
well-supported in research on organizations in various sectors, lack of
support would indicate that higher centrality is not universally associated
with an increased probability of tactical adoption.
Isomorphism
As I discussed in greater detail in my review of previous findings on
organizational change, there are myriad reasons organizations imitate their
peers, and adopt tactics that other organizations are using. SMOs might start
using new tactics due to coercive pressures, most notably, the repressive
capacity of the state. For example, if norms or laws regarding the policing
and prosecution of certain protest tactics change, it is probable that
organizations will react by altering their tactical repertoire as well.
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Normative isomorphic pressures, which push organizations to change in
order to adhere to professional standards, might influence tactical choice
among SMOs that are professionalized, or in the process of
professionalization. For example, a grassroots organization that is in the
process of becoming a formalized and professionalized organization, might
begin using more constrained and conventional tactics in order to qualify for
and attract the support necessary for organizational maintenance.
The most important form of isomorphic pressure for SMOs, however,
is likely mimetic isomorphism. This type of isomorphism, in which
organizations imitate one another, exerts the most control over
organizational behavior under conditions of uncertainty. SMOs tend to
operate in an incredibly uncertain environment. There are few rules
regarding the structure of SMOs. While activists may select tactics
strategically, because they expect them to have the greatest impact, this is
actually very difficult to measure. Unlike in corporations, where success is
measured in sales or soaring stock prices, the “success” of a SMO could range
from sponsoring a well-attended and organized event, to garnering
substantial media attention, to changing the hearts and minds of the public,
to putting a piece of legislation on the agenda, or to simply surviving as an
organization.
Not only are most of these goals difficult to measure, but the time
between a protest event and an achieved goal can vary greatly. If the only
motivation behind selecting a certain protest tactic is to attract media
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attention, it is fairly easy to quantify how much newspaper and television
coverage an event received, although it is much more difficult to determine
whether an event or series of events might change the manner and frequency
with which media cover similar future events in the future. If the more
nebulous goal of a SMO is to change hearts and minds of the public, however,
it is much more difficult to assess whether any given event had a lasting
impact.
In such an uncertain environment, the tendency to imitate peers is
incredibly strong, and in doing so, SMOs are able to establish themselves as
legitimate actors by acting in a way that is consistent with and expected of
SMOs within a field. SMOs might imitate peers to whom they are connected
through previous co-participation, because they trust the other SMO; or,
SMOs might imitate higher-status peers out of admiration, an attempt to
attract similar levels of attention and status, or competition. I expect
isomorphism to play a strong role in predicting the likelihood that a SMO will
adopt a new tactic that it has not used before.
I also expect that the pressure to adopt a new tactic increases not only
with an increase in the number of ties a SMO has, but more precisely, with
the proportion of those ties that have already adopted a new tactic. In other
words, a SMO with ties to 10 other organizations, which use a wide range of
tactics, might be likely to start using a new tactic that one of its connections
uses; but, a SMO with only one or two connections to others that all use a
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certain tactic might be just as likely, if not more so, to adopt a new tactic
common to its alters.
In this project, I consider the effect of two ways that SMOs can be
peers: first, through belonging to the same social movement; and second,
through physical co-participation in protest events. As I explained the in
previous chapter, peer influence captures several possible mechanisms. In
the case of imitating a peer who belongs to the same social movement, the
primary driving mechanism could be status as SMOs attempt to emulate or
compete with higher-status peers, or to acquire legitimacy. On the other
hand, in the case of co-participation, trust and resource access could be the
primary mechanisms influencing behavior. In this case, SMOs might be more
likely to go to an event where a new-to-them tactic will be used if they have
previous experience collaborating with a SMO which already included the
new tactic in its repertoire. This could be because they have higher levels of
trust in the collaborating SMO and have seen that it successfully utilized the
new tactic, and/or because they have access to information and other
resources which will make it easier to implement.
In other words, I expect the effect of peer influence to be positive
across both of these relationships, but the mechanisms driving it are
different. In the first case, SMOs are peers when they belong to the same
social movement industry. That is, two SMOs that both protest against the
Vietnam War are peers by virtue of sharing a primary claim, even if they
never physically collaborate at a protest event. In this case, peer influence
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operates through homophily and pursuit of legitimacy including status
rewards. SMOs planning a protest event are likely to pay special attention to
what other organizations that they perceive to be similar on some important
dimension are doing, and then imitate it. In the case of social movements,
whose explicit purpose for existence is to further some kind of claim, it is
reasonable to think that similarity of claims is among the most important
dimensions for establishing homophily. For example, an organization in the
environmental movement, when planning a protest event, is more likely to
consider what other environmental movement SMOs have done to further
their claims than to consider what labor unions have done.
Additionally, imitating the protest tactics of other SMOs within a
movement may be one way SMOs can establish legitimacy. If an up-andcoming SMO wants to establish itself as a legitimate actor within its field, it is
likely to imitate already-established actors in that field, especially because
the efficacy of protest tactics and specific protest events on desired outcomes
is so difficult to measure. Thus, my next hypothesis is:
H2. As the proportion of a SMO’s ties in its social movement industry that have
adopted a new tactic increases, the probability that an organization will adopt
a new tactic that it had never previously used increases.
It is easy to imagine why SMOs might imitate other organizations
within their social movement field by adopting a similar tactical repertoire.
However, Wang and Soule (2012) find that homophily alone does not explain
tactical diffusion; rather, there is an independent effect, which they call a
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“contagion” effect, of physical co-participation at protest events, which is also
not an artifact of the propensity of some SMOs to be more collaborative in
general than others.
There are a number of plausible reasons this could occur, although
many of them are beyond the scope of this project. For example, activists
within SMOs could form ties at protest events that they are then able to
mobilize at later time points to help implement a new protest tactic. Or, they
might simply exchange information about the protest tactics they have used
before and what the outcomes have been, that can be reported back to their
home SMOs. Finally, co-participation at an event could be measurable
evidence of a more permanent connection between SMOs. That is, SMOs
might co-protest because they already have enduring connections, perhaps
formed through shared membership, leadership, or a history of joint
organizing of protest events, although such ties are undetectable in the
dataset I use for this project. In this case, peer influence operates through
protest event co-participation because of longstanding ties that facilitate the
flow of all kinds of resources, including trust in one another as well as tactical
know-how. Therefore, a related hypothesis is:
H3. As the proportion of a SMO’s coparticipants in protest events that have
adopted a new tactic increases, the probability that an organization will adopt
a new tactic that it had never previously used increases.
If peer influence does not significantly predict the likelihood that a
SMO will start using a new tactic that it had not previously used, one possible
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explanation is that the ties that I use to build my adjacency matrices—event
co-participation and movement membership—are not the most relevant for
peer influence. An alternative explanation would be that SMOs, rather than
seeking to conform to their peers, are actually trying to distinguish
themselves.
It is important to note that, for both of these hypotheses, I am making
a fairly radical assumption that SMOs are not in competition with one
another. I have laid out some plausible reasons that SMOs might mimic the
tactical choices of their peers; however, it could also be argued that SMOs
could use their tactical choices to distinguish themselves from their peers if
they are in competition for valuable resources, including material resources
and members. For instance, in a social movement field dominated by
moderate SMOs and characterized by competition among the SMOs for
resources, a SMO might decide that the most strategic move would be to start
using new, radical tactics in order to differentiate themselves from their
peers. Even if this happens, other SMOs that are peers of the differentiating
organization could rapidly adopt the tactical innovations as well.
Given this, and previous findings on tactical diffusion, I expect to find
support for hypotheses 2 and 3 that peer influence through different tie
types increases the probability that an organization will adopt a new tactic. It
is also reasonable to expect peer influence to have the opposite effect as
SMOs seek to differentiate themselves, though, in which case I would fail to
find support for hypotheses 2 and 3.
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Network Structure
While the first two hypotheses are based on well-developed theories,
and I expect my findings to replicate other findings about the role of
structural position within a network and peer influence on the propensity of
SMOs to start using a new tactic, my last two hypotheses break new
theoretical and empirical ground. Within the field of social movement
research, there has not been much thought given to the structure of a field of
protest organizations as a part of the context in which organizations operate.
This is in spite of the fact that Zald and McCarthy (1979) introduced the
possibility of thinking about a field of SMOs decades ago. I argue that failing
to pay attention to the structural elements of the network of organizations as
part of the context of a social movement moment could obscure complexities
in how organizational learning takes place. It could be the case that the shape
or structure of a network affects the likelihood that peers mimic one another.
This question is not only relevant to the social movements and
organizations literature but to a wide variety of social processes that are of
interest to sociologists. For example, diffusion and social influence processes
themselves are studied in the context of contagion, the spread of individuallevel behaviors and opinions, and at aggregate organization and even country
levels as in the propensity of countries to ratify treaties (see, for example,
Yamagata, Yang and Galaskiewicz 2013). Within the field of social
movements, tactical choice is an area of special interest as researchers expect
that the tactics organizations choose to use can impact media coverage,
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public perception, and eventually, other social movement outcomes such as
changes in public opinion and legislation. But the effect of the social network
structure, as part of the learning context in which individuals and
organization make choices about what they should do, remains under
investigated.
One of the reasons for the dearth of research on this question is that it
is rare to find or be able to obtain network data that meets the requirements
for studying the effect of whole network structures. First, such a study
requires network variation, which means that network data must be
collected at multiple time points, or in several different settings. Secondly,
this type of analysis requires complete network data, or data on all nodes
within a defined population.
Given these difficulties, the most relevant empirical findings for my
research question come from a simulation on the spread of a contagious
disease. In it, Laumann and Youm (1999) find that the overall prevalence of
HIV infections, and by extension the probability that an individual will be
infected, vary across racial and ethnic groups due to the differing structures
of networks of sexual partners. To be more precise, when there are more
frequent shortcuts between peripheral and core actors—that is, when
individuals with few sexual partners are more likely to have sexual relations
with individuals with many sexual partners—the incidence of infection in the
community as a whole is higher than in sexual networks where individuals
choose partners more similar to themselves. Another way of describing a
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network that facilitates rapid disease transmission is that the paths that
connect actors within it are, on average, short, and the network as a whole is
densely connected, which means that the infection does not have to traverse
many intermediaries to reach even the most distant individuals.
If organizational learning follows a similar trajectory, this suggests
that SMOs might be more likely to adopt a new tactic when the network as a
whole is characterized by connectedness. In my case, a network that meets
this condition is one which is, in general, more collaborative, which could
describe networks in which protest events bring many SMOs together as well
as networks in which SMOs participate in many smaller events, each time
with new alter SMOs. In this formation, each SMO is exposed to peer
influence from its immediate alters, and because many other nodes are also
reachable, innovations would be expected to spread throughout the network
quickly. In a less densely connected network, an innovation is more likely to
spread only within small, local clusters, if at all (see Figure 3 for an
illustration). In this configuration, I still expect tactics to spread as a result of
peer influence which operates through directly tied SMOs, but the overall
likelihood that a SMO will adopt a new tactic will decrease compared to a
network characterized by greater connectivity.
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Figure 3: Connected and Disconnected Networks

Therefore, I present my third hypothesis:
H4. As the network becomes more connected, the probability that a SMO will
adopt a new tactic that it had never previously used increases.
It is difficult to imagine, in any contagion or diffusion process, that
spread is more likely to occur in a less connected network. If I fail to find
support for this hypothesis, one reason could be that direct ties between
organizations through protest events is not the most important or
meaningful conduit of tactical innovation. It is possible that networks formed
between organizations based on shared volunteer bases, leadership, or even
geography would paint a picture of a network that is much more or less
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connected than the co-protest network suggests, although this is not
measurable in my data. An alternative explanation would be that the ties that
I am able to measure in my data—ties formed at protest events—connect
organizations that are unlikely to adopt tactics from one another for other
reasons. For example, perhaps in my case more connected networks are also
more diverse networks that bring many types of SMOs together, and due to
reduced perceptions of homophily and lower levels of trust, connectedness
does not correspond to a higher probability of tactical spread.
Cross-Level Interactions
To my knowledge, there are no empirical investigations that reject or
fail to reject my final hypothesis, and certainly none outside of simulations,
again because of the difficulties of obtaining data that would enable
researchers to test it. Nonetheless, I suspect that cross-level interactions
between peer influence and whole network measures exist and moderate the
effect that peer influence exerts on the propensity of a SMO to adopt a new
tactic. To make this more concrete, an example: in a more connected
network, nodes may quickly be exposed to the tactical innovations of all
other SMOs reachable to it, but if it is the case that more connected networks
also bring together very different kinds of SMOs, it could be that peer
influence exerts less pressure than in less connected network that brings
truly similar peers together.
On the other hand, it is possible that the same collaborative dynamics
that build a more connected network also pave the way for SMOs to learn
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from their peers in meaningful and lasting ways, in which case peer influence
could exert greater control over tactical choice than in less connected
networks. In either instance, my concern is that by failing to consider and
model cross-level interactions between whole network and SMO-level
measures, researchers are drawing broad conclusions about the effect of
covariates when that effect only holds within specific network
configurations. Therefore, my final hypothesis concerns the potential for
whole network effects to moderate the effect of peer influence.
Specifically, I consider whether the extent of local integration impacts
how strongly peer influence predicts tactical adoption. When a network is
highly clustered, and there is a tendency for nodes with mutual ties to also
become connected, I expect for peer influence to exert a stronger effect on
tactical choice than in networks with a lower clustering coefficient. The
mechanism driving this prediction is the following: SMOs in highly clustered
environments receive more consistent messages from their peers about what
tactics are desirable and possible to implement, and have fewer accessible
alternatives. Therefore:
H5. The effect of peer influence through a SMO’s coparticipants in protest
events on the probability that a SMO will adopt a new tactic that it had never
previously used will be greater in social networks that are more highly
clustered.
While a highly clustered network might be more conducive to peer
influence as SMO’s receive more consistent signals from their peers, the flip
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side of this is that a highly clustered network is typically not one which
encourages contagion or innovation unless the clusters are also tied to one
another. When clusters are insular and detached from other components in a
network, they are less likely to be exposed to new ideas or to develop
relationships with diverse other organizations that facilitate organizational
innovation and learning. Thus, it is possible that I will fail to find support for
my fifth hypothesis, and not necessarily because whole network structures
and peer influence do not interact with one another, but possibly because the
same conditions that are likely to make peer influence exert a stronger
impact on organizational behavior are inversely related to conditions that
encourage innovation within a network overall.
In the case that there are no significant interactions between whole
network measures and measures of peer influence, this suggests that the
findings of previous researchers on peer influence are robust to network
configurations, at least in some cases. Whether I find support for this
hypothesis or not, I hope that in the future researchers will at least consider
whether such interactions could be present, and model them when possible.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA AND METHODS
The purpose of this analysis is to better understand not just the effect
of egocentric characteristics and network effects on the probability of
adopting a new tactic, but to broaden the lens to include whole network
effects and possible interactions between whole network and egocentric
effects. Because of this, it is necessary to use a dataset that features a
complete network of relevant actors and whole network variation. I use a
dataset with these unique features, which includes not just one or two
movements but the entire range of social movements active in New York
during a critical 35-year period: the Dynamics of Collective Action (DoCA)
dataset (McAdam et al. 2009).4
The DoCA dataset contains information on every protest event
reported in the New York Times (NYT) between 1960 and 1995, totaling more
than 20,000 events. Coders defined protest events as any event that was
collective, public, and which involved extra-institutional action. Events
matching this description were coded and included in the DoCA. Given this
broad definition, protest events coded include not only what most people
intuitively think of when they think of protest—marches, rallies, strikes, and
civil disobedience, for example—but also more institutionalized forms of
collective action such as: ceremonies, information distribution, press
conferences, organization formation, and lawsuits or other legal maneuvers.

I use version 10 of the DoCA merged with NSFC-ORGS (described in the following pages),
dated October 7, 2016, for this dissertation.
4
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Each protest event was manually coded for information on the
characteristics of the event, such as when and where the event happened, as
well as the reporting of the event, including where it was reported in the
paper. Coders also recorded information about who was involved in the
protest, what claims they were making, the tactics that they used to make
those claims, and who the protest targeted, as well as the extent and nature
of police involvement and any arrests, injuries, or deaths that resulted from
the event. Most important to my research, coders could list up to 4 SMOs that
were present at the event.
Later research efforts augmented this original data collection by
identifying any events in which coders indicated that more than 4 SMOs
participated, and adding identifying information about every other
participating SMO to the record. Of more than 23,000 events, 13,590—nearly
57%--occurred without any organizational presence at all. Of events where
at least one SMO was present, an average of 1.39 SMOs were recorded as
participating. Only about 190 events, less than 1% of the dataset, featured
more than four SMOs. Yet there were a handful of stunningly large protest
events that brought together as many as 60 SMOs, and this additional data
collection ensures that the network is not artificially fragmented due to
coding conventions.
There are several reasons the DoCA is particularly well-suited to my
research question. First, the protest events coded through this effort include,
of course, all large, disruptive, or particularly controversial events. However,
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because coders identified even fairly institutionalized and nonconfrontational events as protest, the dataset captures many small events
and fledgling SMOs, as well as organizations that occasionally behave as
advocacy organizations even though that is not their primary function. This
is an important feature of the dataset, because it means that it comes as close
as possible to capturing the entire population of advocacy-oriented
organizations active in New York during this time period. It also allows
analyses not just of ideal typical, radical, grassroots SMOs, but also public
interest groups, direct service groups, and other primarily non-advocacy
organizations that occasionally engage in contentious politics. It also means
that SMOs that start out as grassroots group and later become more
institutionalized, or vice-versa, persist in the dataset.
One of the tasks of the NSF-funded project Collaborative Research:
Collective Action Dynamics in the U.S., 1960-1995 was to clean and verify the
organizational data contained in the DoCA. Although the DoCA dataset has
been publicly available for some time, and has produced many publications,
until now the organizational data has been too unclean to reliably use. As
part of this process, organizations were assigned an identifier so that they
could be correctly identified, even if an organization used multiple names (or
different versions of the same name), changed its name, was a branch or
division of a larger organization, or experienced a merger. Coders manually
assessed that name and identifiers were assigned correctly as they recorded
other organization-level information about SMOs, and researchers
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additionally developed programmatic checks to ensure the accuracy of these
data as well.
In addition to this verification process, coders collected information
on 5,299 unique organizations that were present at one or more of the events
reported in the DoCA in a two-stage process, in an organizations-level dataset
that I refer to from here on as NSFC-ORGS. In the first phase, coders located
organizations in the Encyclopedia of Associations (EofA) in editions published
every five years between 1960 and 1995, for a total of eight distinct time
periods. When coders could not locate any entry for an organization in any of
the eight volumes of the EofA, they coded organizations in a second phase
that involved searching for reliable and time-period specific information
online, from sources like organizational web sites, Wikipedia, archives, and
digital copies of the NYT.
Whether coders used the EofA or internet searches, they gathered
time-specific organizational information such as: when the organization was
founded and when it became defunct or inactive; its resources in terms of
members, budget, and staff; the organizational structure such as the number
of chapters and functional divisions it had; the social movement industry the
organization belonged to and the broad concerns it addressed; the
organizational type; the organization’s targets; whether it had a history of
any mergers, splits, or name changes; and the category of tactics it used in
pursuit of its goals.
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My primary data source is the DoCA; however, I rely on some aspects
of NSFC-ORGS to correct and augment the DoCA. As previously mentioned,
the process of collecting the NSFC-ORGS data greatly improved the
cleanliness of the organization-level data already contained in DoCA.
Additionally, I use NSFC-ORGS to assign a social movement industry to
organizations based on organization-level data, which is more accurate than
inferring social movement industry for an organization based on a single
protest event. Finally, the organizational birth and death dates contained in
NSFC-ORGS allow me to determine which SMOs were active at any given time
point, and therefore a part of the social network and at risk of adopting a new
tactic, even in years when they did not participate in any events covered by
the NYT.
A Note on Newspaper Data
Using newspaper data to investigate social movements is both highly
controversial and widely used. On the one hand, newspaper data has the
benefit of moving away from an organization-centric understanding of
protest activity. Furthermore, it is a readily available source of data that has
historically had few alternatives and has been critical to our understanding
of a variety of events, from protest to rebellions and riots as well as the
repression of these activities (Earl et al. 2004). I rely only on “hard news”
items, such as the form of protest and names of participating SMOs, which
limits description bias(Earl et al. 2004). I note that there are currently some
researchers of social movements who are piloting computational methods of
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collecting protest event data from social media posts, aggregate news
sources, and government records, for example, which may provide event
researchers with more alternatives in the near future (for one example, see
Zhang and Pan 2018). Nonetheless, some researchers who are critical of the
use of newspaper data to study protest events worry about: data collection
procedures; description bias, which refers to how reported events are
covered; and selection bias, or whether newspapers cover events at all, and
caution that some of these concerns are serious enough that it may be an
unacceptable source of data even if there are no similarly accessible
alternatives (Earl et al. 2004, Ortiz et al. 2005).
The greatest concern regarding data collection procedures is the use
of indexing, where coders scan indices to identify events to code. The
problem with this approach is that the terms newspapers assign to events
may be inconsistent and could change over time, and the accuracy of this
approach depends on identifying all the relevant terms. Furthermore, there
are possibly over-time and over-newspaper differences in how exhaustive
the terms applied to each article are, so that some indexing systems would
identify all protest events, including those tangential to the main point of the
article, whereas others would only identify articles primarily about an event
(Earl et al. 2004). This is one concern regarding the use of newspaper data
that is not problematic in my project. Unlike most social movement research
utilizing newspaper data, coders building the DoCA did not use an index to
identify candidate cases; rather, they scanned every page for potential
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protest events. This should assuage concerns about selection bias caused by
indexing or other data collection procedures.
The next concern is description bias, or whether covered events are
accurately portrayed. Researchers have compared the reporting of events
from different sources and have found that newspapers are fairly consistent
in their portrayal of “hard news” items such as the “who, what, when, where,
and why” of the protest event (Earl et al. 2004). “Soft news” items such as the
interpretation or spin of events are more subject to bias (Earl et al. 2004).
Again, this concern is not especially troubling to my research. I rely only on
“hard news” items, such as the form of protest and names of participating
SMOs, which limits description bias. Although there are some concerns that,
especially in the case of controversial events that involve police and/or
violence, there are omissions of information about the purpose of the event
or other tactics used simultaneously, the augmentation of the DoCA data with
NSFC-ORGS data also makes this concern less relevant to my research. I use
NSFC-ORGS to assign social movement industry to SMOs based on
organization-level data rather than event-level data.
Last, some researchers point out that newspaper data are subject to
selection bias, as some events are simply not reported. There are
characteristics of both events and news reporting agencies that make some
events more likely to receive coverage than others. For example, events that
are larger, more confrontational, or in some other way more controversial
are more likely to receive news coverage than others; and events that
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resonate more strongly with current sociocultural preoccupations are
similarly likely to receive more attention (Earl et al. 2004).
I am able to take some steps to limit the potential for selection bias to
affect my findings. First of all, like other researchers using the data, I limit my
analysis to events occurring in New York State to circumvent potential
problems with selection bias based on geographical proximity (Earl et al.
2004, Ring-Ramirez, Reynolds-Stenson and Earl 2014, Soule and King 2008).
Because all my data come from the same newspaper, it also limits concerns
about whether newspaper or locale characteristics impact selection bias:
whatever bias is present, it should at least be mostly consistent across
events.
Admittedly, however, there are some concerns with event reporting
selection bias that I am not able to control or account for. The most
important of these is the effect of the “attention cycle,” which describes how
certain causes or events can seem more relevant and gain more news
coverage in certain time periods than in others, and can make events seem
more clustered temporally than they really are (Ortiz et al. 2005). For
example, it is possible that the protest cycle of the 1960s and 1970s is, if not
an artifact of newspapers responding to the attention and preoccupations of
the time, at least exaggerated by those factors. This could be the case if
reporters covered more protest events overall, and especially events related
to the most pressing concerns such as civil rights, the Vietnam War, the
student movement, and women’s rights, during this same time.
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This is a valid concern, and one that could impact both my descriptive
and statistical inferences. Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure,
correct, or circumvent these possible sources of biases, and there are no
other data suitable for the analysis I propose here. Because this particular
source of bias has not been measurable, it is unclear how it might impact my
analysis of tactical diffusion. One concerning possibility is that the attention
cycle is highly correlated with the network measures I calculate, in which
case the effects I find are better attributed to newspaper dynamics than
network effects. While this is a real issue, I argue that this is nonetheless an
important first step in understanding whole network characteristics and
cross-level interactions between network dynamics and egocentric level
measures. A next research step would be to apply similar models to data
collected from less problematic data where biases are better understood and
measured, such as from surveys.
In spite of these shortcomings, I argue that it is still worthwhile to use
newspaper data, not only for researching events generally, but for this
project specifically. First, there is general agreement that the NYT, the
primary data source for this project, is the best source for political event data
(Ortiz et al. 2005). Second, as Earl et al. (2004) point out and even Ortiz et al.
(2005) concede, even after considering the pitfalls of newspaper data, it is
still often the best data available. It appears to be less subject to selection
bias, for example, than some alternative sources such as electronic archives,
and by using it researchers avoid selecting on the dependent variable of
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protest activity while studying protest events. Additionally, unlike in survey
data where sources of biases can be more easily measured and corrected, the
concerning attention cycle effect has not been measurable, and there are, to
the best of my knowledge, currently no recommendations for correcting it.
Therefore, I acknowledge the potential limitations of analyses based on
newspaper data, limit my dataset to correct for biases when possible, reflect
on implications for my findings, and move forward with my analyses.
Building the Network
To correct for sources of potential bias within my control, I first limit
the dataset to events occurring within New York State. This limits concerns
about bias based on geographical proximity and locale. In some cases, protest
events were geographically dispersed with activity taking place in more than
one location, but as long as at least one of four coded geographical locations
was within New York State, I retained the event. This restriction reduces the
number of candidate events to 8,638 events. Next, because this is an
organizational analysis, I keep only events where at least one SMO was
identified as participating in the event, which further limits the dataset to
3,734 protest events that occurred between 1960 and 1995. This includes
5,058 organization-years representing 2,260 unique SMOs.
There are many ways of conceptualizing network ties in a dataset like
the DoCA. Because I am most interested in SMOs as organizations, I begin
with a rectangular matrix of SMOs by protest events. Breiger (1974)
demonstrates how, through transposing the original matrix and using matrix
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multiplication, this matrix can be used to build an adjacency matrix of SMOs
to SMOs, where off-diagonal cell values are the number of times two SMOs
collaborated at an event, and diagonal cell values are the number of times a
SMO participated in any reported event in a specified time frame. As Wang
and Soule (2012) argue, collaboration at protest events is a particularly
meaningful type of tie among SMOs, not only because it represents an
opportunity to employ and share specialized tactical knowledge, but also
because protest collaboration indicates shared purpose and commitment to
common goals. I expect to see variations in the network structure over time,
so I build this adjacency matrix for the network in all time periods overall,
and for each of the 35 years covered by the DoCA. These matrices each have
row and column dimensions that vary between 51 and 168, equivalent to the
number of unique SMOs discussed in the NYT in each year between 1960 and
1995. For an illustration of this process, see Figure 4.
Figure 4: Matrix Multiplication Illustration
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I then use these adjacency matrices to calculate various standard
network indicators, including measures of centralization, transitivity, and
average degree centrality, to paint a picture of what the social network looks
like as a whole. There are many ways to analyze such a large network, but
because I am interested in the effects of macrostructure on diffusion of
tactics from SMO to SMO specifically, I focus on measures that I expect to be
relevant to addressing this question. I first calculate general whole network
measures including connectivity, transitivity, centralization, and mean nodal
degree, for each year the DoCA covers. These figures provide insight into the
dispersion of centrality across SMOs, and on average how many ties each
node in the matrix has, along with whether or not these deviate considerably
from year to year. I also calculate a measure of clustering: specifically, I
calculate the average clustering coefficient or global transitivity, which can
be thought of as the probability that two nodes will be connected, given that
each is also tied to a third “mutual friend.”
I plot the network at every year. This visual representation of the
network provides qualitative insight into the patterning of connections
across SMOs, and the extent to which that patterning holds constant or
changes over the 35-year time period. In both these plots and the network
measures, I include all SMOs that were active in protest events in a given
year—that is, that participated in at least one event reported in the NYT.
I also build a second set of adjacency matrices, using the same steps,
which are also based on co-participation but are cumulative so that ties
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between SMOs are durable for as long as both nodes remain in the network.
For instance, two SMOs that collaborated at an event in 1960 and continued
to participate in events throughout the 1960s would continue to have a tie as
long as both SMOs participated in any event in a given year, regardless of
whether or not the two ever collaborated again. I make this adjustment for
two reasons: first, the networks of co-participation are quite sparse in many
time periods, and it was very uncommon for a pair of SMOs to collaborate at
two protest events in sequential years; secondly, having a history of coparticipation could reasonably transfer into enduring bonds of affinity,
shared resources, and reachability not reflected in newspaper data alone.
Finally, I normalize this matrix by dividing each cell by the row sum, ignoring
the diagonal. This has the effect of weighting the cell value by the total
number of connections each SMO had, so that ties carry more weight for
SMOs that had few alters.
Next, I repeat the adjacency network-building process I outlined
above, except I begin with a rectangular matrix of SMOs by social movement
industry. I transpose the original matrix, multiply the transpose by the
original form, and the resulting matrix is again a square matrix with row and
column dimensions varying between 51 and 168, but in this case the offdiagonal cell values represent whether the row and column SMOs belonged
to the same social movement industry, and the diagonal values are
uninformative. In each year, off-diagonal cell values are binary 0s or 1s, but it
is possible for SMOs to change social movement industries over time. For
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example, a SMO could broadly advocate for women’s rights in some years,
and strictly reproductive rights in other years, and therefore receive differing
social movement industry assignations in different years, although in general
these ties are durable by nature as SMOs change industries infrequently.
These matrices include all SMOs that were known to be “alive” in a given
year. SMOs were alive when coders could find evidence that they were in
existence, either by founded and defunct dates or by evidence of protest or
other organizational activity reported in the EofA or found through web
searches. These adjacency matrices are also row-normalized.
I also create an affiliation matrix where rows are SMOs and columns
are tactics that a SMO has used in a given year or in any previous year. For
tactics, I use a meso-level variable, developed elsewhere, that is derived from
the overly-specific native variable acts and the overly-general native variable
forms in DoCA, that more accurately reflects the way researchers think about
tactics at protest events (Ring-Ramirez, Reynolds-Stenson and Earl 2014). In
this recoded variable, I use the forms variable and acts variable to turn on, as
appropriate, a dummy associated with each of the 19 tactics. In other words,
if the forms variable reported that a SMO was present at a protest event
where “civil disobedience” took place, the tactic associated with the SMO
would be civil disobedience; but, the SMO would also be coded as using the
tactic civil disobedience if a specific act associated with civil disobedience
was reported at the event, even if the original form was coded differently.
Each SMO is coded as using one or several of 19 tactics. Again, I build this
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matrix for the network as a whole and for each year, and then I break each
yearly matrix into a binarized set of vectors, one vector for each tactic, where
rows are SMOs and the column is a zero or one value indicating whether the
row SMO had used a given tactic in a given year.
Calculating Peer Influence
I calculate two measures of peer influence: first, peer influence
through co-participation at protest events; second, peer influence through
shared social movement industry participation5. In each case, I multiply the
row-normalized relevant adjacency matrix of SMOs by each of the tactic
vectors for that same year. For example, to get the value of social influence
through co-participation for the tactic of civil disobedience in 1965, I
multiply the adjacency matrix of SMOs where ties are cumulative and based
on co-participation by the vector of SMOs that used civil disobedience in
1965 or in any previous year. The result is a vector where rows are SMOs and
cell values are the proportion of peers the row SMO has that have adopted
civil disobedience. Finally, I lag these measures by one year. For example, if a
SMO participated in events with two other SMOs in 1980, and one of them

To clarify, my model has two separate measures of peer influence in the same equation.
The dataset for each year contains all SMOs that were considered to be “alive” in a given
year. SMOs are considered alive in years that are between founding and defunct dates, if
known, or between first and last reports in the NYT, if founding and/or defunct dates are
unavailable. Peer influence measure through shared social movement industry will be a
positive value for all SMOs, even if they were in existence but had not yet participated in a
reported protest event (the only exception to this is in the case that no SMOs within an
industry ever used a particular tactic, in which case the value for this measure would be zero
for SMOs within that industry). On the other hand, the value for the measure of peer
influence through co-participation will be zero for all SMOs that were in existence but had
not yet participated in a reported protest event.
5
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had previously used marches, its value for social influence through coparticipation for marches would be .5 in 1981. See Figure 5 for an additional
illustration of this calculation.
Figure 5: Calculation of Peer Influence

Peer Influence Models6
In addition to the yearly descriptions and over-time examination of
the macrostructure of the social network of SMOs active between 1960 and
1995 in New York State, I also use the network and social influence models
described to predict the likelihood that a SMO will adopt a tactic that it had
never previously used before. The peer influence model is a variation on a
discrete event history or survival analysis, where the outcome is the
conditional log odds ratio of SMO i adopting tactic k at time t. These models
were described by Friedkin and Johnsen (1990) and Marsden and Friedkin
I note that, while social influence models for measuring network influence have been a
“workhorse” for social network researchers, others have noted that in some cases the
parameter for the effect of network influence is negatively biased (Fujimoto, Chou and
Valente 2011). This is true in both simulated and real networks of varying sizes, and is
especially problematic in high-density networks and in star-shaped networks (Mizruchi and
Neuman 2008, Neuman and Mizruchi 2010). As I will demonstrate in the next chapter, the
networks I examine have very low overall density scores, and while some components
within some yearly networks resemble a star structure, none of the networks overall is starshaped. Because of this, I note the negative bias but am not overly concerned about it,
especially because, in all cases, I find a strong positive influence of the autocorrelation
parameter on tactical adoption. In short, my model coefficients may be slightly conservative
and this only confirms the robustness of my results.
6
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(1993), and recently used, for example, to predict the likelihood that
countries will ratify treaties (Yamagata, Yang and Galaskiewicz 2017). In my
case, I model the conditional log odds ratio of a SMO adoption a new tactic
separately for each of the 19 tactics (k) I investigate. I model 19 separate
equations, each with the same format. The formal equation follows:
∗
𝑟
𝑟
̃ 𝑡−1 (𝐖𝑡−1
𝐲𝑘,𝑡
=∝ 𝐭 𝑡 + 𝛽 𝑟 𝐖𝑡−1
𝐲𝑘,𝑡−1 + 𝐗 𝑡−1 𝜸 + 𝐙𝑡 𝜼 + 𝝀𝑟 𝐗
𝐲𝑘,𝑡−1 )

∗
where 𝐲𝑘,𝑡
is an I x 1 (i = 1, …, I where I = the number of SMOs) vector whose

i-th element 𝑦𝑖,𝑘,𝑡 is given by the conditional log odds ratio of SMO i adopting
tactic k(k = 1, …, K, where K = 19) in year t. As with other event history
analyses, it is necessary to include a marker for time, 𝐭 𝑡 , an I x 1 vector of
year variables measuring time (t = 1, …, 35, corresponding to 1961-1995).
This is a linear term that is represents years since 1960. Coefficient ∝
describes the linear effect of time on the probability that a SMO will adopt a
𝑟
new tactic. The next term, 𝐖𝑡−1
, is a row-normalized adjacency matrix of

SMOs at t-1 formed through two types of relationships: joint participation in
an event (r=1), or joint membership in a social movement industry (r=2). The
next vector, 𝐲𝑘,𝑡−1 indicates whether SMO I had used tactic k at t-1 or any
previous time period. The row-normalized product of the term,
𝑟
𝐖𝑡−1
𝐲𝑘,𝑡−1 , measures the extent ego is exposed to peer influence through

each of the two types of network relationships. The corresponding
coefficient, 𝛽 𝑟 , reflects the impact of peer influence on the probability of
tactical adoption. I also include contextual or environmental factors,
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including whole-network measures, at t-1, 𝐗 𝑡−1 , as well as a series of actor or
SMO-level characteristics at time t, 𝐙𝑡 . The values for 𝜸 and 𝜼 reflect the
impact of contextual factors, including whole-network measures, and microrelational and node-level characteristics on the probability of tactical
adoption, respectively. Last, I include a multiplicative interaction term for the
𝑟
̃ 𝑡−1 (𝐖𝑡−1
peer influence measures and contextual variables at t-1, 𝐗
𝐲𝑘,𝑡−1 ).

The term 𝝀𝑟 describes the change in the effect of social influence with a
change in the value of a contextual variable on the probability of a SMO
adopting a new tactic it had never previously used. To clarify, α and 𝛽 𝑟 are
scalar parameters akin to traditional regression coefficients, whereas 𝜸, 𝜼,
and 𝝀𝑟 denote parameter vectors whose dimension is P x 1, where P is equal
to the number of contextual variables.
For the peer influence models, like other event history analyses, I
further limit the dataset to include only organizations that appear in the
dataset in at least two different time periods. With this additional limitation,
the risk set consists of around 1,300 unique SMOs7. Formally, this is
necessary because the first observation for each SMO is its time zero, or its

It is important to note that the network measures are calculated using active SMOs, because
the intention is to measure the structure of actively protesting SMOs in any given time point,
whereas the peer influence models include all SMOs that appeared in at least two time
periods, during all time periods in which they were alive according to data on founding and
defunct dates. What this means that in each year an “alive” SMO has three choices: 1)
participate in no protest events, 2) participate in a protest event with previously used
tactics, and 3) participate in a protest event with a new tactic. Therefore, it is most accurate
to say that the model predicts the likelihood that a SMO will choose option 3—to participate
in a protest event where a new-to-it tactic is used—rather than the other 2 options. One
reason for this decision is that in many years the number of actively protesting SMOs is too
small to model tactical adoption.
7
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“beginning of time,” a measure of covariates at a single time point used to
establish current behavior and predict future choices, which means that
SMOs that are recorded in only one time period never enter the risk set at all
(Singer, Willett and Willett 2003). SMOs enter the risk set in subsequent time
periods, after time zero. In other words, because I am predicting change in a
subsequent time period based on characteristics and interactions in a
previous time period, it is necessary to begin with a base-level observation to
compare against later observations.
To make both the data I am working with and the model I use clearer
to the reader, I walk through them without the formal notation. In the first
year a SMO participates in one or more protest events, it is assigned any
tactics that are used at any protest event where it was present as part of its
tactical repertoire. For example, imagine that SMO A was first reported at a
single event in 1965 with SMO B, and the tactics coders recorded as part of
the event included a sit-in and civil disobedience, those two tactics would be
part of the repertoire of both SMO A and SMO B. This is the base, or time zero,
observation for SMO A. At the next time point, 1966, SMO A enters the risk
set for all tactics except sit-ins and civil disobedience, which are already part
of its repertoire.
The covariates that predict the tactical decisions of SMO A in 1966 and
beyond include the network environment in which SMO A operates and other
contextual factors, the SMO’s position within the network and other
organizational characteristics, peer influence, and interactions between peer
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influence and whole network measures. The peer influence of coparticipation is calculated based on the connections a SMO had at previous
time points, and the tactics those connections used at earlier events. In this
case, SMO A and SMO B share the tactics of civil disobedience and sit-ins, and
since SMO A only participated in a single event in 1965, SMO B is the sole
source of peer influence via co-participation on SMO A for that time period. If
SMO B also used rallies and dramaturgy at other protest events in 1965, I
expect SMO A to be more likely to adopt rallies and/or dramaturgy as part of
its own tactical repertoire in 1966 due to its ties and interactions with SMO
B. Or, to be more precise, I expect SMO A to be more likely to attend an event
where rallies and/or dramaturgy are to be used, given its prior experience
collaborating with SMO B, which had already used these tactics. This does
make the rather strong assumption that SMOs know ahead of time which
tactics will be employed at a protest event, and that the planned tactics are
the only ones that are used; however, it is probable that SMOs would avoid
co-participating with others that have extremely opposed tactical
philosophies. For instance, it would be unusual for a SMO dedicated to
nonviolent tactics to co-participate with a SMO that has a history of engaging
in violent tactics.
I also include a second measure of peer influence based on belonging
to the same social movement industry. If SMO A and SMO B were both in the
peace movement, I expect that SMO B’s tactical choices could continue to
affect SMO A’s tactical choices as long as the two SMOs were both in
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existence, independent of whether or not they physically collaborated at a
protest event. There are several reasons for this. First, SMOs in the same
social movement industry might be more likely to have similar goals, targets,
and resource bases. If tactical decision is at least partially based on rational
decisions about what tactics are effective and available, as the social
movements literature argues, SMOs within the same industry might be more
likely to use similar tactics. Secondly, it is probable that SMOs within the
same movement know about one another, keep tabs on what the other does,
and may even share connections or resources not reflected in protest event
data. All of these factors make it more likely that, when SMOs are considering
which tactics to use, they will reference what their social movement industry
peers are doing and have done whether or not they have a history of coparticipation. Furthermore, it means that some SMOs will contribute to the
peer influence measure of belonging to the same social movement family
before they enter the risk set, if there is evidence that they were in existence
prior to their first reported event in the NYT which establishes their time
zero observation.
The unique features of the DoCA dataset facilitate a first step in testing
the effect of network structure on a process of special interest to researchers
in several subfields: the adoption of a new organizational practice. There are
reasons to believe that, in addition to the node-level measures of network
position, peer influence, and organizational characteristics that
investigations of tactical diffusion often include, the macro-structural
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network context also has a direct and perhaps moderating effect on tactical
adoption and the way that peer influence affects it. In most cases, data has
not been available to test these effects, and while newspaper data on protest
events may not be ideal in all ways as acknowledged in this chapter, it is
nonetheless the best data source currently available for such an analysis in
the social movement sector.
The crux of the impetus for such an analysis is that networks probably
change over time, and if they do, they could represent a contextual factor
akin to the political opportunity or resource environment that SMOs operate
in, and in turn influence the behavior and choices of SMOs embedded within
them. In the following chapter, I explore the network structure at each year
between 1960 and 1995, and calculate measures that may affect how SMOs
adopt new tactics, to demonstrate how the network changes over time.
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CHAPTER 6: NETWORK STRUCTURE AND NETWORK CHANGE
Research in subfields that use social network analysis often treats
social networks as invariant, unless network evolution is the outcome of
interest. The risk in this approach is that it ignores a potentially important
contextual factor that impacts the behavior of the nodes within the network.
Another way of thinking about this is that the network structure should be—
but rarely is—treated as a scope condition which limits the generalizability
of findings to network contexts with a similar structure.
In this chapter I use network visualizations, whole network measures,
and averaged node-level measures to prove that the structural social
network context in which SMOs operated varied greatly between 1960 and
1995. The network of SMOs at the height of the protest cycle in the 1960s
and early 1970s looked very different from the network at other time points,
and consisted of large clusters of nodes, with some SMOs having a
remarkably high number of connections compared to others. At later time
points, the network fragmented into small, isolated clusters which were
sometimes homogenous but at other times quite heterogeneous.
Not only do I find differences in the network of SMOs, but the different
configurations could reasonably impact the adoption of new tactics according
to the previously reviewed theories on network processes and tactical
adoption. The network as a whole is much more connected in some years
than others, which means that SMOs operating in those time periods
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probably had more access to information about tactics and other resources
to facilitate tactical adoption as a result of their network connections
compared to networks in other years. At the height of the protest cycle, the
network was much more centralized than in other years, meaning that some
SMOs had much higher status than other SMOs, increasing the likelihood that
status goals would impact the decision to pursue new tactics. Yet in later
years, when clusters were small and isolated but densely connected, SMOs
may have felt more pressure to conform to what their peers were doing,
either because there were few alternative collaborators or because they had
closer and more trusting connections with co-participants.
With the substantial evidence that network position impacts access to
resources of all kinds, including information and trust, it is very probable
that there is a direct effect of whole network structures on the likelihood that
a SMO will attend a protest event where a new protest tactic will be
employed. For example, a SMO in a network in which organizations have
more connections on average should be abler to access information about
new tactics and their implementation, and also to have ties to many more
SMOs, compared to a SMO in a sparsely connected network. Additionally, I
expect that the network structure moderates the effect of peer influence on
tactical adoption. For instance, in a network with high transitivity, in which
mutual friends of a node also tend to become friends, the behavior of a SMO’s
peers should have a stronger impact on its own behavior than it would if it
had more alternative peers, each with their own tactical preferences.
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In the following pages, I trace the evolution of the network of SMOs
active in New York. I describe period and yearly trends and display network
graphs, as well as formal network measures, and discuss why these
differences in structural conditions could contribute to different network
processes and different probabilities of tactical adoption. In Chapter 7 I will
test models to see if the change in the network structure affects SMOs
adopting new tactics and if these changes moderate the effect of peer
influence on adoption.
Visualizing the Network
An intuitive way to grasp network structure and network change over
time is to visually inspect network graphs at each time point. To this end, I
graph the network in each year using the Igraph package in R. As a reminder,
the network consists of SMOs that were reported by the NYT as being present
at one or more events, in a given year, which took place in New York State.
The SMOs themselves were not necessarily based in New York, but they
participated in at least one event there.
I weight the size of each node within the network by its degree, or the
number of connections to other SMOs each node has, according to coparticipation in protest events, so that SMOs that co-participate with other
SMOs more frequently appear larger in the graph than SMOs that coparticipate less frequently. I also color-code the most popular social
movement industries using a random color generator (see Figure 6), to
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provide a sense of whether or not SMOs are co-participating with other SMOs
from within the same social movement industry.
Figure 6: Network Graph Color Legend

Last, I plot the names of SMOs with normalized degree scores above .05.
Because the degree score is normalized based on the number of nodes in the
graph minus one, in some years SMOs in small clusters are assigned a label
while in other years they are not. The normalized cutoff facilitates
comparisons of networks at different time points and with different
dimensions, although it means that in some years many SMOs are labeled
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while in others none are. In the following paragraphs, I elaborate on trends in
each time period and year.
The 1960s: The Height of the Protest Cycle
The 1960s were a remarkable time in protest activity in the United
States. The Black Civil Rights Movement was at the height of its mobilization,
and boldly and regularly protested. At the same time, the anti-war movement
ramped up in response to increasing U.S. involvement in Vietnam. The New
Left emerged as a movement that embraced a variety of progressive social
concerns, including civil rights, peace, and student’s rights, and often bridged
other SMOs that focused on a single progressive goal.
Counts of all protest events, protest events with an organizational
presence, and active SMOs8 illustrate how different the overall level of
protest activity was in this decade compared to later time periods. This is
important because the probability that a SMO will adopt a new tactic may be
sensitive to the level of protest activity and the number of active SMOs, since
a network with more possible exchange partners and more opportunities to
collaborate with others could provide both more information and resources
as well as more options for choosing co-participants. I present these trends
as five-year moving average counts so that overall patterns, rather than yearto-year fluctuations, are more visible (see Figure 7).

That is, SMOs which participated in at least one protest event in a given year, whether it
was alone or with other SMOs
8
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Figure 7: Five-Year Moving Average of Counts of Events Reported in the NYT

The highest level of any protest activity occurred in 1969, with 473
protest events. The next closest years, 1970 and 1971, had nearly 100 fewer
protest events each. The lowest level of reported protest activity occurred in
1982, with only 135 reported events. In general, protest activity rapidly
accelerated from the early 1960s through the mid-late 1960s and early
1970s, then dropped dramatically through the mid-1980s. There was a slight
turn-around in the first half of the 1990s, although protest levels still
remained relatively low with around 200 events reported per year. One
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possible explanation for this change is that the political opportunities
available to SMOs changed over time, which is why a linear effect for time as
well as other contextual variables such as party control of the White House
are included in the peer influence model. This corroborates the conclusion of
many other researchers who state that the 1960s were a period of special
protest and social movement activity. While many recognize this to be the
case and focus on understanding social movements during this time period,
there has not been much attention to how the uniqueness of the network
environment also may have impacted the ways SMOs operated in this decade
compared to others.
Limiting the analysis to only events with a SMO present, the trend is
similar but more gradual (see Figure 8). The year with the greatest number
of protest events that included an organizational presence was 1966, when
there were 181 events that match this description. After that, there were
progressively fewer events with at least one SMO present, with the lowest
number recorded in 1994, when there were only 47 events with an
organizational presence. Again, the overall trend is of a rapidly accelerating
number of protest events with organizational presence up until the early
1970s, and then a similarly rapid decrease occurring through the mid-late
1980s.
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Figure 8: Five-Year Moving Average of Counts of Events with Organizational
Presence Reported in the NYT

Finally, I examine the trend in the number of SMOs active in each of
these years (see Figure 9). To be clear, “active” SMOs are ones that
participated in at least one protest event that was reported in the NYT during
a given year. Again, the trend is similar to the number of events, and takes
the shape of an inverted U, but the peak occurs somewhat later, occurring in
1972 with reports on 168 active SMOs, and bottoming out in 1994 with only
51 SMOs discussed. It is important to note that an increase or decline doesn’t
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necessarily imply that the actual number of SMOs in existence changed in
that period. For instance, holding the number of SMOs in existence constant,
increasing numbers of active SMOs could still be observed if more SMOs
began engaging in street protest or decreasing numbers could be observed if
fewer SMOs decided to engage in street protest.
Figure 9: Five-Year Moving Average of Counts of Active SMOs

Visually, the network also reflects these trends. In most years there
are a few components, centered around one or a few highly central nodes,
which mostly consist of SMOs within the same social movement industry.
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Compared to later graphs, it is apparent at a glance that there are also simply
more nodes in the graphs at the height of the protest cycle compared to later
time periods. This will become clear as I present yearly network graphs in
the following pages.
The yearly network graphs demonstrate how the network developed
over the course of the protest cycle. In 1960, there was a single cluster of
especially central nodes, made up mostly of SMOs from within the labor
social movement industry (dark cyan) and Black Civil Rights (dark green).
There are also distinct offshoots consisting of SMOs mostly in the anti-war
(saddle brown) and Jewish Rights movements (cadet blue) (see Figure 10).
The labor cluster mostly disappears by 1961 (see Figure 11), but
SMOs within the the Black Civil Rights (dark green) and anti-war (saddle
brown) movements remain prominent and connected to one another. Several
SMOs emerge in a short-lived movement connected to the turmoil in the
Dominican Republic sparked by the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo and his
1961 assassination (dark khaki), which form two small clusters.
By 1962, the most prominent nodes are in the peace movement
(saddle brown) as U.S. involvement in Vietnam ramped up. This movement is
connected to some progressive SMOs (yellow green). There is also a cluster
of highly connected Black Civil Rights SMOs (dark green) (see Figure 12).
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Figure 10: Network Graph, 1960
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Figure 11: Network Graph, 1961
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Figure 12: Network Graph, 1962
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In 1963, the year of the massive March on Washington, CORE (87)
and NAACP (88s), along with other Black Civil Rights movements (dark
green), completely dominate the graph, although there are also SMOs located
in other movements which connected to this cluster (see Figure 13).
Figure 13: Network Graph, 1963
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The pattern is similar in 1964, although there are also prominent offshoots of
of New Left (yellow green) and anti-war (saddle brown), and Jewish Civil
Rights (cadet blue) organizations (see Figure 14).
In 1965, the Black Civil Rights (dark green) and peace movement
(saddle brown) clusters are linked through New Left SMOs (yellow green).
Intuitively, it makes sense that umbrella progressive SMOs that embrace a
number of social concerns would bridge other progressive movements with
narrower goals (see Figure 15).
This trend continues through 1966, when a distinct cluster of SMOs
dedicated to labor (dark cyan), Jewish Civil Rights (cadet blue), and veterans
affairs (midnight blue) also exists (see Figure 16). In 1967, however, the New
Left movement disappears from prominence and the clusters for the Black
Civil Rights (dark green) and peace movements (saddle brown) are distinct,
but separate (see Figure 17).
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Figure 14: Network Graph, 1964
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Figure 15: Network Graph, 1965
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Figure 16: Network Graph, 1966
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Figure 17: Network Graph, 1967
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In 1968, the bridging function of the New Left movement (yellow
green) between the peace (saddle brown) and Black Civil Rights movement
(dark green) reemerges. In this year, Students for a Democratic Society
(113), CORE (105)9, and the American Jewish Committee (125) are the most

In this year, CORE was coded as being a general civil rights SMO (dark magenta) rather
than a specifically Black Civil Rights SMO. In each year, SMOs were assigned a social
movement industry based on how they represented themselves and how they described
9
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central nodes, and are connected through a Black Civil Rights SMO. This same
year, there is also a dense cluster of religious SMOs (cadet blue and dark slate
blue) (see Figure 18).
The three movements separate again in 1969 so that there are three
distinct clusters: one is predominantly Black Civil Rights (dark green) but is
connected to a number of SMOs concerned with various local issues; another
consists of several peace (saddle brown) and Black Civil Rights SMOs; and a
last cluster contains a handful of progressive (yellow green) SMOs also
connected to several Black Civil Rights SMOs (see Figure 19).

their goals and concerns, so the social movement industry, and the colors assigned to each
SMO, can change over time as descriptions changed.
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Figure 18: Network Graph, 1968
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Figure 19: Network Graph, 1969
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In addition to pure exposure to new ideas and practices, which should
also increase as there are more actors in a network and more protest events,
another explanation for tactical adoption focuses on efforts to maximize
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status and establish legitimacy by imitating high-status actors. In 1963 and
1964, a visual inspection of the network indicates that a couple of SMOs
(CORE and NAACP), are much larger and have a much higher degree score
than other SMOs. Other SMOs operating in the same network with these
highly influential SMOs might be especially likely to adopt the tactics of CORE
and/or NAACP, either to establish legitimacy, because the tactics these
dominant SMOs use may be perceived to be more effective, or in an attempt
to attract the same resources, such as media attention, that these central
SMOs enjoy. In years without such dominant SMOs, the messages about
which tactics are effective or advantageous may not be as clear, and the
incentives for adopting a new tactic are therefore perceived to be less.
A measure that captures the extent to which one or a few SMOs are
highly influential is centralization, which in this case describes the sum in
differences in degree centrality between the most central actor and all other
actors in a graph (Wasserman and Faust 1994)10. When a centralization
score is large, it indicates that one or a few actors dominate the graph, and
could have especially high levels of influence or prestige (Wasserman and
Faust 1994).
Centralization comes to a sharp peak in the mid-late 1960s, and then
remains at a much lower level from the mid-1970s onward (see Figure 20).
This measure is calculated by subtracting the degree centrality of all nodes in a network
from the largest value of degree centrality, and then summing these values. This is
normalized by dividing the value by the sum of the difference between the greatest
maximum degree centrality that could be observed in a graph with given dimensions from
all other nodes. Again, this normalization makes it possible to compare centralization scores
across networks with different dimensions.
10
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Figure 20: Five-Year Moving Average of Centralization

This confirms what was already apparent based on a visual inspection of
network graphs in these years: that in the 1960s, there was a dominant actor
or core of actors that had relatively many connections to other nodes, while
the more peripheral nodes had few connections. At later time points, most
actors had roughly the same number of connections through co-participation
at protest events. In these later time periods with lower centralization
values, SMOs may perceive fewer advantages to adopting tactics of their
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peers, at least in terms of establishing legitimacy or attracting status and
other rewards.
The 1970s: Fragmented Mobilization
In the early years of the 1970s, mobilization levels overall remain
high, and in fact the number of protest events and active SMOs peak in the
first years of this decade, but the network becomes increasingly more
fragmented. This means that SMOs continued to form and participate in
protest events at a very high rate, but they mostly did so independently or
with only a few other SMOs. Furthermore, the components of three, four, or
more SMOs that do exist tend to be more heterogeneous in these years,
bringing together SMOs in many different movement families. While Black
Civil Rights, Jewish Civil Rights, and the peace movement continue to occupy
central positions in many years, the women’s movement also plays a pivotal
role and the first SMOs dedicated to LGBT rights emerge as more central
actors.
In 1970, the most prominent cluster brings together New Left (yellow
green) and Latinx Civil Rights (crimson), along with a few other SMOs in
other social movement industries. There is a distinct cluster of 4 anti-war
SMOs (saddle brown) and two other clusters of 4, one of which brings
together multiple movements and another of which consists mostly of LGBT
rights SMOs (medium orchid) (see Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Network Graph, 1970

In 1971, the peace movement (saddle brown) remains prominent, but
bridges the women’s rights movement (magenta) and labor movement (dark
cyan). Several other, mostly heterogeneous, clusters are also apparent (see
Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Network Graph, 1971
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Women’s Strike for Peace

124

United Farm Workers of America

In 1972, there are two hubs of SMOs with more connections than
average. One consists mostly of SMOs within the Black Civil Rights (dark
green) and civil liberties (fire brick) movement industries, along with SMOs
in several other social movement industries. The other dense cluster appears
to be heterogeneous, but centers on the conflict in Northern Ireland, which
escalated in intensity that year. There is also a distinct cluster of women’s
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rights SMOs (magenta) as well as a number of smaller, and typically quite
heterogeneous, clusters (see Figure 23).
Figure 23: Network Graph, 1972
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National Association for Irish Freedom
NAACP

147

American Committee for Ulster Justice

In 1973, most clusters are again relatively small and heterogeneous. One
consists mostly of New Left (yellow green), another of religious (dark slate
blue), and a third of Black Civil Rights (dark green) SMOs. The remaining
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clusters are quite heterogeneous, but there are a number of dyads consisting
of SMOs within the same social movement industries (see Figure 24).
Figure 24: Network Graph, 1973

Women’s rights (magenta) and civil liberties (fire brick) are most
prominent in 1974, and are connected to one another. This was the decade in
which the fight for the ERA was at the forefront of the women’s rights
movement, and the ACLU joined in (see Figure 25).
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Figure 25: Network Graph, 1974
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New York Civil Liberties Union

In 1975, there is one cluster that consists of Catholic and Jewish
philanthropic organizations, coded as welfare rights (red), civic (olive drab),
and other (dark slate grey), and another that brings together the Black (dark
green), Jewish (cadet blue), and women’s (magenta) Civil Rights movements
(see Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Network Graph, 1975
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The year 1976 is again remarkable for its lack of a central hub of SMOs.
Instead, there are a lot of small clusters of SMOs which all have relatively the
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same degree. One of these clusters is homogenous, consisting strictly of
animal rights (blue) SMOs, while the rest are quite diverse (see Figure 27).
Figure 27: Network Graph, 1976

The women’s rights and Black Civil Rights movements join together in
the core of central actors in 1977, with a direct link between NOW (68) and
the NAACP (99), but the component they belong to also brings together SMOs
in many other industries. There is a small, homogeneous cluster of labor
rights SMOs (dark cyan), and another of Jewish Civil Rights (cadet blue) (see
Figure 28).
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Figure 28: Network Graph, 1977
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99

NAACP

In 1978, several Catholic and Jewish organizations, color-coded for the area
of social concern they were investing in that year rather than for religious
affiliation, cluster together with the Black Civil Rights movement and link to
the New York Urban League (74). A smaller cluster of SMOs dedicated to
marijuana law reform (color-coded mostly as yellow-green for progressive)
also appears, and a homogeneous cluster for anti-war SMOs (saddle brown)
also remains prominent (see Figure 29).
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Figure 29: Network Graph, 1978

74

Urban League

In 1979, the most central SMOs are within the Jewish Civil Rights movement
(cadet blue). There is one homogeneous cluster of four SMOs in the women’s
rights movement (magenta) and a mostly homogenous cluster of LGBT rights
SMOs (medium orchid), as well as a handful of quite diverse clusters of
between three and five SMOs the same year (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Network Graph, 1979
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Clearly, most of the 1970s saw high levels of protest activity but
increasing isolation of SMOs within the network. Another way to think about
exposure to other tactics is to determine, on average, what proportion of
SMOs are reachable. To gain a better sense of the network structure that
incorporates information about isolated nodes, I calculate a measure, based
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on distances between SMOs, that captures the average percent of alters in a
network that are reachable to a SMO. In this case, a node is “reachable” if a
network path connects two nodes, even if there are many intermediaries
separating them11. This is important to tactical adoption because SMOs might
be more likely to go to an event where it knows a new protest tactic will be
used if it has ties—even rather distant ones—to the other SMOs that will also
be present at the event. Network ties, even ones that have to traverse
intermediaries, are conducive to both trust and other resources. Likewise, a
SMO might face fewer barriers to adopting a new tactic if it can reach a SMO
that already has experience using it.
If the 1960s were exceptional for the level of protest activity as well as
for the relative connectedness of many SMOs within the network, the 1970s
are remarkable for the rapid decline in connectedness even as protest levels
remained quite high. For instance, in 1963, the average SMO could reach
about 17% of the other active SMOs in a network through its ties based on
co-participation. The next nearest value is in 1968, when a little more than
11% of SMOs are reachable. The values for this measure drop precipitously
after the mid-late 1960s, and by the early-mid 1970s and for the rest of the
time period, the value hovers around 1% or even less than 1% (see Figure

11To

do this, I compute a distance matrix that records the shortest path between two
reachable nodes. I replace infinite distances—that is, the distance between two nodes that
are not reachable—with 0, and I replace all distances of 1 or greater with 1. Then, I calculate
the row mean for each node, and the average of all the row means, then multiplied by 100, to
arrive at an overall graph measure that reflects the average percent of nodes within a
network that are reachable to a SMO.
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31). This means that for most of the time period the vast majority of SMOs
were not reachable through co-participation ties, starting in the 1970s.
Figure 31: Five-Year Moving Average of Percentage of Reachable Nodes

Nodes are expected to have better access to information when they
have many connections, but also when those connections are diverse and
supply non-redundant information. In the case of the network of SMOs, these
characteristics seem to be negatively correlated through the first two
decades of the observed period. In the 1960s, SMOs were more connected on
average and could reach more nodes; however, in the 1970s, it appears,
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based strictly on visually inspecting the network graphs, that SMOs had
fewer, but more diverse, ties in terms of social movement industry. This
could mean that SMOs in the 1970s received information about more diverse
tactics, while also experiencing more pressure to adopt the tactics of their
peers due to the very few alternatives available to them. In comparison,
SMOs operating in the 1960s may have been able to access many other SMOs,
but if they were mostly in the same industry and had the same sets of goals,
they may have already had similar tactical repertoires. Furthermore, because
many SMOs had multiple potential collaborators, the tactical choices of any
one given peer may have exerted less influence. In any case, it is probable
that different dynamics drove tactical adoption, or lack thereof, across these
two very different decades.
The 1980s: Decreasing Mobilization, Increasing Ties
In the 1980s, levels of protest activity and the number of active SMOs
decreased rapidly. At the same time, SMOs within the network were
relatively more connected (in terms of degree centrality, or the average
number of ties each node had) compared to the 1970s, although the average
degree centrality of later time periods never approaches the 1960 levels.
Clusters in the 1980s appear to be somewhat more homogenous than
clusters in the 1970s, and the most central social movement industries also
change. The environmental movement emerges in this period, and SMOs
dedicated to more localized issues regarding housing, welfare rights, religion,
and philanthropy become more prominent, although many SMOs from the
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previously identified central social movement industries continue to occupy
important positions.
Moving to yearly trends, in 1980, one cluster consists of leftist SMOs (yellow
green, dark magenta, and dark slate grey)12 and another of SMOs dedicated
to local housing issues (medium aquamarine, teal, and red) (see Figure 32).
In 1981, SMOs within the civil liberties (coded as “other,” dark slate grey in
this year) and peace movements (saddle brown) dominate, although SMOs in
each of these movements collaborated with SMOs in a variety of other
movements as well. In this year, and in most of the 1980s, the network
consists of a number of small, independent clusters and many isolates. The
network is not entirely disconnected, but clusters within the network are
disconnected from one another (see Figure 33). In 1982, the same industries
remain prominent, but several environmental (tomato) and religious (dark
slate blue, cadet blue, light sea green, and powder blue) organizations also
form prominent clusters (see Figure 34).

There are multiple colors assigned to these nodes depending on their primary area of
focus—broad progressivism, general civil rights, or other, but they shared a progressive
bent. Likewise, religious organizations are often assigned a social movement industry based
on their particular areas of social concern rather than their organizational type as a religious
organization. For instance, a Catholic SMO dedicated to aiding the poor would be assigned an
industry of welfare rights rather than religious. This is why, in some cases, inspecting the
names of central nodes reveals that they share some common ground even if the color codes
assigned to them are different.
12
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Figure 32: Network Graph, 1980
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Figure 33: Network Graph, 1981
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Figure 34: Network Graph, 1982
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The NAACP (71) is again one of the most connected SMO in 1983.
There is also a heterogeneous cluster of SMOs that appear to mostly be
dedicated to issues of crime and safety. A homogeneous cluster of LGBT
(medium orchid) SMOs also emerges this year (see Figure 35).
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Figure 35: Network Graph, 1983
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In 1984 a women’s rights SMO (magenta) and several progressive (indigo,
fire brick) SMOs join the NAACP (66) to form the most central hub of actors.
There are a handful of heterogeneous triads and dyads as well (see Figure
36).
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Figure 36: Network Graph, 1984

66

NAACP

The most central node in 1985 is in civil liberties movement (fire brick). The
rest of the network is heavily fragmented, with a handful of dyads that
mostly consist of SMOs from different social movement industries (see
Figure 37).
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Figure 37: Network Graph, 1985

The next year, 1986, is unusual: first, one of the most central SMOs is
affiliated with the labor movement (dark cyan), and was involved in a series
of disputes about New York City’s taxi system, that occupies a central
position for the first time since 1960; second, the most central cluster is
comprised of SMOs from many different social movement industries mostly
concerned with civil liberties, civil rights, and other progressive concerns
(see Figure 38).
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Figure 38: Network Graph, 1986
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In 1987, there were a couple of fairly homogenous triads and dyads, mostly
in the Black Civil Rights (dark green), neighborhood (medium aquamarine),
and LGBT (medium orchid) movements (see Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Network Graph, 1987

Meanwhile, in 1988 the most central SMOs occupied a variety of triads
and represented mostly the anti-abortion (medium turquoise),
environmental (tomato), neighborhood (medium aquamarine), and welfare
rights movements (red) (see Figure 40).
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Figure 40: Network Graph, 1988

In 1989, the Latinx movement comprises one central cluster (crimson), while
the other connects the women’s and civil liberties movements through NOW
(52) and the ACLU (74) (see Figure 41).
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Figure 41: Network Graph, 1989
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Towards the end of this decade, the small clusters appear to be more
homogenous than in earlier years in the 1980s and 1970s. This means that,
at this time, SMOs were probably receiving very pure messages about which
tactics to employ; not only did SMOs only have only a few collaborators and
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reachable alters at best, but the collaborators that they did have had
multiplex ties consisting of both co-participation and joint members in a
shared social movement industry. At this time, I would expect peer influence
to exert an especially strong influence over tactical behavior.
A prerequisite to peers exerting influence over behaviors is having
peers. When a SMO collaborates with other SMOs, it may gain exposure to a
wider variety of tactics as well as access to resources that facilitate the use of
new tactics. SMOs with few or no collaborators, therefore, could face more
barriers to implementing new tactics, or could simply be less aware of the
variety of tactics available to them. SMOs that exist in a network which, on
average, is more connected may be more likely to adopt new tactics. For this
reason, I present the average nodal normalized degree over time13. This
measure captures the average proportion of ties to all possible ties that are
observed in a network. Thus, while the measure is initially calculated at the
nodal level, by averaging it becomes a network-level measure.
Average nodal normalized degree peaks early on, even before the
height of the protest cycle, in 1963, and is at its lowest in the mid-1970s
through the early 1980s. It rises again during the 1980s, then drops off again

Degree is a node-based measure, which in an undirected graph such as the ones I am
working with is simply the number of ties each node has to other SMOs, based on coparticipation in a protest event. It is normalized by dividing this count by the number of
SMOs in a network minus 1, which turns it into the proportion of all possible ties that a node
actually has (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Normalizing degree by the network size is
important when comparing networks with different dimensions, because otherwise a node
in a very large network might have more connections than a node in a small network
because there are more possible alters with which to connect. Finally, I take the average of
the normalized nodal degree, or the sum of all normalized nodal degrees divided by the size
of the whole network.
13
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in the early 1990s, before rising again in the mid-1990s, although the later
peaks never approach the high levels of the early 1960s (see Figure 42).
Figure 42: Five-Year Moving Average of Average Normalized Degree

This corroborates the story network graphs tell: on average, SMOs
collaborated with a larger proportion of co-participants at the very beginning
of the observed time period, while SMOs were more likely to protest alone or
a smaller proportion of co-participants at later time points, although this
trend reverses somewhat in the 1980s. Thus, in the 1980s, overall levels of
mobilization were decreasing by many measures, but SMOs within the
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network had somewhat more ties relative to the network size compared to
SMOs in the previous decade.
The 1990s: The Peak of Clustering
In the final decade under observation, the 1990s, the network
consisted mostly of small, isolated, completely connected, and homogeneous
clusters of SMOs. Structurally, many of these clusters were likely formed
through a handful of SMOs participating in a single collaborative event in a
year. Again, this is an environment in which SMOs probably received
incredibly clear messages about which tactics to use, and pressure to behave
in ways similar to their peers. Additionally, the most prominent movements
also shift in this decade. The only year in which the AIDS Movement (dark
olive green) occupies the most central position is 1990, the year that the Aids
Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP, 47) protested at the National Institutes
of Health. The civil liberties movement (fire brick) also serves as a bridge
between the women’s (magenta) and welfare rights (crimson) movements in
an open triad (see Figure 43).
By 1991, the NAACP (60) is again the most central node, and bridges
other Black Civil Rights SMOs and a triad that consists of Latinx Civil Rights
(crimson) and welfare rights (red). A cluster of four nodes consists mostly of
environmental SMOs (tomato) (see Figure 44).
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Figure 43: Network Graph, 1990
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Figure 44: Network Graph, 1991
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In 1992 (Figure 45) and 1993 (Figure 46), a number of student (steel
blue) and faculty (wheat) organizations and environmental (tomato) SMOs
occupy the most central, but distinct, positions, and are in an environment
which also contains some smaller heterogeneous clusters. Also in 1993, the
LGBT movement (medium orchid) occupies a central position, as does a
coalition of media organizations (rosy brown and dark slate grey) not
typically considered SMOs, such as the NYT (26) and the Associated Press
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(43). These organizations opposed a restriction on their reporting of the first
World Trade Center bombing, citing First Amendment violations.
Figure 45: Network Graph, 1992
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Figure 46: Network Graph, 1993
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In 1994, one triad includes SMOs in the Greek Orthodox religion (dark
slate blue), while most of the rest of the most central SMOs are concerned
with neighborhood or community issues (medium aquamarine) (see Figure
47).
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Figure 47: Network Graph, 1994

In 1995, there is one cluster of four more central SMOs that brings together
SMOs which also belong to four different social movement industries. The
other dyads and triads are fairly homogeneous, consisting mostly of one or
two SMOs from the same industry with a single SMO labeled as “other” (dark
slate grey) (see Figure 48).
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Figure 48: Network Graph, 1995

What is especially striking about this time period is that most clusters
are completely closed, meaning that all the SMOs within the cluster are
directly connected to each of the others in the same cluster. Again, this likely
means that most of these clusters were formed through a single protest
event. In a network in which SMOs have access to fewer alters which are
themselves ties to one another, they may face additional pressures to
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conform to the tactical behaviors of their peers and adopt the same tactics in
the future. For instance, a SMO that only co-participates with two other
SMOs, both of which also collaborate with one another and use riots, should
be more likely to adopt the tactical use of riots at a future time point than a
SMO which has the same connections in addition to a rich network of ties to
SMOs that do not use riots and are not connected to one another. There are
several reasons for this: first, SMOs that have more ties to others that are not
themselves tied probably receive more diverse messages about which tactics
are available and acceptable, and have more “friends” available to them
regardless of the tactical path they choose. Second, SMOs that only have ties
to others that are also tied to one another have fewer choices. SMOs whose
ties are mostly composed of mutual friends might also trust their alters more,
and by extension may be more likely to trust their alters’ tactical decisions
and use these decisions to guide their own future tactical choices.
To formally measure this aspect of network structure, I compute
global transitivity, which is the probability that two adjacent nodes will be
connected to one another through a third party14. Social network analysts
often talk about transitivity as the tendency for friends of friends to become
friends. When transitivity is high, it means that the network is highly
clustered and reachable nodes are typically densely connected to one

Global transitivity is the ratio of triangles, in which three nodes are all directly connected
to each other, to all connected triples, which could include a triad of nodes where two of the
nodes are not directly connected to one another, but are only connected through an
intermediary.
14
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another, although clusters or components within the network may be
isolated from other components.
Transitivity is the only whole-network measure that increases, rather
than decreases, during the time period I observe (see Figure 49).
Figure 49: Five-Year Moving Average of Transitivity

Transitivity equals one in 1988 and 199415, which means that in those two
time periods all triads of nodes are completely connected. It is lowest in the
mid-1960s, when it hovers below .6, which means that only a little more than

To be clear, in Figure 49 it does not appear that transitivity equals one in the single years
of 1988 and 1994 because the figure is based on five-year moving averages of the measure.
15
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half of triads form closed triangles. Another way of thinking about this is that
in later time periods, co-participation in events was limited and locally
isolated, while in earlier time periods, SMOs co-participated in more events
with different SMOs.
Last, it is apparent that in some years clusters seem to be more
heterogenous in terms of social movement industry than in other years,
although it is difficult to determine over-time trends from the graphs alone.
To better describe the mix of social movement industries within clusters, I
compute a correlation between two matrices: the first is the adjacency matrix
of co-participation that contains only SMOs that were both active and
collaborative in each year; the second is an adjacency matrix of the same
SMOs where ties record shared movement industry (see Figure 50).
There is significant year-to-year variation, but in general clusters
become slightly more diverse from the early 1960s through the mid-1980s,
with prominent dips in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and then become
rapidly more homogenous throughout the end of the 1980s and into the
1990s. This means that in the last few years in the study, SMOs that were
collaborating were much more likely to collaborate with other SMOs within
the same social movement industry compared to SMOs at earlier time points.
These trends roughly correspond to other trends. At the height of the protest
cycle, SMOs not only had more connections on average, but those
connections also tended to be more diverse in terms of social movement
industry. When the network was most densely clustered, in the 1990s, SMOs
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had relatively fewer connections, and those connections were more likely to
belong to the same social movement industry.
Figure 50: Homogeneity of Clusters by Movement Industry, Five-year Moving
Average

Review of Structural Changes
The structural changes I have reviewed in this chapter, evident
through network visualizations and formal network measures, demonstrate
that the network changed substantially between 1960 and 1995. In
particular, the network at the height of the protest cycle in the 1960s and
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early 1970s had a very different structure than the network at later time
periods.
The highest levels of protest activity occurred in the mid-late 1960s
and early 1970s, and this trend was consistent regardless of whether protest
activity was measured through sheer counts of protest events, counts of
protest events with an organizational presence, or counts of SMOs that
participated in at least one protest event. The lowest levels of protest activity
were recorded in the mid-late 1980s and 1990s.
Other former network measures mirror this trend. For instance, the
measure for centralization, or the sum of differences in centrality between
the most connected nodes and all other nodes, peaked around 1965 and then
dropped precipitously, remaining at much lower levels for the remainder of
the period. This signifies that some SMOs may have had much more influence
than others in the 1960s due to their greater number of ties to other SMOs,
while in later years most SMOs had relatively the same number of
connections. Visually, it is clear that CORE and the NAACP, for example, were
quite prominent in the network in several years.
The same trend is evident through the calculation of the average
percentage of reachable nodes within the graph. This measure also peaks in
the late 1960s and then rapidly drops to and stays at a low level by the earlymid 1970s. This indicates that SMOs in the 1960s were able to access a
greater percentage of other SMOs through network ties based on coparticipation, even if they had to traverse a number of intermediaries to do
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so. Part of the reason for this is that SMOs in the 1960s had more
connections, on average, than SMOs in later time periods. The average
normalized degree peaks in the early-mid 1960s, and then drops to and stays
at a much lower level by the early-mid 1970s.
Transitivity, or the tendency of triads to form a closed triangle, is
inverse to the previous measures and is at its lowest point at the height of the
protest cycle. It peaks in the 1990s, although this measure is also at relatively
high levels in the very early 1960s and the mid-1970s through the early-mid
1980s. The lowest values for transitivity occurred in the mid-late 1960s. The
pattern in this measure indicates that the network was much more densely
clustered (although other measures make it apparent that it was also
sparsely connected overall) in the 1990s than at the height of the protest
cycle. For instance, in the mid-1990s the score for transitivity often
approaches 1, which means that every single group of three connected nodes
forms a closed triangle, whereas in the mid-late 1960s that value is a bit
below .6, meaning that only a little over half of triads are completely
connected.
Last, I computed correlations between matrices of ties based on coparticipation and matrices of ties based on shared movement industry, and
that value also is at relatively low and decreasing levels until the 1990s,
when it abruptly peaks. This indicates that, when the network was most
densely clustered, it also brought together the most homogeneous SMOs in
terms of shared social movement industry. In earlier years, the network was
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not only more connected overall, but SMOs were also more likely to be tied to
other SMOs from different social movement industries.
Summary
All of these trends indicate that there were especially high levels of
protest activity, both with and without an organizational presence, and the
highest number of actively protesting SMOs, during the height of the muchdiscussed protest cycle of the mid-late 1960s and early 1970s. This period of
heightened protest activity corresponded with the U.S. involvement in the
Vietnam War, the Black Civil Rights Movement and other race and ethnicitybased civil rights activity, second-wave feminism, and the New Left
movement. Meanwhile, the slight uptick in protest activity in the late 1980s
and early 1990s is mostly attributable to the AIDS movement, increased
activity in the environmental movement, the LGBT movement, and protests
related to a variety of concerns about local issues and civil liberties.
The network graphs show remarkably different network structure at
different time points, while also reflecting known historical trends in social
movement activity between 1960 and 1995. In the 1960s and 1970s, there
were simply more nodes in the network graphs, indicating that more SMOs
were participating in protest events that were reported in the NYT during
these years. For instance, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, there were an
average of around 370 protest events, nearly half of which involved SMOs,
and an average of about 130 active SMOs that participated in at least one
event. In contrast, by the late 1980s and 1990s, there were fewer than half
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the number of total protest events, protest events with an organizational
presence, and active SMOs. Even more striking, in the years which
correspond to the height of the protest cycle, there were many SMOs that
were frequently co-protesting with other SMOs, often from within the social
movement industry of either Black Civil Rights, Jewish Civil Rights, the New
Left, or the peace movement. Occasionally a SMO—most often one from the
New Left—would bridge other social movement industries. In 1966, for
example, there were two large components. The first consisted mostly of
Black Civil Rights and anti-war SMOs, with the New Left, bridging the two.
The second large component was comprised mostly of labor and veterans’
groups, with SMOs affiliated with Jewish Civil Rights connecting the two
subcomponents.
In later time periods, most clusters consist of only three or four SMOs,
which could represent a single protest event that involved co-participation of
the tied SMOs. While Black Civil Rights and Jewish Civil Rights remain
prominent in most time periods, other social movement industries—in
particular, women’s rights, LGBT rights, civil liberties, HIV/AIDS activism, the
environmental movement, religion, and more localized neighborhoodoriented industries occupy more central positions in later time periods.
Surprisingly, even these very small clusters of SMOs sometimes brought
together SMOs located in different social movement industries.
Similarly, formal network measures together paint a picture of a
network that, at the height of the protest cycle, had a structure that was very
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different than it was at later time periods. In the 1960s and early 1970s,
there were highly central actors that had many more connections than most
of the other SMOs. At that same time, SMOs could reach a higher percentage
of other SMOs; and, there was a greater tendency for SMOs to have
connections that were not themselves connected. Towards the end of the
time period, in the 1980s and 1990s, SMOs could only reach a very small
percentage of other nodes in the network. There were fewer events both
with and without other organizations, and fewer actively protesting
organizations. On the other hand, the SMOs that did collaborate with other
SMOs at protest events mostly had connections with only those who
participated at a given event and not to others who were participating in
other events.
These changes in network structure all could have implications for
whether SMOs adopt new tactics. Most social movement theories attribute
tactical adoption to practical choices about which tactics will be most
effective, given the goals and tactics of SMOs and the types of protest that are
possible (see, for instance: Clemens 1997, McAdams 1983, McCammon
2012). In later time periods, there appears (based on visual inspection alone)
to be a greater mix of social movement industries within the network, which
should correspond to more tactical diversity.
Within the organizations literature, researchers highlight the
importance of trust, innovation, competition over scarce resources, and
isomorphic pressures to establish legitimacy or simply imitate peers. There
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is reason to think each of these processes could be sensitive to the network
structure. For example, in the 1960s when the Black Civil Rights movement
clearly dominated the social movement sector, and many SMOs were
operating within that industry, there may have been more competition over
members and other resources. This could lead SMOs to try to distinguish
themselves rather than imitate one another, and indeed, the schism between
SMOs dedicated to nonviolence and those with more radical approaches is
well-documented within this movement. In later time periods, SMOs may not
have collaborated as frequently, but they may have had closer relationships
with the SMOs they did work with, which could lead to higher levels of trust
and a greater tendency to adopt the tactics of peers as peer influence exerts a
stronger effect.
Given that the network structure is so different at different time
points, I again urge researchers to consider it as an important contextual
factor that influences other outcomes of interest. For instance, in a network
that looks like the network of SMOs at the height of the protest cycle, nodes
have exposure to more alters either directly or through intermediaries, and
there is a lower tendency for triads of nodes to form closed triangles
compared to later time points. These are network conditions that are
associated with higher levels of innovation and status for well-positioned
actors, which may be conducive to tactical adoption if SMOs are exposed to a
greater variety of tactics and SMOs. On the other hand, it is possible that
SMOs experience more isomorphic pressures to conform to their peers when
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they have fewer peers, when they have dense connections within their
immediate network, and when they have multiplex ties formed through both
co-participation and shared social movement industry. In this configuration,
SMOs may be exposed to fewer new tactics, but when a new tactic is
introduced, they may be more likely to adopt it. Yet despite the remarkable
differences in network structure, and the highly plausible reasons why that
structure might impact behaviors of SMOs within the network, the effect of
network structure on outcomes of interest is almost never tested. In the
following chapter, I formally test the effect of network structure on the
likelihood that a SMO will attend a protest event where a new tactic, which it
had never previously used, is implemented.
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CHAPTER 7: SOCIAL INFLUENCE AND TACTICAL ADOPTION
I have established that the structural characteristics of the social
network of SMOs active in New York between 1960 and 1995 changed
substantially. It became more fragmented, locally clustered, and
decentralized over time. Theoretically, these changes could have a direct
impact on whether SMOs attend a protest event where a tactic that it has
never before used will be employed. In the early years, the network is
structured in a way that is more conducive to information flow and status
differentials between SMOs, because the network as a whole is more
connected, a higher percentage of SMOs are reachable, and clusters of SMOs
tend to be more diverse in terms of social movement industry. In later years
the network may better foster trust as the network is densely clustered and
more homogeneous.
Additionally, the network structure could moderate the way that peer
influence impacts tactical adoption. In later years, SMOs may have received
very undiluted messages about which tactics to use from their peers, because
they had fewer connections, and therefore potential collaborators, overall.
Thus, I expect to find both direct network effects and interactions between
network structure and measures of peer influence on the probability that a
SMO will attend a protest event where a new-to-it tactic will be used. In this
chapter, I formally test the effect of peer influence, SMO-level characteristics,
network structure and other contextual variables, and interactions between
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peer influence and network structure on the probability that a SMO will
adopt a new tactic it had never previously utilized.
Two Levels of Influence
Throughout this dissertation, I have made the case that there are
three types of network effects that could reasonably affect social processes,
and in particular the adoption of new tactics by SMOs: egocentric or nodelevel, whole network-level, and cross-level interactions between node-level
and whole network-level effects. I have also highlighted ways the
explanations that researchers in the theoretical fields of social movement
and organizational studies provide for tactical adoption could be sensitive to
each of these types of network characteristics. Yet analysts focus almost
exclusively on the first of those three types of social network measures: the
micro-relational, egocentric characteristics. In this chapter, I elaborate on
how I measure the effect of each of these types of measures on the
probability that a SMO will attend a protest event where a tactic it has never
used before will be deployed, and present results from formal models.
Micro-Relational and Node-Level Predictors of Tactical Adoption
Most social network analyses that attempt to predict organizational
behavior, including the behavior of SMOs, focus on egocentric network
characteristics. It makes intuitive sense that a SMO’s contacts and the ties
that connect them, along with the information, resources, and trust that flow
through these connections, impact a SMO’s perceptions of what tactics are
desirable and feasible, and their ability to implement them. As I have
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described in previous chapters, there is substantial empirical evidence that
these network characteristics do matter, and influence the tactical choices of
SMOs and other types of organizations.
Of the five hypotheses I presented in previous chapters, three fit into
this category. In each case, I expect to replicate prior findings about how
egocentric network characteristics impact organizational behavior. Like
other researchers, I anticipate that SMOs that collaborate more with other
organizations will be subsequently more likely to attend an event where a
new-to-them tactic is used (H1). SMOs with more connections to others
should have more access to information about tactical options and the
resources necessary to implement them making them more familiar and less
threatening. To operationalize this concept, I calculate degree centrality,
which is the number of ties a node has normalized by the size of the network,
and calculated from adjacency matrices that record patterns of coparticipation. I expect to find support for my first hypothesis, which is that
organizations that have more ties based on co-participation at protest events
will be subsequently more likely to adopt a new tactic that it had never
previously used.
My second and third hypotheses are also based on prior findings that
peer influence impacts the probability that organizations will adopt new
practices based on their egocentric network. Peer influence refers to the idea
that organizations, like individuals, have a tendency to imitate their peers,
either because they hope to gain the status and legitimacy other
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organizations enjoy by imitating them, or because they trust the decisions of
their peers and default to choosing similar tactics in the future. I include two
terms for peer influence: one for belonging to the same social movement
industry, and another for peer influence operating through physical
collaboration at protest events, each lagged by one year. SMOs that coparticipate with one another have a shared history that could make it more
probable that they will adopt the practices that their peers have used in the
future. Similarly, SMOs are likely to turn to other SMOs that they perceive to
be like them in important ways to guide their tactical decisions, and social
movement industry is surely one of the most important similarities SMOs can
share.
I calculate measures of social influence based on both of these kinds of
ties. I multiply yearly row-normalized adjacency matrices of coparticipation16 and membership in the same social movement industry by a
vector that records whether each node active in a given year used a tactic in
any year previously. This produces, for each node, two peer influence
measures: a value equal to a proportion of its ties in a given year that had
experience using a tactic at a previous event, where a tie for one measure
exists due to co-participation and a tie for the other measure exists due to a
shared movement industry. Like others, I expect to find that SMOs with

As a reminder, the matrices of co-participation are cumulative so if two nodes ever
collaborated in the past, a tie exists between them in every subsequent matrix where both
nodes appear.
16
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higher values of peer influence are more likely to adopt a tactic at future
events that their peers had previously used at earlier events (H2 and H3).
Finally, I include a linear node-level control variable for the
organization’s age in years at each time point. This is to control for the
possibility that organizational age impacts the probability that a SMO will
attend an event where a new tactic will be used. On the one hand, newer
SMOs might be more open to tactical experimentation, and freer from the
constraints that professionalization can place on a SMO. On the other hand,
older SMOs may have more of the resources necessary to learn and
implement new tactics. In either case, the control variable will capture age
effects.
Contextual and Structural Predictors of Tactical Adoption
It is less common in social network analysis to use whole network
measures to predict the behaviors of nodes, primarily because of the
extraordinary costs associated with collecting the over-time data on
complete networks necessary to conduct such an analysis. Nonetheless, I
have presented a number of reasons whole network measures could
influence the process of tactical adoption by SMOs and shown that the
structure of the whole network changes across time. Because of this, I include
a set of variables that relate to my fourth hypothesis: if the network is more
connected, the probability that a SMO will adopt a new tactic that it had
never previously used increases (H4).
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While there are a number of ways social network analysts
conceptualize network connectivity, I calculate a variation on network
distance which takes isolates into consideration, rather than only calculating
the distance of the largest component. This is necessary because the yearly
networks, as was apparent through network visualizations in the previous
chapter, are heavily fragmented. That is, SMOs are included in the network if
they participate in at least one event, however, many SMOs, in the later years
especially, were the only ones to participate in many events. The calculation
of this measure involves the computation of shortest path distances between
all pairs of nodes in an adjacency matrix, binarized so that all cell values are
either zero or one. I then take the mean of each row, and the mean of all of
the row means, and multiply it by 100. The interpretation of this measure is
that it is the average percent of nodes that are reachable in a graph, or a
network-level measure of connectedness. The computed value is then lagged
by one year.
In addition to the network effect, which is of greatest importance, I
also include several contextual control variables. The first is a dummy
variable indicating whether a Democrat was in the White House. After
limiting my dataset by geographic location in New York, events with at least
one SMO present, and SMOs that participated in events in at least two
different years, the dataset becomes rather small and many of the tactics I
model are rare events. For this reason, I include a linear and quadratic effect
for time in my models, but do not include a set of yearly dummy variables in
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the over-time analysis. Instead, the dummy variable for presidential party
affiliation is meant to capture broad period effects that could influence the
types of tactics SMOs choose to use. For instance, some tactics might be
riskier depending on the political climate of the country; or, some
presidencies might provoke more protest activity in certain industries that
typically use particular tactics. This binary covariate is meant to capture
these very broad political opportunity structures.
I also include lagged counts of protest events, as well as a lagged count
of the prevalence of each modeled tactic. The purpose of these controls is to
ensure that any captured covariate effects are not the result of sheer
in(dec)crease in protest activity or overall popularity of a given protest
tactic.
Cross-Level Interactions: Moderating Peer Influence
My final hypothesis is one that, to my knowledge, has not been tested
before: the effect of co-participants’ peer influence intensifies in social
networks that are more highly clustered (H5). More technically, the effect
that the percentage of an SMOs ties from co-participation in a given year that
had experience using a tactic at a previous event has on the probability that a
SMO will adopt a new tactic that it had never previously used will be greater
in social networks that are more highly clustered. To measure the extent to
which a network is clustered, I calculate transitivity, which is the ratio of
closed triangles to all connected triads, and is a good global indicator of the
tendency for nodes within a network to form densely connected clusters. I
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include a mean-centered, one-year lagged main effect for transitivity, as well
as a multiplicative interaction term for transitivity and mean-centered, oneyear lagged social influence through co-participation.
Model Specification and Descriptive Statistics
To formally model the effects described and test each of my
hypotheses (see Table 1), I specify a model that is a variation on a discrete
time event history analysis which predicts the conditional log odds ratio of a
SMO attending a protest event where a tactic that it has no prior history of
using will be implemented. I use the xtlogit procedure17 in Stata, setting the
time variable to a linear indicator for year and the panel variable to a
numeric identifier for each SMO. In the dataset I use for analysis, each SMO
has one observation, or SMO-year, for each year that it was alive. There are
19 binary indicators—one for each tactic—that indicate whether a SMO used
that tactic in a given year or any previous time point. SMOs that only
appeared at a single time point, or that used a tactic at their first recorded
protest event, are excluded from the risk set for that tactic. The model allows
for a single transition of interest per SMO, which means that once a SMO
adopts a given tactic, it exits the risk set for that tactic. Each SMO-year has
time-varying indicators for degree centrality (H1), social influence (H2 and
H3), age (control), and a multiplicative interaction term for social influence
and transitivity (H5). There are also time-variant context level variables,

I use the default random effects option. This is often the only modeling option that works
when a positive outcome is a rare occurrence, and a number of the 19 tactics were adopted
very rarely in spite of the large sample size.
17
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which are invariant across SMOs within time periods, for the average
percentage of reachable nodes in a network (H4) and other contextual
factors that may impact tactical adoption (controls, e.g., overall level of
protest activity and the prevalence of each specific tactic).
Table 1: Variables and Expected Effects
Type of Effect

Expectation

Time

Linear effect of year
Quadratic effect of year
Micro-relational and Node-Level
Degree centrality
Social influence: shared social movement
industry
Social influence: co-participation
Node-Level Control
Organizational age
Context Main
Average percent of reachable nodes
Context Control
Protest event activity levels
Tactical prevalence
Democrat in White House
Node x Context Interaction
Main effect of transitivity
Interaction between transitivity and coparticipation

Control
Control
Positive (H1)
Positive (H2)
Positive (H3)
Control
Positive (H4)
Control
Control
Control
Control
Positive (H5)

Results
I introduced this project by arguing that network structure could be a
scope condition that has gone unrecognized in previous research on
organizations, and that if network structure significantly impacts social
processes, it could have implications for generalizability of other findings. To
investigate this question, I use the case of adoption of new tactics by SMOs, as
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organizational change generally, and tactical adoption specifically, are
important questions in the fields of organizational behavior and social
movement studies. In the following pages, I present results of formal models
testing the effect of network structure, along with control variables, on the
likelihood that a SMO will attend an event where a new protest tactic is used.
A Note on Classes of Tactics
Earlier research found that certain tactics are used together more
frequently than would be expected by chance, suggesting that some tactics
share a cultural meaning and may be employed in similar ways (RingRamirez, Reynolds-Stenson and Earl 2014). This means that when activists
are deciding which tactic to use, they may consider only tactics within a class
of tactics, rather than the entire range of tactics available to them. For
instance, labor unions and other SMOs concerned with labor issues may be
more likely to choose between utilizing a boycott and a strike, rather than
between the full range of available tactics. I model each tactic separately;
however, to make results on each of the 19 tactics I model more digestible in
the following pages, I present them as classes of tactics, as I find similar
patterns across all tactics but especially within classes of tactics (see Table
2).
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Table 2: Classes of Tactics18
Tactic Class
Withholding
Public disruption
Violence
Contained but unconventional
claims making
Conventional claims making
Miscellaneous

Tactics
Boycott, strike
Walkout, civil disobedience,
symbolic display, march, rally
Riot, attack, conflict
Ceremony, picket, vigil
Organization formation, press
conference, information
distribution, lawsuit
Dramaturgical demonstration,
motorcade

Tactic-Specific Models
I turn now to findings of formal models predicting the conditional log
odds of a SMO attending a protest event where a tactic it has never before
used will be employed. I first walk through complete models for one
representative tactic in each class of tactics to describe model selection and
point out interesting effects, as well as tactics that had unusual patterns, and
then I share overall trends in effect direction and statistical significance for
all tactics from the best-fitting full model19.
Withholding Tactics: Strikes
Withholding tactics are tactics in which protestors withhold labor,
such as strikes (Table 3), or money, as in the case of boycotts (Table 24,
Appendix), to make their demands. In the withholding category of tactics, I

Table adapted from Ring-Ramirez, Reynolds-Stenson and Earl (2014).
While the patterns across all tactics, and especially within classes of tactics, are very
similar, full results from all tactics are available in the Appendix.
18
19
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present results here for strikes, a critical protest tactic within the labor
movement.
Table 3: Estimated Coefficients for Strikes20
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.386***
(0.056)
0.009***
(0.002)
22.519***
(2.276)
-0.555
(0.945)
1.914***
(0.233)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.056
(0.046)
0.001
(0.001)
22.916***
(2.283)
-0.560
(0.934)
1.891***
(0.232)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.077**
(0.028)
-0.011***
(0.002)
0.038*
(0.018)
-0.591+
(0.311)

(3)
-0.062
(0.043)
0.001
(0.001)
22.874***
(2.282)
-0.586
(0.935)
1.895***
(0.232)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.092***
(0.028)
-0.011***
(0.002)
0.043*
(0.017)
-0.585*
(0.296)
-1.370+
(0.714)
0.655
(1.311)

1.065***
(0.257)
6768.391
6824.090
322.002
6.000
21098

-0.792*
(0.313)
6637.642
6724.658
901.034
10.000
20141

-0.903**
(0.317)
6637.877
6740.714
974.227
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity # lagged
mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations

I estimated the variance inflation factor of all variables included in model 3, the most
complex model, for all tactics. The VIFs of some of the control variables are unacceptably
large due to the inclusion of a quadratic linear effect. However, multicollinearity is not an
issue when it only affects control variables, and the VIF of most key variables for most tactics
is below two. In some cases, the VIF for the measure of the percent of nodes that are
reachable is in the neighborhood of four or five, which is not ideal. However,
multicollinearity affects precision, meaning that the confidence intervals, variance, and pvalues for this variable could be too large. In spite of this, this variable is consistently
statistically significant, and this finding is robust to numerous alternative model
specifications which include different time specifications and other contextual variables.
20
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For each tactic, I begin with a simple model that includes only the time
specification, node-level and micro-relational effects (model 1). I then add
contextual effects (model 2), and finally the interaction between clustering
and peer influence through co-participation (model 3).
For all tactics, model 2, which included micro-relational and nodelevel predictors, along with whole network and contextual predictors, was
the best-fitting model according to AIC and BIC indicators. In this model, the
linear and quadratic terms for time both had a null effect on the adoption of
strikes. Node degree, or the number of connections SMOs had, as well as peer
influence through co-participation are positively and significantly associated
with the adoption of strikes. These findings support H1 and H3. Peer
influence through shared movement industry has a null effect, which means
that for strikes I do not find support for H2.
The extent to which the network is connected, or the average percent
of reachable nodes, is significantly and negatively associated with the
probability that a SMO that has never previously used strikes will attend a
protest event where these tactics are used. A one-unit increase in the
measure for connectivity is associated with a decrease of .08 in the
conditional log-odds that a SMO will attend an event where strikes are used,
if it has not previously used strikes in the past. H4 states that I expect to find
a significant effect of this measure, but I expected it to be positive, so this
finding does not support H4. Model 3, which includes the main effect for
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transitivity as well as the interaction term between transitivity and social
influence through co-participation does not fit as well as model 2.
Additionally, in model 3, the main effect of transitivity is only marginally
significant and the interaction term between transitivity and peer influence
is nonsignificant. This does not support H5.
A number of control variables also impact the probability that a SMO
will adopt strikes into its repertoire. As organizational age increases, the
conditional log-odds of adopting a new tactic also increase. An increase in
overall protest levels is associated with a significant decrease in the outcome,
while the prevalence of strikes has a positive effect on the adoption of these
tactics. Compared to Republican administrations, SMOs were marginally less
likely to adopt strikes during Democratic presidencies 21.
Public Disruption: Civil Disobedience
Tactics within the public disruption class include tactics that are
unconventional and cause a disturbance. Tactics in this category include:
walk outs (Table 17, Appendix), civil disobedience (Table 4), symbolic
display (Table 22, Appendix), marches (Table 18, Appendix), and rallies
(Table 5). Civil disobedience was an especially important tactic during the
Civil Rights Movement, when protestors purposely defied Jim Crow laws, and

21In

an alternative model specification, I included a series of dummy variables for each
presidency, with the Johnson administration being the reference category. For most tactics,
adoption was less likely during the Kennedy and Eisenhower administrations and more
likely during administrations after the Johnson presidency. This suggests that control of the
White House itself does not have a significant effect for most tactics; rather, an over-time
trend impacts the probability of tactical adoption. Thus, the effect of this covariate should be
interpreted cautiously.
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during the Vietnam War, when conscientious objectors destroyed draft cards.
It also was one of the more commonly adopted tactics in the dataset.
The pattern of effects for tactics in the public disruption class,
including civil disobedience, is similar to those for strikes.
Table 4: Estimated Coefficients for Civil Disobedience
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.326***
(0.052)
0.008***
(0.002)
23.255***
(2.030)
-0.231
(0.539)
2.152***
(0.178)
0.002***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.022
(0.043)
0.000
(0.001)
24.423***
(2.083)
-0.278
(0.536)
2.120***
(0.178)
0.002**
(0.001)
-0.089***
(0.026)
-0.009***
(0.002)
0.011
(0.007)
-0.759**
(0.273)

(3)
-0.025
(0.042)
0.000
(0.001)
24.395***
(2.082)
-0.227
(0.537)
2.102***
(0.179)
0.002**
(0.001)
-0.098***
(0.027)
-0.008***
(0.002)
0.011
(0.007)
-0.781**
(0.268)
-0.789
(0.679)
-1.043
(0.980)

0.923***
(0.252)
9691.118
9746.817
423.409
6.000
21098

-0.896**
(0.302)
9486.395
9573.411
898.427
10.000
20141

-0.943**
(0.302)
9487.854
9590.691
922.573
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations

The effect of time continues to have a null effect. Node degree has a positive,
and significant effect on the conditional log-odds that a SMO which has not
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used civil disobedience previously will attend an event where civil
disobedience will be used. Again, this supports H1.
Table 5: Estimated Coefficients for Rallies
(1)
-0.236***
(0.037)
0.006***
(0.001)
20.574***
(1.788)
0.808**
(0.259)
1.633***
(0.133)
0.003***
(0.000)

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant

(2)
0.020
(0.029)
-0.001
(0.001)
22.560***
(1.914)
0.783**
(0.258)
1.609***
(0.133)
0.003***
(0.000)
-0.023
(0.018)
-0.015***
(0.002)
0.031***
(0.006)
-0.366*
(0.173)

(3)
0.018
(0.027)
-0.001
(0.001)
22.511***
(1.915)
0.766**
(0.259)
1.569***
(0.135)
0.003***
(0.000)
-0.033+
(0.017)
-0.015***
(0.002)
0.031***
(0.005)
-0.388*
(0.163)
-0.894*
(0.425)
-1.278+
(0.750)

0.252
-1.774***
-1.917***
(0.250)
(0.286)
(0.290)
15364.164 14885.722 14882.533
15419.862 14972.737 14985.370
549.472
1160.797
1257.800
6.000
10.000
12.000
21098
20141
20141

AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations

Similarly, social influence through co-participation continues to be a strong
predictor of subsequent tactical adoption (H3). For two public disruption
tactics, marches (Table 18, Appendix) and rallies (Table 5), the effect of peer
influence through shared social movement industry also has a significant,
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and positive, impact on the likelihood that a SMO will adopt those tactics into
its repertoire (H2). For other tactics in this class, social movement industry
has a null effect (see Appendix).
For all tactics in this category (except for rallies), as for tactics in the
withholding category, connectivity has a significant, negative effect on the
conditional log-odds that a SMO will attend a protest event where a tactic it
has not previously used will be deployed (see Tables 4, 5, and Appendix).
This is contrary to my expectation in H4. And, again, because model 2 fits
best and the main effect for transitivity as well as the interaction term for
transitivity and co-participation are null, I do not find evidence in support of
H5, although in a few models these terms are significant (see, for example,
model 3 in Table 5), which suggests more investigation into potential
interaction effects is certainly warranted.
As with all other tactics, organizational age significantly and positively
impacts the probability that a SMO will attend an event where a new-to-it
tactic will be used (see Tables 4, 5, and Appendix). Other contextual variables
significantly impact the probability that a SMO will adopt some public
disruption tactics into its repertoire. The overall level of protest activity has a
significant, negative effect on the probability of adopting civil disobedience,
rallies, and other tactics in this class. The effect of tactical prevalence varies
by tactic, but has a null effect on the probability of adopting civil
disobedience and a significant, positive effect on the likelihood that a SMO
will begin using rallies (for results for other tactics, see Appendix). As with
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withholding tactics, SMOs were less likely to adopt public disruption tactics
under Democratic presidencies.
Violent Tactics: Riots
Violent tactics, as the name indicates, are tactics that go beyond
disruption to result in injury, death, or significant property damage. Riots
(Table 6), attacks (Table 25, Appendix), and conflicts (Table 19, Appendix) all
fall into this category.
Table 6: Estimated Coefficients for Riots
(1)
-0.404***
(0.056)
0.009***
(0.002)
20.703***
(2.372)
0.248
(1.107)
2.163***
(0.304)
0.005***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.035
(0.047)
-0.000
(0.001)
20.657***
(2.375)
0.171
(1.098)
2.164***
(0.303)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.070**
(0.027)
-0.011***
(0.003)
0.028+
(0.015)
-0.710*
(0.280)

(3)
-0.033
(0.045)
-0.000
(0.001)
20.617***
(2.371)
0.163
(1.097)
2.158***
(0.306)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.080**
(0.027)
-0.012***
(0.003)
0.031*
(0.015)
-0.708**
(0.269)
-1.156+
(0.669)
-0.416
(1.911)

1.062***
(0.255)
5651.030
5706.729
306.594
6.000
21098

-0.996**
(0.318)
5540.913
5627.928
1111.858
10.000
20141

-1.092***
(0.321)
5541.942
5644.779
1191.157
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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One might expect that the factors that impact the probability that a SMO will
adopt a new, violent tactic are different from the adoption of non-violent
approaches like strikes and civil disobedience, yet the patterns are quite
similar (see Table 6). Again, model 2 fit best when predicting the adoption of
riots and all other violent tactics.
The effects of time as well as the micro-relational and node-level
predictors of degree, co-participation, and age on the prediction of the
adoption of riots and other violent tactics are the same as for tactics
previously reviewed. Again, these models provide support for H1 and H3.
Additionally, for attacks there is a positive and significant effect of peer
influence through social movement industry, supporting H2 (see Table 25,
Appendix)22.
The effect of connectivity was also significantly and negatively
associated with the adoption of riots, which is contrary to H4, and there was
no evidence that including transitivity and an interaction term improved
model fit, although the main effect of transitivity was marginally significant
(see model 3, Table 6). This fails to provide support to H5. For riots, overall
protest levels were significantly and negatively associated with an increase
in the conditional log-odds that a SMO would attend a protest event where a
violent tactic is used, if it had no prior history of using such tactics, while the

The model cannot estimate this effect for conflict, because a value of greater than 0 on this
measure is a perfect predictor of failure. In other words, SMOs only attended events where
the tactic of conflicts was used if at least one other peer in their social movements had
already experienced it. This is also evidence in support of H2.
22
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popularity of riots as a tactic is marginally and positively associated with the
adoption of riots. And, again, riots are less likely to be adopted during
Democratic presidencies.
Contained but Unconventional Tactics
Ceremonies (Table 7), pickets (Table 8), and vigils (Table 21,
Appendix) are tactics that are unconventional but do not carry the risks of
strikes and large-scale, disruptive tactics, or the moral questionability of
violent tactics. Nonetheless, the effect patterns remain consistent across this
class of tactics as well. Once again, model 2 is the best-fitting model for the
tactic of ceremony (Table 7). Effects, similarly, remain consistent, with
degree and social influence through co-participation having a positive and
significant effect on the adoption of both tactics. Social influence through
shared movement membership also has a significant, positive impact on the
likelihood of a SMO that has not previously used ceremonies attending a
protest event that does use them. For instance, social influence through
movement industry is associated with an increase of more than 2.5 in the
conditional log-odds that a SMO will begin using ceremonies (see Table 7).
These findings again support H1, H2, and H3. Age as a control continues to
have a positive and significant effect on the adoption of ceremonies.
Likewise, effects of macro-structural network characteristics and
other contextual variables are consistent for ceremonies compared to tactics
reviewed previously. Network connectivity has a significant, negative impact
on the probability that a SMO will adopt ceremonies, as does overall protest
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levels. This once again counters H4. Because model 2 fits best, I again find no
support for H5.
Table 7: Estimated Coefficients for Ceremonies
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.528***
(0.079)
0.012***
(0.003)
32.214***
(3.004)
2.598*
(1.190)
2.247***
(0.412)
0.007***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.080
(0.059)
0.001
(0.002)
29.948***
(2.905)
2.512*
(1.181)
2.283***
(0.410)
0.006***
(0.001)
-0.126***
(0.038)
-0.011***
(0.002)
0.115
(0.103)
-1.216**
(0.389)

(3)
-0.083
(0.058)
0.001
(0.002)
29.863***
(2.903)
2.463*
(1.183)
2.267***
(0.418)
0.006***
(0.001)
-0.134***
(0.038)
-0.010***
(0.002)
0.106
(0.101)
-1.251**
(0.385)
-1.134
(0.947)
2.825
(2.851)

1.722***
(0.267)
2984.762
3040.461
308.261
6.000
21098

-0.358
(0.349)
2910.076
2997.092
891.529
10.000
20141

-0.399
(0.350)
2911.666
3014.503
918.811
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations

The tactic of pickets, however, displays an unusual pattern across a
number of variables (see Table 8). This is one of only a few tactics where the
linear and quadratic effects of time both have a significant effect on tactical
adoption. Nodal degree and both forms of peer influence all have a
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significant, positive effect on the likelihood that a SMO will begin using
pickets, which is consistent with the other tactics I have reviewed and with
H1, H2, and H3.
Table 8: Estimated Coefficients for Pickets
(1)
-0.284***
(0.033)
0.006***
(0.001)
19.399***
(1.892)
1.226***
(0.339)
1.783***
(0.159)
0.002***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.162***
(0.022)
0.002***
(0.001)
21.520***
(2.012)
1.139***
(0.339)
1.762***
(0.159)
0.001*
(0.001)
0.033*
(0.016)
0.000
(0.001)
-0.037***
(0.005)
0.108
(0.141)

(3)
-0.164***
(0.020)
0.002***
(0.001)
21.466***
(2.011)
1.131***
(0.338)
1.746***
(0.163)
0.001*
(0.001)
0.026+
(0.015)
0.001
(0.001)
-0.037***
(0.005)
0.092
(0.130)
-0.662*
(0.286)
-0.425
(0.832)

-0.002
(0.248)
11153.277
11208.976
549.623
6.000
21098

-2.808***
(0.358)
10819.742
10906.758
2781.719
10.000
20141

-3.036***
(0.387)
10818.398
10921.234
3182.566
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations

What is most surprising about pickets, however, is that it is the only tactic for
which network connectivity has a significant, positive impact on tactical
adoption. This lends support to H4. Meanwhile, the overall popularity of
pickets as a tactic also has a significant, negative effect. Only three of the 19
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tactics I model follow this pattern. Furthermore, this tactic represents one of
the few deviations from the typical effects in presidential administration,
with the binary indicator for having a Democrat in the White House having a
null effect on the adoption of tactics.
Pickets may follow a different trajectory than most other tactics in
part because of their close link to the labor movement, which was most
active prior to 1960 and was in decline for most of the period studied here.
Strikes and boycotts, which have also been critical to the labor movement,
may not display the same pattern due to their extensive and highly
publicized use in support of the United Farm Workers and the work of César
Chávez and Dolores Huerta, for example in the multi-year Delano grape
boycott in the 1960s and the Salad Bowl Strike in the early 1970s.
Conventional Tactics: Lawsuits
Some SMOs pursue change through conventional and non-disruptive
tactics, including the formation of new organizations (Table 23, Appendix),
press conferences (Table 16, Appendix), information distribution (Table 15,
Appendix), and lawsuits (Table 9). Although lawsuits are not typically what
people imagine when they think of protest activity, results for lawsuits are
consistent for this tactic as well. Again, model 2 fits the data best, and
lawsuits, like all other tactics, display a similar time trend (see Table 9).
As with other tactics, there is a significant and positive effect of degree
centrality (H1) and social influence through co-participation (H3) on the
probability that a SMO will begin using lawsuits.
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Table 9: Estimated Coefficients for Lawsuits
(1)
-0.412***
(0.055)
0.010***
(0.002)
24.042***
(2.213)
1.027+
(0.623)
1.689***
(0.223)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
0.007
(0.055)
-0.000
(0.001)
24.492***
(2.233)
1.006
(0.621)
1.682***
(0.222)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.068**
(0.026)
-0.009***
(0.001)
-0.017+
(0.009)
-0.760**
(0.260)

(3)
0.010
(0.053)
-0.000
(0.001)
24.423***
(2.232)
1.039+
(0.620)
1.655***
(0.226)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.081**
(0.026)
-0.008***
(0.001)
-0.019*
(0.009)
-0.784**
(0.250)
-1.106+
(0.658)
-0.967
(1.121)

1.004***
(0.253)
7376.069
7431.767
353.413
6.000
21098

-0.965**
(0.308)
7211.311
7298.327
1005.547
10.000
20141

-1.057***
(0.310)
7211.718
7314.555
1068.764
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations

Although social movement industry does not have a significant impact on the
adoption of lawsuits, there is a positive effect of this form of social influence
on the adoption of press conferences and information distribution (H2) (see
Appendix). Connectedness of the network has a significant, negative effect on
the adoption of lawsuits (Table 9), again countering H4. Model 3, which
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included the interaction term, was not the best-fitting model and once again I
fail to find support for H5.
Miscellaneous Tactics: Motorcades
The last class of tactics includes oddball tactics such as motorcades
(Table 10) and dramaturgy (Table 20, Appendix), which don’t fit neatly into
any of the other categories.
Table 10: Estimated Coefficients for Motorcades
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.611***
(0.082)
0.015***
(0.003)
33.441***
(3.198)
4.093**
(1.316)
1.984***
(0.540)
0.010***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.102+
(0.053)
0.002
(0.002)
30.792***
(3.068)
3.905**
(1.316)
2.095***
(0.532)
0.010***
(0.001)
-0.132***
(0.037)
-0.012***
(0.002)
0.035
(0.180)
-1.185***
(0.339)

(3)
-0.107*
(0.052)
0.002
(0.001)
30.709***
(3.068)
3.899**
(1.316)
2.110***
(0.534)
0.010***
(0.001)
-0.144***
(0.037)
-0.012***
(0.002)
0.079
(0.179)
-1.184***
(0.331)
-1.117
(0.839)
-0.311
(3.626)

1.804***
(0.263)
2221.443
2277.142
364.273
6.000
21098

-0.729+
(0.399)
2145.218
2232.233
1179.988
10.000
20141

-0.801*
(0.408)
2147.460
2250.296
1226.358
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Once again, in spite of their less frequent use and adoption, the same
patterns seen for other tactics are seen for motorcades as well (see Table 10).
Of the three models, model 2 fits the data best. As with all other tactics,
degree and social influence through co-participation significantly and
positively impact the probability that a SMO will adopt motorcades into their
repertoire. These findings lend additional support to H1 and H3.
Additionally, social influence via shared movement membership has a
significant, positive effect on the adoption of this tactic, which supports H2.
The effect of network connectedness on the adoption of motorcades is again
negative, which counters H4, and I find no support for H5 that there is an
interaction effect between peer influence and network structure.
The pattern of effects of control variables is likewise consistent across
motorcades, as with other tactics discussed. Age has a significant, positive
effect on tactical adoption, while overall protest levels have a significant and
negative effect on the probability that a SMO will begin using motorcades. As
with other tactics, motorcades were less likely to be adopted during
Democratic presidential administrations.
The consistency of effects across such a wide range of tactics, with
remarkably few deviations is both somewhat surprising and informative. It
indicates that node-level, micro-relational, and structural effects impact the
probability that SMOs will adopt a new tactic, across the board, and this
process is not very sensitive to the particular tactic or even the broad type of
tactic.
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Variable Effects
In the next section, I move away from an examination of specific
tactics, since it has already been established that there are small variations in
patterns across tactics, and summarize overall patterns of each variable
across all the tactics in order to delve deeper into the implications for each.
Most tactics follow a nearly identical pattern. This is remarkable considering
different tactics were more prevalent in different time periods and more
popular with some social movements and types of SMOs than others.
Time Effects
Including an indicator for time is a standard convention of
longitudinal models, including the variation on event history analysis I use.
Additionally, it is possible that SMOs become more or less likely to adopt new
tactics over time, for a variety of reasons. In the case of tactical adoption
among SMOs, I expect that many processes may evolve differently at the
height of the protest cycle compared to later time points. Because of this, I
also include a quadratic term for the linear effect of time in my models.
For most tactics (11 out of 19), both the linear and quadratic effect for
time are nonsignificant (see Table 11). For a few tactics (boycott, motorcade,
symbolic display, vigil, organization formation, and dramaturgy), there is a
marginal or significant, negative effect of linear time, while for a couple of
other tactics (conflict, picket), there is also a positive effect of the quadratic
term for time.
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Table 11: Linear and Quadratic Effects of Time
Year
Withholding Tactics
Boycott
-†
Strike
Public Disruption
Walkout
+
Civil disobedience
Symbolic display
-**
March
Rally
+
Violence
Riot
Attack
Conflict
-***
Unconventional
Ceremony
Picket
-***
Vigil
-*
Conventional
Org. formation
-***
Press conference
Info. Distribution
Lawsuit
+
Miscellaneous
Dramaturgy
-*
Motorcade
-†

Year squared
+
+
+
+
+**
+
+***
+
+
+
+
+

To make these results clearer, I graph the linear and quadratic terms
as marginal effects, setting the other variables at their means. I show here
one figure for a variable that had a strictly linear, negative effect for time
(organization formation, Figure 51), and another for a tactic that had this
negative linear effect combined with a positive quadratic effect (picket,
Figure 52).
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Figure 51: Time Trend, Organization Formation

Figure 52: Time Trend, Picket
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This demonstrates that, even when both linear and quadratic terms
for time are significant, the pattern is similar, with adoption of a new tactic
being more likely early in the time period and decreasing as years progress.
This result is consistent with other research that finds that tactical
innovation is most prevalent at the very beginning of a protest cycle. It
appears that as the protest cycle progresses, net of other period effects, SMOs
become less likely to attend an event where a tactic it has not used before
will be used.
Micro-relational and Node-Level Predictors
The first three hypotheses that I presented all have to do with microrelational and node-level characteristics, and in each case, I expected to
replicate prior findings. Like many other researchers, I find strong support
for all three hypotheses (see Table 12). Hypothesis 1 states that SMOs with
more connections will be more likely to attend an event subsequently where
a new tactic will be used, and in fact, the effect of degree centrality is
significantly and positively associated with the adoption of each of the 19
modeled tactics. SMOs that collaborate more are more likely to expose
themselves to diverse ideas. A greater tendency to collaborate could also
signify an unmeasured tendency to be more open to new approaches, and by
extension, to different tactics.
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Table 12: Micro-Relational and Egocentric Effects
Degree
SM
Industry
Hypothesized Direction
(H1) +
(H2)+
Withholding Tactics
Boycott
+***
Strike
+***
Public Disruption
Walkout
+***
Civil disobedience +***
Symbolic display
+***
+
March
+***
+***
Rally
+***
+**
Violence
Riot
+***
+
Attack
+***
+*
Conflict
+**
(.)
Unconventional
Ceremony
+***
+*
Picket
+***
+***
Vigil
+***
Conventional
Org. formation
+***
+
Press conference
+***
+***
Info. Distribution
+***
+**
Lawsuit
+***
+
Miscellaneous
Dramaturgy
+***
+***
Motorcade
+***
+**

Coparticip.
(H3)+

Age

+***
+***

+***
+***

+***
+***
+***
+***
+***

+***
+**
+***
+**
+***

+***
+***
+†

+***
+***
+†

+***
+***
+***

+***
+*
+***

+***
+***
+***
+***

+***
+***
+***
+***

+***
+***

+***
+***

Control

My second and third hypotheses both centered on how a SMO’s peer
network could impact the decision to use new tactics. Hypothesis 2 refers to
the way peer influence could operate through social movement industry, and
I expect that when SMOs are in an industry where more of its peers have a
history of using a tactic, they will also be more likely to attend an event in the
future where that tactic is used and in doing so adopt it into their own
tactical repertoires. I find statistically significant or marginal support for this
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hypothesis in 9 out of the 19 tactics. Additionally, the effect for this type of
social influence on the probability of adopting conflict as a protest tactic is
not estimable because it is a perfect predictor. The effect of shared social
movement industry is null for the remaining 9 tactics.
It is not clear why this type of social influence significantly affects the
adoption of some types of tactics, but not others. The only class of tactics in
which social influence through movement industry does not make a
difference is withholding tactics, likely because boycotts and strikes were
deeply ingrained in the labor movement well before the start of this study.
Some of the tactics sensitive to peer influence through movement industry—
marches, rallies, pickets, press conferences, and information distribution—
are among the most-used and most-adopted tactics, while others—attacks,
ceremonies, dramaturgies, and motorcades—are among the least-used and
least-adopted (see Table 13). In short, these are tactics that appear to have
little in common, and why some tactics seem to be sensitive to peer influence
through movement industry while others are less so remains an open
question that warrants further investigation.
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Table 13: Frequency of Adoptions and Use, by Tactic
Observations Unique
SMOs
Withholding Tactics
Boycott
20,255
1,306
Strike
19,991
1,306
Public Disruption
Walkout
20,353
1,307
Civil dis.
19,502
1,305
Symb. Dis.
20,078
1,304
March
19,254
1,302
Rally
18,324
1,301
Violence
Riot
20,154
1,306
Attack
20,266
1,306
Conflict
20,679
1,307
Unconventional
Ceremony
20,479
1,306
Picket
19,243
1,294
Vigil
20,303
1,307
Conventional
Org. form.
19,997
1,306
Press conf.
19,666
1,298
Info. Dist.
19,284
1,296
Lawsuit
19,894
1,305
Miscellaneous
Dramaturgy
20,462
1,304
Motorcade
20,553
1,306
Averages
19,933
1,304

Adoptions

Frequency

30
43

524
801

27
78
36
93
164

422
1,326
709
1,592
2,594

34
28
6

629
511
75

16
87
31

286
1,605
476

45
58
78
55

797
1,150
1,553
911

17
9
49

306
205
867

Social influence through co-participation significantly and positively
affects the likelihood, for all 19 tactics, that a SMO will attend an event where
a tactic it has not previously used will be implemented. This is strong support
for Hypothesis 3, and replicates prior findings on tactical adoption. This
strong and consistent effect, compared to the less consistent effect of peer
influence through social movement industry, implies that SMOs are more
influenced by others with whom they have a history of physical co-
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participation than by those with whom they simply share a broad cause. As I
discussed in earlier chapters, it is probable that peer influence through
shared social movement industry is driven more by status and legitimacy
concerns, while peer influence through co-participation operates primarily
through trust.
The replication of findings of a positive effect of degree and both types
of social influence on the likelihood of tactical adoption are consistent with
many earlier investigations. These results are still valuable, however,
because they demonstrate that prior results are quite robust to the inclusion
of macrostructural network characteristics, e.g., reachability. Additionally,
these findings provide strong support for H1, H2, and H3.
Last, I control for organizational age. I did not have any specific
expectations about age, but research in both social movements and
organizational behavior finds that organizational age is associated with a
variety of organizational practices and outcomes. Age has a significant and
positive association with the adoption of every tactic. This finding is a bit
surprising given that some social movement researchers worry about SMOs
stagnating as they become older, as professionalization often accompanies
age. My results are not necessarily inconsistent with that, as it could be that
SMOs move away from more radical tactics and begin adopting new
conventional and contained tactics. It could also be an artifact of the fact that
older SMOs simply have more opportunities, by virtue of their age, to develop
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a more diverse tactical repertoire. Nonetheless, this finding suggests that
SMOs continue to adopt new practices as they age.
Macrostructural and Contextual Effects
The fourth hypothesis I presented is that SMOs in networks that are
more densely connected will be more likely to adopt a new tactic than SMOs
in less densely connected networks (see Table 14).
Table 14: Macrostructural and Contextual Effects
%
Protest
Reachable Levels
Hypothesized Direction (H4) +
Control
Withholding Tactics
Boycott
-**
-***
Strike
-**
-***
Public Disruption
Walkout
-***
-***
Civil disobedience -***
-***
Symbolic display
-**
-***
March
-**
-***
Rally
-***
Violence
Riot
-**
-**
Attack
-†
-***
Conflict
-*
-***
Unconventional
Ceremony
-***
-***
Picket
+*
+
Vigil
-**
-***
Conventional
Org. formation
-**
-***
Press conference
-**
-***
Info. Distribution
-*
-***
Lawsuit
-**
-***
Miscellaneous
Dramaturgy
-**
-***
Motorcade
-***
-***
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Tactic
Democrat
Prevalence 23
Control
Control
+
+*

-**
-†

+***
+
-**
+
+***

-**
-**
-*
-**
-*

+†
+***
+†

-*
-†
-**

+
-***
+†

-**
+
-**

-***
+†

-**
-***
-*
-**

+

-***
-***

To capture this, I computed an average percentage of reachable nodes in
each network. Surprisingly, I find a strong, consistently negative effect of
network connectivity on the adoption of all tactics except for rallies, for
which there is a null effect, and pickets, for which there is a significant,
positive effect.
I had expected that network connectivity overall would be associated
with a higher likelihood that a SMO would adopt a new tactic into its
repertoire. Networks in which a higher percentage of nodes are reachable
are networks that should foster greater access to information about available
tactics, and their implementation, which in turn should lead to more
widespread adoption. When network connectivity as a whole is higher, it
could also mean that the network brings together more diverse SMOs, which
again is expected to be associated with innovation. This is not what I find
except in the case of pickets, however. While unexpected, there are some
reasonable explanations for why this could be the case.
In earlier chapters, I described how social networks can be conducive
to two types of important resources: information and trust. Information
flows best through a network when the nodes within it have connections,
while trust is better communicated through more densely clustered
networks. In examining the network visualizations, it appears that networks
characterized by high connectivity are also characterized by larger events.
These types of events might bring many SMOs into the same space, while not
signifying or creating otherwise meaningful ties between them. In the years
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in which connectivity was lower, events tended to have fewer participants
and lower levels of co-participation overall. In those years, collaboration was
less frequent, but was possibly more intentional and indicative of the
presence of “quality over quantity” types of ties that were more conducive to
tactical adoption.
Additionally, the years in which network connectivity is lowest, for
instance in the late 1980s and 1990s, are the same years in which clusters
are more homogeneous in terms of social movement industry. In these years,
SMOs may have had fewer ties and they may have been less integrated into
the social network overall, but the ties that they had may have been close,
and to other SMOs within their shared social movement industry. These
kinds of ties might not be the most conducive to accessing diverse
information about tactical options, but they could certainly foster trust, and a
willingness to try out tactics peers had previous experience implementing24.
Thus, while I did not find support for H4, I did find consistent evidence that
macro-structural network characteristics impact social processes.
The remaining contextual variables are all controls for other
environmental factors that could impact the probability that a SMO will
adopt a new tactic into its repertoire. Overall protest levels have a significant,
negative effect on 18 of the 19 tactics, and a null effect on the other. This

In an exploratory analysis, I tested the effect of transitivity on tactical adoption in models
for each of the 19 tactics that did not include the measure for connectivity, and it had a
marginally or significantly positive effect on tactical adoption for many tactics. This further
supports this theory.
24
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could be because the number of protest events was highest in the early-mid
1970s, while tactical adoption may have been more common in the
energizing years of the protest cycle in the early 1960s, so that by its height
most SMOs that were at risk of adopting a tactic had already done so.
The prevalence of specific tactics has a significantly or marginally
positive effect for eight of the 19 tactics, a significant, negative effect for three
tactics, and a null effect for the remaining eight tactics. This is an important
result because it suggests that the decision for a SMO to go to an event where
a tactic it has not previously used will be implemented is not an artifact of the
popularity of the tactic itself. Rather, node-level and other network factors
contribute more to explaining tactical adoption. Some might argue that SMOs
adopt tactics simply because they hear, through the grapevine or news
reports, about others using them, or that SMOs adopt tactics because they are
“fashionable” at the moment. I find little support for this explanation of the
adoption of new tactics. Instead, net of the overall popularity of specific
tactics, SMOs adopt new practices into their repertoire based on what their
peers (in co-participation and in industry) have experience doing, and as a
result of other node-level characteristics such as age and structural
characteristics such as overall protest levels.
Last, net of other over-time and contextual effects, compared to
Republican administrations, SMOs were less likely to adopt nearly every
tactic during a Democratic presidency. These results should not be
overstated, but given the consistency of similar patterns over nearly all
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tactics, it seems safe to say that certain tactics are not more or less likely to
be adopted under different presidential parties than others; rather, the
likelihood that a SMO will adopt any tactic it had not previously used is
higher in some time periods and administrations than others, and these
administrations do not necessarily map onto the protest cycle or other
indicators of protest activity overall.
The Moderating Effect of Clustering on Peer Influence
Last, I expect to find an interaction between peer influence operating
through co-participation and transitivity, which is a measure that reflects
how clustered a network is. I expect that when networks are densely
clustered, peer influence exerts a stronger effect on tactical adoption than in
less densely clustered networks. Again, my findings run counter to my
intuitions about this unexamined question. For all tactics, a model that
excluded the main effect of transitivity and the interaction term between
transitivity and peer influence through co-participation fit best.
In the poorly-fitting model that included these terms, the main effect
of transitivity was significant for eight out of 19 tactics, and the interaction
term between transitivity and social influence was significant for two out of
19 tactics (see tables throughout this chapter and in Appendix). In every
case, both the main effect for transitivity and the interaction term had a
negative impact on tactical adoption. This counters my expectations in H5,
but it does suggest that, first, other whole network measures impact the
adoption of new tactics, and second, interaction terms between whole
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network and micro-relational predictors of social processes should be
further explored. This means that network structure decidedly has a direct
impact on the adoption of new tactics into a SMO’s repertoire, but the
connection between cross-level interaction effects and tactical adoptions is
less clear.
Conclusion
Through formal analyses, I replicated previous research that found
that organizations that are more connected to others are more likely to adopt
new practices that they have not used before (H1), and that they are more
likely to adopt practices when a higher proportion of their peers have
experience using them (H2 and H3). These results are consistent with prior
research and robust to controlling for node-level characteristics such as
organizational age and contextual factors including period effects, overall
level of protest activity, and the popularity of tactics. This is to say that the
effects observed here, which corroborate other studies in various fields,
cannot be attributed to competing explanations about the overall prevalence
of certain tactics or protest cycle effects.
One reason this finding is especially important is because I found that
these effects are robust to the inclusion of measures which record the overall
structure of the network in which organizations are embedded. In the bestfitting model, I found a significant, and consistently negative effect for the
overall connectivity of the network and the likelihood that a SMO will attend
an event where a tactic it has not previously used will be implemented. And,
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in a poorer fitting model, I included another whole-network measure,
transitivity, and an interaction term for transitivity and peer influence
through co-participation, but the effects observed in model 2 remain
consistent even with these additions. This is a finding that should be
reassuring to researchers, who rarely have the data necessary to test whole
network effects.
At the same time, the significant, negative effect of network
connectivity is surprising and warrants additional attention, in the field of
social movement research and others. First, this finding indicates that macrostructural network characteristics, which are unexamined as a predictor of
other outcomes, do impact social processes of interest to sociologists. I
present here a single case, of tactical adoption among SMOs in a particular
time period, but all social activity takes place within social networks that
have varying structures, and which structures change over time. It is worth
at least thinking about what impact those structures may have on all kinds of
social processes, and when possible measuring or controlling for this effect.
Second, I expected to find that increasing connectivity would be
associated with increasing likelihood of tactical adoption, but I found the
opposite. Part of the reason I expected a positive relationship between these
two factors is because I, and other researchers, think of tactical adoption as a
type of innovation. Some studies have found that innovation is most likely to
occur in networks that foster the flow of information as a resource—that is,
networks that are diverse and connected, but not necessarily highly
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clustered. I found the opposite. SMOs are most likely to adopt new tactics in
networks that are less connected.
The explanation for this probably rests in the fact that ties in different
network structures carry different weight. To calculate network connectivity,
I use adjacency matrices of co-participation, but the meaning of coparticipation may differ over time. For instance, co-participation might be
routinized in some time periods, and merely being physically present in the
same space at such time periods is very different from choosing to
collaborate with a SMO when this is not the norm. The implications of this for
future research are not new, but they are difficult to implement on a large
scale: it is important for researchers to consider not just whether a tie exists,
but what a tie means, as well as which resources—information or trust—are
most likely to contribute to different outcomes and what types of ties best
conduct those resources. In this case, I expected information to be associated
with tactical adoption, but I bet on the wrong network structure; instead,
when networks foster trust, SMOs are more likely to take a chance on a new
tactic.
Finally, one outcome of the findings I present here that should be of
special interest to those who think about the types of tactics SMOs pursue is
that nearly all tactics exhibit identical trends across the tested variables.
Researchers in the field of organizational behavior have long embraced the
idea that much of what organizations do is attributable to the context in
which they find themselves, and is not as strategic as actors within the
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organizations would like to think. Both activists and social movement
researchers focus a great deal of effort on identifying which tactics are likely
to be most effective, and under what circumstances, and explaining why
SMOs adopt (or should adopt) specific tactics. Yet the consistency of my
findings across all tactics suggests that forces external to SMOs exert a
substantial influence on the process of tactical adoption, and that these
forces operate on all tactics in more or less the same way. This is not to
suggest that activists do not have any agency in driving tactical selection or
strategizing about how to best pursue goals; instead, it is a recognition that,
in addition to that agency and strategizing, context also matters.
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CHAPTER 8: CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
I began this investigation with the question: why do organizations
adopt the strategies that they do? I argued that, while social movement
researchers, organizational theorists, and social network analysts each
contributed important theories and empirical findings to this question, an
overlooked element is the structure of the network in which SMOs are
embedded. In the following pages, I discuss the contributions of this work,
consider its limitations, and offer suggestions about future directions
prompted by my findings.
Contributions
My first task, in conducting this investigation, was to describe if and
how a social network changed over time. This was an important first step,
because researchers in all fields who use social networks as predictors of
outcomes tend to treat them as static, and rarely discuss if, let alone how, the
network structure changes over time. Through network visualizations, in
Chapter 6, I demonstrated that there was significant variation in the
structure of the network of SMOs active in New York between 1960 and
1995, with the network at the height of the protest cycle looking very
different from the network at later time periods.
At the height of the protest cycle in the 1960s and early 1970s, the
network was characterized by high connectivity, sometimes operating
through large protest events that brought together many SMOs. Formal
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measures supplemented the network visualizations, confirming that there
were more events, with and without an organizational presence, at the height
of the protest cycle. At the same time, SMOs had more connections on
average and were less likely to be in closed triads of organizations. There
were also much greater differentials between the most and least connected
SMOs in terms of their connections to others.
In later time periods, the network fragmented into small clusters.
During this time period, transitivity increased, meaning that SMOs that
collaborated with others were more likely to share mutual ties to other SMOs
and to be in completely connected clusters. At the same time, a much higher
percentage of SMOs were isolates, choosing to participate in protest events
alone. At the very end of the time period, in the late 1980s and into the
1990s, the clusters of SMOs also became much more homogeneous in terms
of their social movement industry affiliation.
Are findings of the effect of predictors such as degree and social
influence generalizable to network structures that look so strikingly
different? This question motivated Chapter 7, as I used formal peer influence
models to test the effects of micro-relational and node-level, contextual and
structural, and interaction covariates on the probability that a SMO will
attend an event where each of 19 new-to-it tactics are utilized.
I found that prior research on degree centrality and social influence is
robust to controlling for macrostructural network conditions. Each of these
variables positively impacts the probability that a SMO will adopt a new
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tactic into its tactical repertoire, even after controlling for organizational age,
tactical prevalence, overall rate of protest, and period effects. This is
consistent with the first three of the five hypotheses I introduce in Chapter 4.
While I expected to find significant effects of whole network,
macrostructural network measures of network connectivity, and did find
them, the direction of this effect was the opposite of what I predicted in
Hypothesis 4. Network connectedness is associated with a decreased
probability of tactical adoption, possibly because ties in more highly
connected networks are more superficial than ties in sparsely connected
networks.
I find that both the main effect of transitivity and a multiplicative
interaction term for transitivity and social influence through co-participation
have little effect on the probability of adopting a new tactic, for all tactics.
This contradicts Hypothesis 5, and signifies that while macro-structural
social network characteristics have a direct effect on tactical adoption, it is
unclear whether they moderate the effect of peer influence. However, to my
knowledge this is the first time such an interaction has been tested, and my
single study should not be taken as evidence that such interactions do not
exist. In fact, I urge researchers to test whether both macro-structural
network effects and cross-level interactions between macro and microrelational predictors of social processes affect outcomes in other contexts.
Even though the direction of some effects was not what I anticipated,
these results have several important implications for other researchers: first,
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there is no reason to believe that prior research which found significant
effects of nodal degree and social influence measures is invalid due to
omitting macrostructural network characteristics, as my findings
corroborate earlier ones in spite of this addition. To my knowledge, however,
this is the first study of its kind, and scientific knowledge develops as
multiple investigations reach similar conclusions. Therefore, it is an open
question whether the robustness of the results would generalize to other
social processes and contexts.
Second, future researchers should test, or at least contemplate, the
possible effect of network structure on social processes, as well as potential
cross-level interactions between macro and micro-structural effects. I found
consistent effects of macro-structural network characteristics on the
adoption of nearly every one of the 19 tactics discussed here in my bestfitting model. In a third model, I found additional whole network effects as
well as, at least for a couple of tactics, interactions between macro-structural
elements and peer influence measures. Because overall model fit statistics
indicated the reduced model was preferable to the full model that included
these terms, I did not elaborate much on them in this project. That I found
any effect of these variables at all, in spite of the fact that introducing two
correlated network measures into the same model increases
multicollinearity, and the fact that the adoption of some tactics was quite
rare, underscores the importance of investigating such terms and their
impact on social processes more thoroughly.
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Third, researchers who investigate the effect of ties on social
outcomes should also, as prior social network analysts have urged, consider
what a tie means, what it is able to transmit, and how this might vary in
different contexts. In the first few chapters, I was able to develop a
compelling case, based on prior theory and empirical findings, for why
network connectivity should increase the conditional log-odds of a SMO
attending an event where a tactic it has not used before will be employed. My
expectation turned out to be incorrect. While network connectedness does
impact tactical adoption, it does so in a way that is different from what much
prior research would lead one to expect. This finding indicates that there is
much work to do in theorizing about whole network measures, how they
impact social processes, and how this varies depending on context.
Limitations
All research is subject to some limitations, and this investigation is not
an exception. In Chapter 5, I mention that one potentially serious limitation
of this project is its dependence on newspaper data. The most concerning
possibility is the attention cycle effect, in which newspapers are more likely
to report on tactics and issues that capture the public’s attention given the
peculiarities of the Zeitgeist, and that apparent increases and decreases in
the use of some tactics are simply an effect of greater reporting on such
tactics. I have tried to mitigate this concern by controlling for the overall
level of protest activity, as well as the prevalence of each modeled tactic.
However, this does not completely eliminate the possibility that SMOs were
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using tactics long before the paper reported that they were doing so, simply
because newspaper reporters and editors deemed them uninteresting at the
time.
This is a limitation that deserves contemplation. On the one hand, the
implication is that the attention cycle could be completely driving my
findings; on the other hand, I am not aware of any better data source that
would allow for a similar analysis and is not subject to the same potential
limitations. I hope that my results are compelling enough that they
encourage other researchers to take macro-structural network effects into
consideration, and to collect the kind of (non-newspaper) data that would
allow them to conduct appropriate analyses to test their effects in the future.
On a related note, data and statistical models always involve some
degree of error. In this case, human coders made decisions about what was
and was not protest, and most importantly, about how to record information
about the SMOs present at protest events. Initial data collection efforts
capped the number of SMOs coders could list at 4, even though some protest
events featured many more SMOs. Follow-up coding captured as many more
of these SMOs, beyond the original 4 reported, as possible. As I have gained
an intimate knowledge of the Dynamics of Collective Action dataset, and the
data it was based on, I am aware that none of these efforts are perfect. SMOs
changed names fairly frequently, and sometimes went by acronyms or name
variations that made recording all possible SMOs in a consistent way difficult.
We have expended tremendous efforts to systematize names and identifiers,
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but some error surely remains. This is compounded by the fact that reporters
sometimes made mistakes about the names of SMOs, or simply stated that a
certain number of SMOs were present, without listing each of them.
Network data can be especially sensitive to missing information. For
instance, if a reporter omitted the name of a SMO that happened to connect
two other clusters, this potentially changes the structure of the entire
network. And, in fact, when I added in additional SMOs as data was
augmented and corrected, I did occasionally see major shifts in network
structures in a single year. This is less worrying than it might be, however,
because the over-time trends remained consistent in spite of these
adjustments, with the network in earlier periods being more connected and
centralized while in later periods it was fragmented and decentralized.
Nevertheless, this is yet another reason I hope researchers will intentionally
collect data suited to similar investigations in the future, carefully curated to
capture whole networks and all the relevant actors in them in a consistent
way.
Another limitation is my ability to include enough indicators in my
models to test alternative explanations for observed trends. Some tactics
were adopted so rarely that it was difficult to predict the effect of even a
minimal number of covariates. This is compounded by the fact that some of
the covariates of interest, such as multiple network measures, tend to be
highly correlated. For instance, I discuss centralization as an important
network indicator but do not test its effect, because the nature of my data
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simply does not allow the addition of more network effects due to rare
outcomes for some tactics and multicollinearity of network measures.
Similarly, the measures I use for period effects are coarse, consisting
of linear and quadratic effects of time and which political party has control of
the White House; yet tactical selection can involve a subtle interplay between
protestors, counter-protestors, public sentiment, and lawmakers that is not
nearly captured in my models. For instance, as I discussed in earlier chapters,
there is evidence that SMOs alter tactics when the practices of their targets or
the tactics of their counter-movements change. These exchanges require indepth, historical knowledge about each movement and tactic. I have
intentionally painted a picture in broad strokes in order to explore trends
over 19 different tactics, but another analysis that focused on one or a few
tactics and more carefully tested for the effects of covariates that are more
specifically relevant to that tactic could reach different conclusions about the
impact of environmental factors on tactical adoption.
Relatedly, there are many instances in which I find myself speculating
on what could be driving observed trends, without being able to test whether
these intuitions are correct. This is one of the drawbacks of conducting an
analysis that is broad in scope rather than narrow. I have sought to identify
macro-structural trends across many tactics without being sensitive to
specificities of each, and have done so, but at the expense of a deeper
understanding of some of the mechanisms underlying the observed
relationships.
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Future Directions
There are two future research directions I hope to see grow out of this
project. The first is to dig deeper into my findings to better understand the
mechanisms driving them. For instance, I suggested, but did not test, the idea
that one reason network connectivity is associated with a lower probability
of adopting a new tactic is because the networks that are most connected
also included massive protest events. These kinds of events could bring SMOs
into an ephemeral relationship that does little to transmit knowledge, trust,
or any other resource that flows through network connections. One way to
test for this would be to introduce controls for average protest event size in a
given year.
I also suggested, but did not test, that the reason event size mattered
is because it created different kinds of ties, and that ties between SMOs in
highly connected networks might be weaker than ties in less connected, but
more clustered, networks. One way to roughly tease out the difference would
be to formally test the effect of transitivity. Another would be to study some
of these networks in greater detail, and not from a bird’s eye whole network
level, to better understand what was happening on the ground and how
SMOs understood their participation and collaboration at events. Given the
amount of time that has passed since most of these events took place, and the
fact that they predated widespread use of the internet and by extension
digitalization, this is not a simple task. Additionally, it was not the purpose of
this project, which I have always meant to be broad in order to produce
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generalizations rather than specifics. Nonetheless, in future projects a deeper
dive could help identify mechanisms that would explain the observed trends
identified here.
This also connects to a point I made earlier: that social network
analysts need to theorize more about whole network measures and their
potential effects, rather than simply using them descriptively or as a way to
describe longitudinal network change. Additionally, social movement
researchers—and researchers in other fields, for that matter—ought to give
the same weight to macro-structural network characteristics that they give
to other contextual factors. Social movement theorists, for example, have
developed rich theories about political opportunity structures and how these
impact the types of movements that develop, the tactics they use, and the
successes they achieve. I have demonstrated that another completely
overlooked contextual factor, the structure of the network in which SMOs are
situated, also impacts the adoption of new tactics—and, this finding is
consistent across 19 tactics that are quite different from one another.
Scholars of organizational behavior similarly investigate how different
technologies can impact the practices that organizations use, or how the mix
of organizations within a field impacts the success or failure of organizations
within it. They could build upon these ways of thinking about context by
examining how the structure of the field of organizations impacts
organizational behavior and outcomes.
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The second future direction is to apply these findings to other setting
to see whether they are generalizable. This project investigated SMOs at a
highly specific moment in social movement history. Many aspects of social
movements have changed since 1995. Much social movement activity now
takes place online rather than in-person. Do ties through digital networks
exert the same effects as ties formed through physical co-participation?
Although SMOs and social movements still employ rallies and marches, and
protestors still fight for civil rights and environmental protections, new
tactics, movements, and goals have emerged during this time. Even within
the realm of social movements, it is not clear that the findings I share here
would describe contemporaneous movements as well.
Furthermore, SMOs are special types of organizations for several
reasons. Typically, they are not profit-driven, but, like all organizations, they
still have to keep the lights on. Because it is often difficult to measure success
towards their goals—generally, some sort of social good—or to link practices
or outcomes, they may be more likely to imitate other SMOs than most
organizations. Additionally, participation with a SMO can entail great risk,
especially if the SMO pursues riskier tactics that expose it to different kinds
of repression or counter protests.
For all these reasons, it would be interesting to see if similar trends
hold in other contexts. For example, because the tactics SMOs use to pursue
their goals can be risky, it might be especially important to have ties to other
SMOs that have experience using it and can help guide novices through the
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process. It is possible that in networks of other types of organizations, overall
network connectivity and the access to information it should provide do
predict higher levels of the adoption of new behaviors, which is what I
expected to find. Again, more careful theorizing about the way whole
network measures matter, and how this varies by context, would help to
answer this question.
Additionally, future research could investigate whether the spread of
practices in networks of individuals also depends on macro-structural
network conditions. This is not strictly an academic exercise, as there is
discussion in both academic and public spheres around the many ways in
which social networks influence the beliefs and actions of individuals. A
better understanding of how structural factors, in addition to individual and
micro-relational factors, could lead to improved assessments of who is most
at risk in engaging in various types of behaviors, and whether it would be
possible to nurture network structures to mitigate these risks. For instance,
it would be worth knowing if different network structures, and not just
differences in the contents of networks, were associated with a higher
probability that a person would graduate from college, experience
downward mobility, or vote.
Final Remarks
In this dissertation, I have replicated some prior research on network
position and social influence, as expected, but have also made some
surprising discoveries. Not only does macro-level network structure, an
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overlooked element of network effects, impact the probability that a SMO
will attend a protest event where a tactic it has not used before will be used,
but this effect works in the opposite way expected. Establishing that this
effect exists and impacts organizational behavior is an important first step;
and, it will require additional theory-building and empirical research to
understand the mechanisms driving this finding, as well as its implications
for other types of nodes, networks, and social processes.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL TABLES
Table 15: Estimated Coefficients for Information Distribution
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes

(1)
-0.293***
(0.037)
0.007***
(0.001)
20.649***
(1.891)
1.245***
(0.366)
1.679***
(0.164)
0.003***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.032
(0.026)
-0.000
(0.001)
22.422***
(2.004)
1.145**
(0.367)
1.654***
(0.164)
0.002***
(0.001)
-0.038*
(0.015)
-0.003***
(0.001)
-0.040***
(0.008)
-0.330*
(0.160)

(3)
-0.034
(0.025)
-0.000
(0.001)
22.368***
(2.003)
1.146**
(0.367)
1.633***
(0.168)
0.002***
(0.001)
-0.047**
(0.015)
-0.003***
(0.001)
-0.040***
(0.008)
-0.347*
(0.152)
-0.744+
(0.390)
-0.526
(0.874)

0.203
(0.247)
10934.885
10990.583
499.301
6.000
21098

-2.060***
(0.311)
10667.585
10754.600
1721.748
10.000
20141

-2.189***
(0.318)
10667.669
10770.506
1876.661
12.000
20141

lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 16: Estimated Coefficients for Press Conferences
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.349***
(0.048)
0.008***
(0.002)
24.175***
(2.011)
2.004***
(0.439)
1.687***
(0.192)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.061
(0.039)
0.001
(0.001)
24.814***
(2.103)
1.904***
(0.438)
1.657***
(0.192)
0.003***
(0.001)
-0.077**
(0.024)
-0.006***
(0.002)
-0.001
(0.023)
-0.817***
(0.228)

(3)
-0.064+
(0.038)
0.001
(0.001)
24.802***
(2.102)
1.906***
(0.438)
1.654***
(0.192)
0.003***
(0.001)
-0.083***
(0.024)
-0.006***
(0.001)
0.002
(0.022)
-0.828***
(0.225)
-0.649
(0.596)
-0.161
(1.066)

0.741**
(0.247)
8756.191
8811.890
468.704
6.000
21098

-1.212***
(0.291)
8595.947
8682.962
1141.266
10.000
20141

-1.246***
(0.291)
8598.737
8701.574
1165.970
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 17: Estimated Coefficients for Walk Outs
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.500***
(0.087)
0.012***
(0.003)
22.912***
(3.064)
-0.040
(1.529)
2.133***
(0.401)
0.006***
(0.001)

(2)
0.031
(0.045)
-0.001
(0.001)
20.745***
(2.911)
-0.046
(1.514)
2.115***
(0.397)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.121***
(0.031)
-0.019***
(0.002)
0.194***
(0.040)
-0.845**
(0.272)

(3)
0.030
(0.044)
-0.001
(0.001)
20.784***
(2.907)
-0.062
(1.515)
2.099***
(0.404)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.128***
(0.031)
-0.019***
(0.002)
0.195***
(0.039)
-0.858**
(0.268)
-0.925
(0.637)
0.820
(2.816)

1.927***
(0.284)
4100.075
4155.773
206.094
6.000
21098

-1.281**
(0.424)
3992.003
4079.019
1384.659
10.000
20141

-1.320**
(0.420)
3993.780
4096.617
1421.527
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 18: Estimated Coefficients for Marches
(1)
-0.292***
(0.042)
0.007***
(0.002)
22.428***
(1.917)
1.352***
(0.350)
1.901***
(0.159)
0.002***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.017
(0.041)
-0.000
(0.001)
23.883***
(2.026)
1.295***
(0.349)
1.867***
(0.159)
0.002**
(0.001)
-0.063**
(0.023)
-0.008***
(0.002)
0.020
(0.015)
-0.753**
(0.247)

(3)
-0.017
(0.039)
-0.000
(0.001)
23.855***
(2.028)
1.288***
(0.349)
1.807***
(0.164)
0.002**
(0.001)
-0.076**
(0.023)
-0.008***
(0.002)
0.024+
(0.014)
-0.799***
(0.238)
-0.966
(0.607)
-1.527+
(0.856)

0.482+
(0.251)
11022.605
11078.304
548.035
6.000
21098

-1.108***
(0.287)
10754.083
10841.099
1007.232
10.000
20141

-1.203***
(0.290)
10752.304
10855.141
1061.104
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 19: Estimated Coefficients for Conflicts
(1)
-0.680***
(0.076)
0.016***
(0.003)
13.793**
(4.554)
0.000
(.)
3.395+
(1.776)
0.004*
(0.002)

(2)
-0.213***
(0.055)
0.004**
(0.002)
12.139**
(4.314)
0.000
(.)
3.247+
(1.736)
0.004+
(0.002)
-0.092*
(0.040)
-0.013***
(0.002)
0.109+
(0.061)
-1.123**
(0.362)

(3)
-0.221***
(0.054)
0.005**
(0.002)
12.116**
(4.307)
0.000
(.)
3.099
(3.445)
0.004+
(0.002)
-0.108**
(0.040)
-0.013***
(0.002)
0.113+
(0.059)
-1.124**
(0.351)
-1.434+
(0.851)
3.052
(47.380)

1.579***
(0.282)
1101.882
1149.490
216.004
5.000
20633

-1.237*
(0.619)
1040.059
1119.118
1354.871
9.000
20047

-1.419*
(0.678)
1041.372
1136.242
1438.083
11.000
20047

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 20: Estimated Coefficients for Dramaturgical Demonstrations
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.515***
(0.069)
0.012***
(0.003)
30.304***
(2.767)
3.815***
(0.839)
1.926***
(0.423)
0.006***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.102+
(0.053)
0.001
(0.002)
28.915***
(2.758)
3.629***
(0.848)
1.916***
(0.420)
0.006***
(0.001)
-0.098**
(0.033)
-0.008***
(0.002)
-0.112
(0.090)
-1.163***
(0.333)

(3)
-0.106*
(0.052)
0.001
(0.002)
28.822***
(2.756)
3.620***
(0.851)
1.928***
(0.420)
0.006***
(0.001)
-0.112***
(0.033)
-0.007***
(0.002)
-0.128
(0.087)
-1.196***
(0.323)
-1.376
(0.856)
1.038
(2.858)

1.456***
(0.259)
3153.875
3209.573
347.066
6.000
21098

-0.552+
(0.334)
3076.979
3163.994
1015.909
10.000
20141

-0.634+
(0.338)
3078.358
3181.194
1071.283
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 21: Estimated Coefficients for Vigils
(1)
-0.434***
(0.054)
0.010***
(0.002)
17.618***
(2.511)
-0.368
(1.682)
2.141***
(0.357)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.086+
(0.045)
0.001
(0.001)
18.182***
(2.535)
-0.400
(1.662)
2.124***
(0.354)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.086**
(0.028)
-0.009***
(0.002)
0.074+
(0.038)
-0.807**
(0.268)

(3)
-0.088*
(0.042)
0.001
(0.001)
18.103***
(2.533)
-0.511
(1.686)
2.183***
(0.357)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.102***
(0.028)
-0.009***
(0.001)
0.084*
(0.037)
-0.852***
(0.254)
-1.404*
(0.676)
3.165
(2.366)

0.947***
(0.265)
4587.197
4642.895
285.795
6.000
21098

-0.988**
(0.325)
4490.280
4577.296
1170.373
10.000
20141

-1.126***
(0.332)
4488.377
4591.214
1299.354
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 22: Estimated Coefficients for Symbolic Displays
year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age

(1)
-0.381***
(0.048)
0.009***
(0.002)
18.494***
(2.281)
0.733
(1.082)
1.635***
(0.319)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.115**
(0.039)
0.002
(0.001)
18.890***
(2.319)
0.640
(1.081)
1.617***
(0.316)
0.003***
(0.001)
-0.064**
(0.023)
-0.005***
(0.001)
-0.041**
(0.015)
-0.591*
(0.234)

(3)
-0.116**
(0.038)
0.002
(0.001)
18.830***
(2.318)
0.638
(1.079)
1.643***
(0.326)
0.003***
(0.001)
-0.073**
(0.023)
-0.004***
(0.001)
-0.039**
(0.014)
-0.613**
(0.229)
-0.805
(0.609)
0.516
(1.736)

0.727**
(0.252)
6237.743
6293.442
300.962
6.000
21098

-1.213***
(0.301)
6107.089
6194.105
1209.604
10.000
20141

-1.272***
(0.304)
6109.313
6212.150
1264.580
12.000
20141

lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 23: Estimated Coefficients for Organization Formations
(1)
-0.402***
(0.059)
0.010***
(0.002)
26.195***
(2.259)
0.415
(0.730)
1.998***
(0.219)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.050
(0.051)
0.001
(0.001)
26.445***
(2.284)
0.368
(0.724)
1.971***
(0.218)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.086**
(0.031)
-0.008***
(0.002)
-0.001
(0.028)
-0.884**
(0.299)

(3)
-0.057
(0.050)
0.001
(0.001)
26.407***
(2.282)
0.352
(0.726)
1.974***
(0.218)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.098**
(0.032)
-0.007***
(0.001)
0.004
(0.028)
-0.902**
(0.292)
-1.098
(0.774)
0.455
(1.203)

1.150***
(0.256)
6674.134
6729.833
380.772
6.000
21098

-0.657*
(0.307)
6548.697
6635.712
879.867
10.000
20141

-0.715*
(0.308)
6550.603
6653.440
913.764
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 24: Estimated Coefficients for Boycotts
(1)
-0.440***
(0.060)
0.010***
(0.002)
21.857***
(2.489)
-0.437
(1.594)
1.757***
(0.367)
0.006***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.073+
(0.044)
0.001
(0.001)
21.876***
(2.497)
-0.496
(1.588)
1.754***
(0.364)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.083**
(0.027)
-0.011***
(0.002)
0.062
(0.040)
-0.824**
(0.270)

(3)
-0.075+
(0.043)
0.001
(0.001)
21.834***
(2.496)
-0.592
(1.614)
1.784***
(0.367)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.091***
(0.028)
-0.011***
(0.002)
0.051
(0.040)
-0.833**
(0.264)
-0.944
(0.703)
2.759
(2.417)

1.171***
(0.256)
4922.351
4978.049
278.324
6.000
21098

-0.945**
(0.319)
4820.517
4907.532
1116.001
10.000
20141

-1.003**
(0.323)
4821.394
4924.230
1167.739
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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Table 25: Estimated Coefficients for Attacks
(1)
-0.435***
(0.060)
0.010***
(0.002)
24.597***
(2.499)
1.768*
(0.859)
2.013***
(0.338)
0.004***
(0.001)

(2)
-0.004
(0.052)
-0.002
(0.002)
24.113***
(2.473)
1.746*
(0.856)
1.995***
(0.337)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.048+
(0.029)
-0.016***
(0.003)
0.054***
(0.016)
-0.548+
(0.300)

(3)
-0.009
(0.050)
-0.001
(0.002)
24.035***
(2.470)
1.728*
(0.858)
2.009***
(0.337)
0.004***
(0.001)
-0.059*
(0.029)
-0.015***
(0.003)
0.052***
(0.016)
-0.581*
(0.293)
-1.050
(0.718)
1.371
(2.284)

1.198***
(0.259)
4812.600
4868.298
300.337
6.000
21098

-0.862**
(0.327)
4710.785
4797.801
1076.223
10.000
20141

-0.931**
(0.331)
4712.361
4815.198
1131.679
12.000
20141

year
year squared
node degree
movement industry
lagged mean-centered co-participation
organizational age
lagged % reachable nodes
lagged protest level
tactic prevalence
democrat
lagged mean-centered transitivity
lagged mean-centered transitivity #
lagged mean-centered co-participation
lnsig2u
Constant
AIC
BIC
chi2
df_m
Observations
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